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m e  Lijé-GiYing Spirit: 
Toward a Christian Panentheistic Pneumatology for the Korean 

Multi-Religious Context 

Eun-Hee Shin 
Doctor of Philosophy, Faculty of niealogy, 2000 

University of St. Michael's College, University of Toronto 

The purpose of this thesis is to move toward the contexnialization of life-centred Christian 

pneumatology through a dialogue with &/the ültimate Ki (Chzgi) philoscphy that represents 

Korean religio-culturat sentiments within the categories of panentheism. Kirthe Ultimate Ki is an 

East Asiad Korean term comparable to pneuma in Greek and mah in Hebrew, both of whch 

indicate the Spirit of Gd in the Christian tradition. The point of studying the Ultirnate Ki is to 

theologize the life-centred aspect of this East AsiadKorean concept, which is perceived to be 

relevant for today's lifedestroying context of politicai disenûanchisement, economic 

exploitation, ecologicai crisis, racism, sexism, and other social diseases. 

"Life-centred" is a particularly important notion in this thesis, since my position is that 

the Holy Spirit is best understood as a heaiing, life-giving Spirit for both humanity and the whole 

universe. Life-centrism is an al1 embracing term which includes Christ<entrism, God-centrism, 

and salvation-centrism. Holy Spirit is broadly understood as the ultirnate source of life itself. 

That is, whatever generates true "life" in many other religiocultures rnay be identified as the 

Holy Spirit. 1 shall attempt to exempli@ a way of contextualizing Korean theology by focusing 

on k i A e  Ultimate Ki panentheistic philosophy, which can be a resource for Korean 

pneurnatology, and for the contextual interpretation of the Christian Scriptures. The 

pneurnatological approach is a constructive way of understanding God as the life-giving Spirit, 

fiom which significant theologicai implications can be drawn in relation to a holistic idea of 

salvation. The basic approach of this work is not to deconstnict Western pneurnatology, but to 

introduce Korean resources for the sake of a deeper interculturai theology. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this thesis is to move toward the reconstruction of life-centred 

Christian pneumatology through a dialogue with kinhe Ultimate Ki (Chigi) philosophy 

t hat represents Korean religio-cultural sentiments within the categories of panentheism. 

My interest in the concept of ki is derived not only from philosophical curiosity but also 

from my religious experience as a Korean person. 1 grew up in the Christian church and 

in a Christian family which nurtured a Christian faith, but it was Christianity which I 

have increasingfy felt needed to be held together with elements of my Korean religio- 

cultural heritage. For example, when 1 was Young, 1 witnessed extraordinary things in the 

shamanist rituals called kut. Dunng the ritual, shamans perform various activities 

combined with dancing, singing, and chanting for the purpose of prayer, admonition, 

consolation, and the release of people's suffering known as hm.' As a shaman reaches 

the ecstasy of the spiritual moment, she often becornes able to do extraordinary things 

such as dancing on sharp knives, or lifting up a huge container filled with hot water with 

her teeth. Sometimes, the sharnan's voice suddenly tums into someone else's voice, for 

instance, that of a daughter-in-law who cornmitted suicide because she did not give birth 

1 Hat? is, according to Suh Nam-dong, "a deep feeling that rises out of the unjust 
experience of the people" or a "just indignation." Minjrmg Theology (Maryknoll: New 
York, Orbis, 1981), p. 27; According to Kim Chi-ha, a Korean minjung poet, "Han is the 
rni i~zmg's  angry and sad sentiment tumed inward, hardened and stuck to their hearts. 
Hall is caused as one's outgoingness is blocked and pressed for an extended penod of 
time by extemal oppression and exploitation"; Hyun Young-hak says, "Han is a sense of 
unresolved resentment against injustices suffered, a sense of helplessness because of the 
overwhelming odds against oneself, a feeling of total abandonment, a feeling of acute 
pain of sorrow in one's guts and bowels making the whole body writhe and wiggle, and 
an obstinate urge to take 'revenge' and to right the wrong-al1 these wmbined." "Miqhmg, 
the Suffering Servant, and Hope," a paper presented at Union Theological Seminary, 
New York, 13 April 1982. 



to a son for the husband's farnily. The shaman speaks and acts exactly like the daugtiter- 

in-law and blames the mother-in-law who mistreated the daughter-in-law and the husband 

who did not proted her. As the shaman criticizes the mother-in-law and the husband on 

behalf of the dead woman during the ritual, they beg desperately, on  their knees, for the 

daughter-in-law's pardon. hiring the ntual, the shaman plays the hm-ridden person's 

role to heal her hnn and let her sou1 g o  in peace. Such scenes can still be observed in 

some villages of Korea. Koreans cal1 these shamans "ki-filled shamans," or "shamans 

wi t h st rong kr9' ( k e n  m u h g ) .  

As 1 reflect on the religious journey of my childhood, 1 also recall a preacher in a 

Christian church who exorcised a woman possessed with "evit spirits." The preacher in a 

tnumphant mood shouted several times, " 1 am ordering you, Satan, in the name of  Jesus 

Christ, get out of  that woman!" A little later, the preacher slapped and shook the woman 

while shouting, and the whole congregation responded, "Amen, Halleulia!" After 

repeating the procedure, the woman let out a scream full of suffering and suddenly 

became quiet. M e r  a while, the woman awoke as a "normal" person. The members of 

the church called the preacher "the Holy Spirit-filled prophet." 

Of course, this is an extreme example of an "evangelical" understanding of the 

Holy Spirit, which, for me, is not the direction 1 wish to take in contextualizing Korean 

pneumatology . Rather, such merel y soteriologicaYchristocentric pneumatology, 

associated with exclusive Western evangelical consematism, needs to  give way to  a more 

biblical 1 y based and culturelly relevant pneumatology for the Korean context. Perhaps, 

regarding the issue of the Holy Spirit and ki, one more example can be brought forward 



here from the minjung (oppressed) movements in Korea. 

During the politically intensive period of the 70s and 80s. many students laborers, 

clergy, and others were al1 engaged in a political rally to achieve democracy in Korea. 

The collective zeal o f  the people is oAen felt to have produced a synergetic effect. Some, 

mostly cullege students, participated in the Shamanist ceremony kut with dancing and 

beating traditional drums in order to gain or revive their energy or ki. M e r  repeating the 

ritual, the people experienced the great energy of ki  as present within them. Others, 

mostly Christians, often joined the "loud-prayer" in which they experienced the immense 

power of the Holy Spirit immanent within them. With this experience of the Holy Spirit 

leading them to God's justice, Christians ran on the dangerous streets of the 

demonstration without feu. The energy stirred up then became a strong driving force, 

inspiring the people to mach on the street barricade. by the armed military. Since the 

political struggle was so intense, no one had time either to debate or even to question 

whether the nature of the Spirit behind the enormous energy was from Shamanist ki or the 

Christian Holy Spirit. 

However, as 1 reflect on the religious phenornena which occurred in this moment, 

1 must now ask myself whether the ki of Shamanism and other East Asian traditions, and 

the Holy Spirit of Christianity are the same. What is the real nature of the energy which 

leads people to throw their lives into such dangerous situations for justice and the 

common good? In the continuing minjurrg movements, 1 still wonder how one can 

distinguish the power of ki fiom that of the Holy Spirit. 

How is ki different fiom the Holy Spirit? One could question the appropriateness 

of those experiences for opening an academic pneumatological discussion. However, 1 



believe that such experiences are the stuff of Our theological reflection, and that it is 

precisely such religio-cultural realities that stimulate one to develop a "new paradigm" 

for dialogical and intercultural theology. 

Paradigrn shifts have occurred constantly throughout the history of Christian 

tradition. Already in the scriptures we see, in the Gospel of John, a cultural 

contextualization to the Hellenistic worid, in its use of the Stoic concept of Logos. 

During the second century, a paradigm shifi occurred when Christian apologists adopted 

philosophical categories fiom Platonic and Stoic schools in order to project a Christian 

faith and gospel which was culturally more relevant for that histo~ical context. This 

paradigm was carried forward by Augustine in the fourth and fifth centuries and Western 

Christianity became and remained for many centuries under the influence of Greek 

philosophical categories. Thomism later introduced a new, but still Greek philosophical 

way of thinking based on Aristotle's philosophy. A modem example of "paradigm shifl" 

in theology can be found among some theologians who were influenced by European 

existentialism. In the contemporary period, a profound shift is taking place as 

Christianity encounters other religio-cultural worlds. Paradigm shifls in theology have 

always been related to particular historical and cultural contexts. The formulation of 

Christian doctrines has also been connected to the particular contexts in which the authors 

lived, even though theologians have not always recognized this. In fact, this insight is 

now more or less universally recognized, and has been articulated richly by many 

theologians, especially those of the "Third World." As Robert Schreiter has said, 

Christian tradition [is] as a series of local theologies2 

2 Robert Schreiter, ConstmctingLcol ïheologies (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1985)- p. 32. 



Today, Asian Christian theologians also seek new theological paradigms, which 

are more appropriate for the Asian multi-religious context in which diverse religious 

traditions such as Shamanism, Buddhism, Confùcianism coexisted syncretistically prior 

to the arriva1 of  ~hr i s t ian i t~ . '  My modest effort here t o  rtxonstruct a Korem 

pneurnatology in dialogue with the concept of kihhe Ultimate Ki is a step toward an 

Asian contextual theology. Asian theologians have begun to ask how the Holy Spirit can 

be expressed as M h e  Ultimate Ki in an East Asian/Korean con teq4  in a manner which is 

3 Aloysius Pieris, An Asim llteology of Liberation (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1988); Fire 
and Water (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1996); R S. Sugirtharajah, Asian Faces of Jesus 
(Maryknoll, N'Y: Orbis, 1993); Kosuke Koyama, Mount Fuji and Mmnt Sirrai 
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1985); David Kwang-sun Suh, 7he Korean Minjung in Christ 
(Hong Kong: C C 4  199 1); Kim Kyong-jae, Christianity and the Encounier of Asim 
Religions (Zoetermeer, Uitgeverij Boekencentrum, 1994); Chung Hyun-kyung, Sfmgg/e 
to be the Sun Again (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1991); Rodrioo Tano, Iheology il? the 
Philippirae Setting: A Case Study i~1 the Co~~~ex~uafization of neology (Quezon City, 
Philippines: New Day Publishers, 198 1). 

4 Ahn, Byung-mu, "Ki and the Holy Spirit." An unpublished paper presented at the 
theological preparation meeting for the 7~ Assembly o f  the World Council of Churches; 
Speakirtg of rhe Minjung 7heology [El%& 4's gb9tU/ (Seoul, Korea: Hangilsa, 1 993), 
" M i ~ ~ ~ n g  Theology for the Life of the Minjzing [z g% % SI 3 2s q]," in The 
Book of Christiatt Social Study [ J / A I F  83x0 (Seoul, Korea: The Institute of Christian 
Social Problems, 1 WO), pp. 447-456; Chang Ch'un-shen, The Heaven and Humanity are 
One: The Forrit&tiott of Chinese ïheology /6/&3 2jZjP &L)G7 (Seoul, Korea: 
Boondo, 199 1); Hong Kwang-il, A Critique of Chartg Ch-shetz 's Ch *i (kr) 
P~ie~cmatology [S,b@g 31-#SC#/  W b  "bIUC! Eb'4" Wg], Th.M Thesis 
(1  997), Asian Centre for Theological Studies and Mission; Cheon Song-pyo, Theological 
Rej7ectim on the Ho& Spirit ard Ki [&?%3 Zl/#/ GïZb &'eb4 Jsy, MM. A. 
Thesis (1996), Hanshin University; Chung Hyun-kyung, "Corne, Holy Spirit, Renew the 
Whole Creation," World Council of  Churches, Seventh Assembly, Canberra, Australia, 
Document No. PL 3.3, 1991; Lee Jung-young, The Tri* i t r  Asima Perspective 
(Nashvi lle: Abingdon Press, 1 996); Kim C hi-ha, The Life und Autonomy [$Y33 3RIJ 
(Seoul, Korea: Sol, 1996); Kim Chi-ha, Kim Kyong-jae, and Kim Young-bock, 
"Theology for Life [% 815! &! %]," in Utaitittg We Die. Dispersitrg We Live 
[gZ/g e-Z b/ /X/z @#j (Seoul, Korea: Tongwang, 1991); Choan-seng Song, Jems 
it1 the Power of the Spirit (Minneapolis: Fonress, 1994); Peter, K. H. Lee, "Dancing, Ch 'i 
and the Holy Spirit," in Frontiers itr  Asim Christiata Theology (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 



recognizable as "Christian." 

The Ultimate Ki is an East AsianKorean term comparable to pneuma in Greek 

and ruah in Hebrew, both of which indicate the Spirit of God in the Christian tradition. 

The point of studying the Ultimate Ki is to fheologile the life-centred aspect of this East 

AsiadKorean concept, which is perceived to be relevant for today ' s l i fe-destro ying 

context of political disenfianchisement, economic exploitation, ecological crisis, racism, 

sexism, and other social diseases. "Life-centred is a particularly important notion in this 

thesis, since my position is that the Holy Spirit is best understood as a healing, life-giving 

Spirit for both humanity and the whole universe. Life-centnsm, for me, is an al1 

embracing term which includes Christ-centrism, God-centrism, and salvation-centrism. 

Holy Spirit is broadly understood as the ultimate source of life itself. That is, whatever 

generates tme "Iife" in many other religio-cultures may be identified as the Holy Spirit. 

Life-centred aspects of the Spirit are deeply embedded in Christian tradition. The 

Holy Spirit in the Bible can be presented not only as a transcendent metaphysical entity 

but also as an immanent divine energy of life and healing breath, which are relevant 

images and metaphors of the Spirit in our contemporary world. For example, Yahweh's 

nrah is depicted in the Old Testament as the strong wind which liberated the people of 

Israel fiom the oppression of Egypt (Ex 14:21). God's Spirit is also presented in both the 

Old Testament and New Testament as the breath of life (Gen 1 :2 / Ps 104:29-30 1 Eccles 

12:7; 3:21 / Job 34: 14 / Wis 1 :7 / Isa 34:16 / In  313-6), life-giving mercy (Ezek 36:26) 

and healing power, the renewing power which restores unity for both human and other 

1 994); Park Jong-chun, C d  with God. unâ Dance in the Spirit: A Creative nteology 
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1998). 



communities (Judg 6 3 4  / Mal 4:2 / Rom 5:1, 5 / Titus 3 5  1 Jn 14:26 with Isa 66:13 / Jn 

3 :6 / Acts 2: 1-4). Also, in Christian tradition, the Niceno-Constantinopolitan creed 

declared in 38 1 : "We believe in the Holy Spirit, the Lord and giver of life.. . 97 

These life-giving aspects of the Spirit in the Bible and Christian tradition are, 1 

believe, deeply congruent with the notion of Wthe Ultimate Ki in East Asian1Korea.n 

tradition. It is important for Korean Christians to search for their own formulation of the 

doctrine of the Holy Spirit in dialogue with East AsianKorean religio-cultural traditions. 

Ki philosophy, 1 shall argue, offers crucial theological resources for the reinterpretation of 

pneumatology in an East AsianiKorean way. This attempt also has important theological 

implications in ternis of enwuraging a didogical mode of theology, since Christian 

theology in the East Asian/Korean context was a monologue for a long t i m e a  

monologue of the religio-cultural domination of the Western intellectual world. This 

monological theology is now being challenged by those involved in intra-religious and 

inter-religious dialogue. The larger issue is: must a Korean be a Westemer in order to be 

a Christian? What does it mean to be a Korean-Christian? 

1 shall attempt to exemplie a way of reconstmcting Korean theology by focusing 

on ki/the Ultimate Ki panentheistic philosophy, which can be, in my view, a resource for 

Korean pneumatology, and for the contextual interpretation of the Christian Scriptures. 

The pneumatological approach is  a constructive way of understanding God as the life- 

giving Spirit, fiom which significant theological implications can be drawn in relation to 

a holistic idea of  salvation. The basic approach of this work is not to  deconstruct 

Western pneumatology, but to introduce Korean resources for the sake of a deeper 



intercultural theology . 

My thesis statement may be summarized into four points. First, 1 shall presuppose 

that Christian theology for Korea must be culturally relevant to the multi-religious 

context of Korea, faithful to  the Bible, and in continuity with Christian tradition. 

Secondly, 1 shall propose that the Holy Spirit (ruah and pneumu) as the Spirit of God and 

of Christ is best understood as the immanent life-giving "breath" which animates al1 

living things, a healing "wind which integrates broken bodies and brings a holistic 

salvation; that it is this aspect of the biblical pneumatological tradition, which has long 

been neglected, that should be emphasized for the Korean context. Thirdly, 1 shall show 

that the Ultimate Ki, as a Korean religio-cultural expression of life-giving and healing 

power, is a suitable concept for reconstructing pneumatology in the Korean context. 

Founhly, 1 shall argue that the Ultimate Ki provides a usehl framework for articulating a 

Christian panentheistic notion of God in a Korean way, and that liberation in the 

globalized world must be conceived in a holistidlife-giving way, including both 

humanity and the whole universe. 

In order to achieve t hese t heological tasks, using Suh Nam-dong' s 

pneumatological method of the "confluence of two stories" as a major methodological 

tool, 1 shall develop my thesis in a dialogical (or comparative) way between Western and 

Korean understandings of  the Spirit. 1 shall then explore the concept of the Spirit, ncah 

and peurna in the Bible and Christian tradition and the idea of the Ultimate Ki in Korean 

traditions as sources for Korean Christian pneumatology. The discussion of these 

concepts of the Spirit and the Ultimate Ki shall be presented in relation to the category of 

panentheism. 1 shall then bring together the two strearns of thought, affirming the 



biblical Spirit as a transcendent-immanent life-giving breath and healing wind. 1 sMI 

draw out the christological, soteriological, and eschatological implications of this 

pneumatology for both humanity and the ecological order. Through dialogue on the 

theme of "Spirit," both the contribution and limitations of each tradition will be 

highlighted. 



CHAPTER ONE 
METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter, I shali introduce a method of  doing theology cross-culturally, 

using especially Suh Nam-dong's pneumatological synchronic method, namely, the 

"confluence o f  two stories." The idea of  synchronic means that the presence and the 

work of  the Spirit is not limited to a particular time and place, but goes beyond spacio- 

temporal limitations and any particular cultural context. 1 shall also consider some of 

Robert J. Schreiter's ideas about religious syncretism or  synthesis. For the development 

of Korean contextual theology, Suh molds two currents-minjung tradition in 

Christianity and Korean minjung tradition-into one Stream of  Korean theology.' 

Contrary to the general perception of some, who describe Suh's methodology only in the 

socio-political aspect of the rninjung, 1 shall highlight the religio-cultural context of the 

rninjmg, which is also an integral part of his methodology. For Suh, the ultimate source 

of holistic salvation/liberation cornes fiom the Holy Spirit as the life-giving Spirit. Thus, 

discerning the Spirit at work in the concrete historical iife of the mhjuttg is an important 

t heological t a ~ k . ~  

In relation to the idea of "confluence," the issue of religious syncretism needs to 

be discussed. Suh's idea of confluence can be further articulated by Schreiter's 

understanding of religious syncretism or  synthesis. 1 shall look at  the work of Schreiter, 

who is aware of  the fact that when one message is presented in different cultural codes, 

1 Suh Nam-dong, "Histoncal Reference for a Theology of Minjmg," in Minjzmg 
7heolog-y: People as the Sub/ects of History, edited by CTC-CCA (Maryknoll, NY: 
Orbis, 198 1), p. 177. 

2 Suh Nam-dong, The Stuc& of Miiijung nteology [Ef%Lf 4 9  e7" (Seoul, Korea: 
Hangilsa, I98Z), p. 175. 



the phenomenon of religious syncretism inevitably takes place. For him, religious 

syncretism or synthesis can be a useful method to cunstruct an intercultural theology. I 

shall look at his work on the issue of syncretism in relation to the multi-religious Korean 

context in which diverse religious traditions such as Shamanism, Buddhism, 

Confûcianism coexisted prior to the arriva1 of Chnstianity. Since this is a complex 

discussion of a vast process in which many cultures have engaged, my treatment of it 

here must be brief and partial. 

Suh's method is particularly useh l  for my thesis in three ways. First, his method, 

especially the notion of  "confluence" between the Christian and the Korean min j t~ tg  

traditions, is an e x e m p l q  case of dialogical theology across cultural boundaries. As 

biblicai reference for the Christian r n i ~ y h g  tradition, Suh looks at the event of  Exodus 

fiom the Old Testament, and at Jesus' cross fiom the New Testament. As the historical 

reference for Korean rninjung tradition, he draws fiom a genealogy of the minjung 

movement, starting from the period of  the Three Kingdoms (300 CE), up to the recent 

human rights movement in ~ o r e a . ~  1t becomes clear here that the minjzmg tradition is 

drawn not only from a socio-political perspective, but also fiom a religio-cultural one. 

For this, Suh is conversant with Tortghak thought, in which the philosophical foundation 

of rnit>jmg theology is r ~ o t e d . ~  Thus, in constructing a Korean contextual pneumatology, 

1 shall apply his method of confluence to the encounter o f  the Holy Spirit of Chrïstianity 

with the idea of the Ultimate Ki in the Korean Torlghak tradition. 

3 Suh Nam-dong, "Histoncal Reference for a Theoiogy ofMittjtmg," pp. 169-171. 

4 Suh Nam-dong, "Confluence of Two Stones [F 01 0121 01 eG]," in The Minjzmg attd 

K o m z  7;hedogy (E/gZ é ~ ? L / ~ ~  (Seoul, Korea: The Institute o f  Korean Theology, 
1982), p. 255. 



Secondly, Suh's pneumatological approach promotes "life-centrism" in theology, 

since the Spirit is best understood as life. The idea of life-centrism, according to Suh, 

does not only indicate the life of the minjung, but also that of nature (Le. eco-system) of 

the entire universe. For him, the life of the minju~tg, nature and the universe should not 

be viewed as separate entities but as an organic whole. The world as the cosrnic 

organism shares the same life with that of the minjmg in a mutual relationship. Suh says, 

. . . those who destroy nature will lose God, and those who lose God will be 
alienated from nature. Since al1 human beings are interconnecteci with the 
world, any dehumanization is a naturedestroying process and the reverse 
is also the same. In this respect, God, human, and nature belong to one 
ecosystem which organically relates one to another.. . s 

This worldview based on the notion of life, as Suh daims, is holistic, in that God, 

humanity, and the world participate in one another's life. Suh's understanding of life is 

closely related to that of Ahn Byung-mu, another exponent of minjrrrrg theology. Ahn 

Byung-mu explains his idea of the "theology of minjut~g-Iife" as follows: 

ki in Korean tradition which is identical with the mah and prrelrma can be 
expressed as life. People in al1 the religious traditions in history have 
searched for the reality of life. For instance, the reality of life is God for 
Christians, Dharma for Buddhists, and Tao for 'l'aoists and Confùcianists. 
In this sense, Jesus-event is also a life-giving event in which the reality of 
life is tùlly exhibited through Jesus' struggle and death. Life is self- 
sustaining through the persistent stmggle against aIi the obstacles of 
death, and, therefore, life is the divine itself. This very nature of life can 
be found in the mity-tmg, and the rnirijrrrtg can also be viewed as the source 
of life! 

5 Su h Nam-dong, "Theology of Nature [ A  Li ol 11," in Mhjwrg nteolugy al the 
fitnli~tg Point [ 8 @ J / o /  Ff%&47 (Seuul, Korea: The Christian Thought, 1 W6), p. 
294. 

6 The Study Group of Korean Christian Social Problems, "Minjtmg Theology for the Life 



Thirdly, Suh's understanding of God is a panentheistic one exhibiting both the 

transcendence and immanence of the Spirit. Suh supports the idea of a "becoming God" 

constructed by contemporary process thinkers such as Whitehead, Teilhard, and 

Hartshorne. Since I shall attempt to  search for a mode of  panentheistic pneumatology in 

both Westem and Korean traditions, 1 find Suh's panentheistic perspective quite useful- 

Those are the t h e  basic reasons for my use of Suh's pneumatological method. 

Moreover, Suh Nam-dong's idea of  confluence as  a theological method is an 

important contribution t o  contextualizing theofogy in Korea. The method of confluence 

challenges us to examine systematically the issues involved in Western Christian 

universalism, interaction of  gospel and local culture, Christian identity, continuity of a 

living tradition of minjung, and the problem of  syncretism. Suh proposes to  reconsider 

the dominant general assumption that Christianity which came to the Western world 

through Jewish, Greek, and Roman culture is normative in its Western forrns in every 

culture at any period o f  time. Thus, it is essential for him to  reinterpret the Christian 

gospel, and its central theological concepts,-pneumatology, christology, soteriology, 

eschatology, etc.,-in order to connect it to  indigenous Korean spirituality. He criticizes 

the view that Christian faith can be simply transplanted from the West into the soi1 of 

Korean religio-cultural traditions. The assumption of  such a view is that there is a "pure 

gospel," an assumption he rejects. For him, Christianity cannot simply replace the 

Korean traditional and indigenous religions. The spiritual heritage and truth experience 

of traditional and indigenous religions should be preserved, for their own sakes, but aiso 

- -- 

of the Mfi>jmg [3 % ol & 3 9 W 5 1  3 3 &! %]," in ï h e  Book of Christia~a Social 
Prohfems / J / A E ?  P3X4 2 (Seoul, Korea: IICP, I W O ) ,  pp. 447448. 



for the sake of a 6Nithil mission of  Christianity in ~ o r e a . '  Such an understanding is 

based upon the premise that Christianity can maintain its own identity while "flowing 

together" with the Korean traditions. Suh's idea of confluence is supponed by other 

Asian t heologians. 

Anton G. Honig emphasizes the need of new theology in Asia. He says that a 

new theology cannot be made; it must be born. Church history shows that the 

interculturation of the Christian message via theol.~gical reflection coming from 

JewisMGreek Christianity into the European culture took many centuries. Theology 

springs tiom an expenence of faith in the midst of  the surrounding world and in response 

to its challenges. It is the h i t  o f  a new spirituality. Since a theology is really relevant 

only when it has this character, it is evident that Western theology cannot be satisfjring in 

the Asian context. In this respect, for Asian people, it is necessary to examine the 

phenornenon of syncretism from a positive point o f  view? 

Ki m K yong- Jae, a Korean t heologian, understands syncret ism in bot h negat ive 

and positive terms. From the negative standpoint, he argues that syncretism means 

losing religious purity, dynamism, and self-identification. Syncretism can iead to the 

corruption of a religion and produce idol worship. Such syncretism is doomed to fail, 

because it creates an artiftcial religion, a compound of various meanings and hiths 

initiated for merely socio-political motives. As the religion of Yahweh couid never co- 

exist with the religion of  Baal, so a h  Christianity cannot be syncretized simplistically 

7 Che Hee-dong, Chukje, Suh Nam-dong 's Lije 7ibeolugy /48/ MoUsol #3&/47, 
M. A. Thesis ( 1 W2), Yônse University, pp. 70-75. 

8 Anton G. Honig, "Trends in Present Asian Theology," E x c h g e  11, No. 32-33 (1982), 
p. 3. 



with every other religion. On the other hand, Kim points out a positive f o m  of 

syncretism in the creative "fusion of  ho~izons."~ He explains that, since the process o f  

human life is a wntinual fùsion of meaningful experiences, religious history itself is 

always and inevitably syncretic. He contends that if real life is an open system given to 

multiple rnutual interpretations and cross-fertiiization, syncretism can be a growing 

process in which each religion maifitains its own distinct and dynamic identity. For Kim, 

a true syncretism is not brought about by the powerful intentions of p o w e f i l  reiigious 

elites. It happens spontaneously in the unconscious minds o f  the people in a given 

culture and society. Thus, authentic syncretisrn is not the artificial, deliberate 

transformation of religions, but is a spontaneously generated process of cultural 

"grafting."'O 

According t o  R. S. Sugirtharajah, anti-syncretistic sentiment among Western 

Christian theologians is based on two premises. The first i s  that there is a pure, unalloyed 

and unvarnished gospel that can be planted in any situation. The second is that culture, 

especialIy the receiving one, is a static, finished product that is usually evil, and waiting 

to be purified." However, Asian theologians such as  Sugirtharajah argue that both 

assumptions are false. On the one hand, anti-syncretism is ofien bound up with the 

construction of "authenticity," which is closel y associated with the idea of "purity." 

9 A concept bonowed fiom Hans-Georg Gadamer, Tmth and Mefhod, see Kim Kyong- 
jae, Christiartity and the Emorrrtter of Asim Religiûrts (Zoetermer: Boekencentrum, 
1994), p. 33. 

1 0 Kim, Christiat~iiy ami the Encocrt~fer of Asim Religiom, p p  . 1 62- 1 64. 

1 1 R. S. Sugirtharajah, ed., Asiari Faces of Jems (Maryknoll, NT: Orbis, 1993), p. 260. 



However, "authenticity" or "originality" is not necessarily linked to  "purity."" The 

gospel narratives indicate that the gospel never existed in a pure state and that its power is 

evident only when it is couched in the historical and cultural experience of certain 

peoples. On the other hand, cultures are consistently in a process of renewal and 

enrichment. Both the gospel and culture are, therefore, dynamic realities. These 

theological points were well demonstrated dunng the World Council of Churches' 

seventh assembly at Canberra, Australia in 1991. 

At Canberra, a Korean feminist theologian, C hung Hyun-kyung invoked the 

spirits of martyred people in hiaory along with the spirit of "brother lesus" t o  help guide 

contemporary interpretations of the Holy Spirit's presence. According to Chung, her own 

religious needs and experience go far beyond the kind of traditional Christianity piacticed 

in most Korean churches. She says, "1 discovered my bowel is a shamanist bowel, my 

hean is a Buddhist h a r t  and my head is a Christian head."I3 Chung celebrates the 

various influences contributing to  her persona1 religious identity. She d a i m s  that God 

speaks through the Spirit of Buddha, through the Spirit of shamans, and through the Spirit 

of Jesus in Korean culture. She describes Asian people as victims o f  "anthropological 

poverty," which she defined as the condition of not trusting one's own history and 

traditions. Chung points out that Christianity is also a syncretic religion, which has 

absorbed elements of Hellenism, Judaism and many European and other cultural 

components. 

Claiming to be a "Liberation-survival syncretist," Chung suggests that Asian 

i 2 Charles Stewart and Rosdind Shaw eds., Sy~cretism/Anti-Syl~cretism : me Politics of 
Reiigiotrs Syuthesis (London and New York: Routledge, 1994), p. 7. 

1 3 Chung Hyun-kyung, "SuMval-Syncretist," Chrislar~ Cerilwy 109: 272 ( 1992). 



theology should move away from the preoccupation with the b b d o c t ~ a l  purity" of 

traditional Christian theology. In particular, she presents a new paradigm of Asian 

theology, namely, a "survival-liberation centred ~yncretism."'~ She contends that in their 

struggle for liberation, minjung have the right to  appropriate their diverse religious 

sources for the sustenance and empowennent of their Iives. What, then, is the criterion 

for such appropriation? Asian people, Chung argues, have the capacity to select the life- 

giving elements of their cultures and religions and to  weave new patterns of religious 

meaning. For what matters for Asian people is not the doctrinal purity o f  certain 

religions but survival and the liberation of themselves, and their ~omrnuni t i e s . '~  Chung's 

idea of  survival liberation syncretism is rooted in Suh's notion of confluence. 

However, Suh's method of confluence as a positive interpretation o f  religious 

syncretism is also criticized by some Christian scholars who express distaste for multiple 

al1 egiances in rel igious matters. For example, John Berihrong observes that religious 

syncretic phenornena, for most Chnstians, are perceived as  very confising, and at  worst 

damning. He quotes John Hick's position: "...one can only centre one's religious life 

14 Chung Hyun-kyung, Stmgg/e to be the Slm Again: Itttrodt~chg Askm Women S 
Theo/ogp (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1991), p. 2 13. 

15 1s the question of Christian identity really irrelevant in Asia? Although 1 concur with 
Chung in the view that Asian Christianity needs different criteria for its identity, 1 suggest 
that her "survival-liberation centered syncretism" needs to be reconsidered with respect 
to its ecclesiological implications. She contends that what matters for  Asian people is not 
Jesus, Buddha, Contùcius, Kwan In, or Ina, but survival and the liberation of themselves 
and their communities. But, what is the ecclesiological implication o f  this? Can an 
organization gathered around the name and the teachings of the Buddha, for example, be 
called a Christian church if it seeks the liberation o f  women? What will be the practical 
result of  such a theology? Can the church as such continue to  exist together with such a 
wide open syncretism? 



wholeheartedly and unambiguously upon one o f  them.. .but not more than one at o n ~ e . " ' ~  

Hick insists thai a person can only maintain "one religious citizenship" rather than "dual 

or  multiple participations." Although one's religious experiences can be deepened in the 

process o f  borrowing fiom neighboring religions, one still remains true to one faithi, one 

revelation, and one manifestation of the divine reality." At this point, it is useh l  t o  look 

at Schreiter's examination of religious syncretism in relation to Suh Nam-dong's concept 

of confluence. Both Suh's and Schreiter's works provide a theological rationale for the 

development of  local o r  contextual theologies. 

Schreiter is also aware that syncretism has been seen as a dangerous and negative 

force by Christianity in general.I8 The theological assertion o f  Christian uniqueness 

among the world religions has served to sustain a negative view o f  syncretism. For 

various reasons, many Western theologians simply eradicate the term fiom theological 

discussion. The main reason for this has to do with a concem for the integrity o f  

"Christian identity." However, the problem o f  syncretism does not go  away, but becomes 

the object of increasing lively discussion. In particular, the issue o f  syncretism is being 

16 John Berthrong, AI/ Under Heaven: Trarl.@onnirtg Paradignrs in Co@~ciam-Christiarr 
Dialogue (Albany, NY: SUNY, 1994), p. 169. 

17 Ibid., pp. 182-1 83. 

1 8 Starting with Adolf von Haniack and wntinuing on with Bmh, Kraemer, and others, 
syncretism has been viewed as a distorted form of the Christian faith. The r w t  o f  this 
negative attitude goes deep into Christian history and its early encounter with the diverse 
religiosity in the Mediterranean basin. For fùrther discussion, see Jerald D. Gort, 
Hendri k M. Vroom, Rein Fernhout, and Anton Wessels, eds., Dialogue and Syncretisrn: 
At1 Ii1terdiscipihtar-y Apprmch (Grand Rapids, Mich: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 
1 989); W. A. Visser 't Hooff, No Other N m e :  Choice betweerl S'cretism und Christian 
Ui~iversdism (London: S C M ,  1 963); Robert J. Schrei t er, Constmcting Local Tneologies 
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1985). 



discussed in light of its relation to the "interculturation process."'g Should we continue to 

speak of syncretism despite its negative connotation? Schreiter contends that it is 

important to keep the term, to come to grips with its history, and to work toward a new 

de finit ion. He cnt icizes Peter Schineller' s position that theologians should abandon the 

term "syncretism" mainly because the term carries so much negative weighte2' Schreiter 

argues that this is not a bitfiil way to proceed, since it not only obscures the issue but 

also ignores an important dynamic present in the Christian church worldwide. He 

contends that to substitute "inculturation" or some other term for "syncretism" can evade 

the important point that syncretism raises, namely, the 

development and cultural process.21 He also points out 

19 The term "interculturation" is an alternative term 

relation between theological 

that contemporary Christian 

for "inculturation." Some 
theologians such as David J. Bosch realize that the term "inculturation" implies the 
Gospel as the subject and a culture as the object. In other words, one is always the giver 
and the other the receiver, as if traditional Western theologians have exclusive 
"ownership" of Christianity. Bosch contends that Western Christianity has oflen 
domesticated the gospel in its own culture, with the result that its gospel becomes foreign 
to every other culture and produces unnecessary conflict. He also points out that in the 
past the theology of Western missions arrogated to itself the right to be the arbitrator in 
relation to Third World religions and cultures, assuming, that their domesticated gospel 
was a fùlly indigenized, universalized and finished product. In such a context, 
"intersubjectivity" or "mutuality" becomes an impossible task, and non-Western 
Christians continue to be objects in their own history. In this respect, he argues that the 
usage of the term "inculturation" is inappropriate, because of its hidden negative 
connotation. David I. Bosch, Trcrrcsformirtg Mtssiotr: Paradigm Shifis irr ïheo/ogy of 
Missiott (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1 99 1 ), pp. 447-455; David Chung, Religiots Syncretism 
iii Koreatt Society (Ann Arbor and London: University Microfilms International, 1959); 
Ahn Sang-jin, " A  Study of D o ~ r g M :  A Nineteenth Century Forerumer of Local Minjmg 
Theology in Korea." Ahn says that "the rïght or wrong of syncretism and interreligious 
dialogue is to be discerned in light of what happened to the life of m b g w g  in their 
concrete life place." Th. M Thesis (1994) Emmanuel College, pp. 47-53. 

20 Peter Schineller, "Inculturation and Syncretisrn: What is the Real Issue?" 
Irttentaiiortai Btr /letiti of Missiorrary Research 1 6 ( 1 992), p p. 5 0-5 3. 

21 Robert J. Schreiter, "Defining Syncretism: An Interim Report," Itrterr~ationaI B d e t i t ~  
of Missiottary Research 17 (1993), pp. 50-53. 



theology has not yet recovered fiom Barth's distinction between faith and religion. This 

distinction can make some sense only in a mono-religious situation but is less usefil 

elsewhere. We need to corne to an understanding of culture and Christian faith that is 

responsible to both. In this respect, Schreiter suggests a critical treatment of the naive 

understanding of how cultures work and cultural identities are formed, and the naive 

understanding of how "Christian elements" are transmitted faithfull y from generat ion to 

generation and fiom culture to culture. 

Therefore, Schreiter proposes to redefine the term "syncretism" in terms of three 

factors: theological, cultural, and mis~iolo~ical .~~ The first, the theological, suggests that 

we should continue to seek to find new ways of communicating particular expressions of 

the Christian faith. In a world where "particularity" is often accornpanied by conflict, we 

seek fidelity both to the gospel and to the justice of God. Schreiter argues that 

"particularity" should not colonize peoples, but allow their voices to join those of other 

Christians in the world. Thus, the syncretism of various particularities is consistent with 

the spirit of the gospel. The second factor, the cuitural, underscores that we need to find 

a universal discourse which is truly dialogical and nonviolent. Again, cultural 

particularities which nourish and sustain people will be respected, while at the same time 

linking smaller communities into larger ones. The third, the missiological, draws our 

attention to the fact that throughout the poa-wlonial period, missiology has undergone a 

kind of identity crisis as the meaning of mission has been rethought. Schreiter suggests 

that today missiology needs to take the lead in the formation of new religious identities in 

new circumstances. For these reasons, according to Schreiter, we should continue to 

22 Ibid. 



speak of syncretism. He insists that we cannot simply avoid or ban its use because of its 

negative understanding in history; rather, we need to corne to terms with the past so as to 

understand the present. 

Given the t heological legitimacy of speaking of syncretism, Schreiter extends his 

discussion to the interaction of gospel and culture, and develops a new understanding of 

Christian tradition. He asserts that Christian tradition, rooted in the New Testament 

itself, is also "a series of diverse local t h e ~ l o ~ i e s . " ~ ~  Each of them expresses an 

aut hentic identity of Christian faith despite their radical differences. Schreiter attempts to 

demonstrate here how it is possible to interpret the Christian tradition as a history of locd 

theologies. He consistently seeks for an answer to the question: How can the gospel be 

made reievant to a particular local situation and at the same time remain authentically 

Christian? Also, can one ascertain criteria for what constitutes a genuinely Christian 

i d e ~ ~ t i t ~ ? ~ ~  For Schreiter, there are two different approaches to the issue: The first starts 

fiom the "gospel" and the second fiom the "dynamics of culture." The rationale behind 

these two approaches can be indicated in this way: 1s theology an "invention," or a 

"discovery" in different contexts? 

The first approach, starting from the gospel, supports the unexamined assumption 

of the theology of the Western church, which has believed that the gospel utterly 

transcends every culture and can be accessed by people from entirely different cultural 

23 Schreiter, Comtrr~ciing Local Theoïogies, p. 32; n e  New Cathoiicity: Theoloay 
betweerl the Gfobd and the L d  (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1 997). 

24 Schrei t er, Cot~stn~c~itg Local fieologes, p. 98; The New Caihoiiciiy, pp. 68-73. 



conteas. This belief presumes that when the gospel enters the culture, the gospel hw a 

fùnctional power or authority to examine and affirm what is good and evii in the culture, 

in order to puri@ the culture. Accordhg to this belief, the gospel, "the proclamation of 

Jesus Christ," can only be communicated to a culture by moving into it, transforming it, 

and eventually creating a new expression of the culture. This understanding does not 

allow for the fact that the gospel as it developed in Western culture is also a cultural 

product, and therefore, also a local theology. The "Christian gospel," as we know it in 

the West, was formulateci in the course of syncretizing aspects of Jewish faith with 

Hetlenistic and Roman philosophies. 

The second approach, starting from culture, focuses upon the dynamics of culture. 

Schreiter does not reject the transcendent aspect of the gospel; he believes, for instance, 

that the gospel can be fùnctional in terms of transforming evil elements of a culture. 

However, he stresses, at the same time, the fact that the gospel itself is a cultural product 

and, therefore, has never entered any culture in a pure form. Again, there is no "pure 

gospel" fiom heaven. This means, for him, that the gospel is not confined to a particular 

culture but goes beyond that culture in order to achieve a genuine interculturation. 

As noted by Schreiter himself, difficult questions remain for each of the two 

approaches. If one chooses the first approach, starting corn the "gospel," how can we 

assure that its approach is not a f o m  of cultural imperialism? Also, how can we explain 

the dynamic interrelation between Christianization and westernization? On the other 

hand. if one chooses the second approach, starting from culture, how can we articulate 

theological criteria that will assure that such close identification with culture will not end 

in the falsification of the gospel? Human history shows numerous examples of the 



danger of human religious artifacts, e.g. the German Christians of the Nazi period, the 

apartheid theology of South Anicq-both of which "syncretized" and contextualized 

bib lical fait h with dominant cultural models. Therefore, for Schreiter, the two 

approaches need to remain in a creative tension. 

Suh's concepts resemble those of  Schreiter. According to Suh's idea of 

confluence, both "gospel" and "culture" are dynamic notions. Theology cannot achieve 

its objective of articulating the gospel in a particular context while maintaining the 

general assumption that a culture is merely the receiving end of the gospel. Therefore, 

the dubious assumptions of "pure gospel" and "static culture" are no longer tenable in the 

Korean context, or in any culture for that matter. For Suh, both of these notions have 

been distorted in the history of theology. The gospel narratives clearly show that the 

gospel has never existed in a pure form and that culture is constantly in a process of 

radical renewal and enrichment. That is why some Asian theologians, such as Aloysius 

Pieris, argue that theology is "discovery" in Asia. Pieris explains that the term 

"theology" becomes meaningfùl only when it bears Iiberation as its h i t  in non-Christian 

cultures. Therefore, they ask the findamental questions: What is theology? Who does it? 

Who has the power to interpret the meaning of the Good News? What makes the gospel 

Christian? These questions lead us to an awareness that Christianity triumphed in its 

Western context because of its ability to assimilate, reshape, and remold the surrounding 

cuitures. The uniqueness of European Christianity was the new amalgam created out of 

several adjacent religions and cultures. 

It is true that Korean Christian theology has generally been associated with 

Western colonialism in its political, socio-economic and cultural agenda. As a result, 



Western missions produccd many problems, especially a cnsis in cultural and spiritual 

identity. This resulted in the near eradication of the spirituality o f  the indigenous cultural 

traditions of Korea. The outcome of such mission in Korea has been that the local 

peoples became the objects of Western missionaries' charïty and indoctrination. 

However, the emerging minjung movement, and other voices in Asia burst upon their 

consciousness, shattering al1 the presuppositions of traditional missionary work. Korean 

people have begun to daim their own cultural and spiritual identity. In the course of 

finding an identity for Korean Christianity, therefore, religious syncretism has became an 

inevitable phenornenon. In this respect, Korean Christians have good theological reasons 

to continue to speak of  "syncretism" despite its histonc negative connotation. For them it 

is not only theologically justifiable but also practically necessary to speak of religious 

syncretism in the multi-religious situation of Korea. 

In this respect, Suh's rnethod of confluence l a d s  us to seek an end to  "monolitic 

theoiogy," which has identified local cuiture as a "paganism." The spirit o f  confluence 

leads us to celebrate the birth of  emerging diverse forms o f  theologies which are more 

inclusive and pluralistic. Both Suh's and Schreiter's treatments of local theologies help 

us to put Korean cultural theology and Ki-pneumatoiogy within the context o f  the wider 

tradition of religious pluralism in the multicultural context. Perhaps Raimundo 

Panikkar's question is appropriate here: "Does one need to be spintually a Semite or  

intellectually a Westerner in order to be a ~ h n s t i a n ? ~ '  

Korean people's religious sensibilities and values are shaped by the cultural 

syrnbols, indigenous spiritual resources, and acts of worship around them, which do not 

25 Raimundo Panikkar, "The Jordan, the Tiber, and the Ganges," in The Myth of 
Christia)~ Uhiqrieness: Toward a PIuraIistric Theology of Religio,~~, edited by John Hick 



fit into the traditional Western theological scheme. According to both Korean and 

Christian rnirljung traditions, new religious sensibilities and spintual resources should 

corne from the poor, the oppressed and the marginalized, that is, the minjung. It is Suh's 

main thesis that where the dominant culture is oppressive and dehumanizing, we  need t o  

take senously the cultural sensibilities of the marginalized. It is the liberation of  the 

oppressed, not any religious doctrine, that is important and urgent in Korea. The 

dynamics of gospel and culture, then, can lead to radical change in various aspects and 

dimensions of Korean theology. Accordingly, a future theology of  the Spirit for Korean 

Christians will have to be radical enough to  incorporate elements of various traditions, in 

order that Korean people may know and feel liberative power. 

and Paul F. Knitter (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1992), p. 89. 



CaAPTER TWO 
PANENTHEISTIC PNEWMATOLOGY AND THE WESTERN CHRISTIAN 

TRADITION 

The word "panentheism" was coined by K. F. C- Krause (178 1-1832 CE), a 

German philosopher of the early nineteenth century who was known as a student of 

Hegel and Fichte. The prefix "pan" means "all," "theos" is "god," and "en" means "in" 

in Greek. Hence, the literal meaning of  panentheism is "al1 in God," which emphasizes 

the all-embracing inclusiveness of God as cumpared to God's separateness fiom creation 

which predominantly appeared in traditional classical theism. Krause perceives the deity 

as a "divine organism inclusive of al1 lesser organisms."' He maintains that God as the 

primordial being embraces and unifies the world while transcending it. For him, God is 

identified with the world, but God is more than the world. Krause worked in a 

philosophical atmosphere under the influence of G. W. F. Hegel (1770-183 1 CE) in 

which traditional theism was felt to be inadequate, following the critique of Immanuel 

~ a n t . *  Panentheism is also distinct from "pantheism," i.e. "al1 is God" or "al1 is divine." 

Krause's understanding of panentheism has been taken up and modified in various ways 

by contemporary process thinkers, such as Charles Hartshome, John B. Cobb, and 

Norman Pittenger, as well as by such diverse theologians as Jürgen Moltmann, Sallie 

1 CharIes Hartshome, "Panetheism and Panentheisrn," in The Encyc/opedia ojRe/igion 
Vol. I I  (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1987), edited by Mrcea Eliade, p. 
171; Zweig Arnulf, "Krause, Karl Christian Friedrich," in m e  Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy (New York, 1967), edited by Paul Edwards, pp. 363-365; Gunter 
Meckenstock, "Some Remarks on Pantheism and Panentheisrn," in Tradirional Theism 
and hs M d e m  Aiteniarives (Oxford: AARHUS University Press, 1 994), edited b y Svend 
Anderson, p. 1 18. 

2 Raymond Keith Wi lliamson, I t t ~ r d ~ ~ c ~ i o t n  tu Hegel 's Philosophy of Religion (Ai bany, 
NY: SUNY, 1984), pp. 251-294, 355. 



McFague, and Elizabeth Johnson. 

The core idea of panentheism as depicted by the authors mentioned above is that 

God zs h all things and ail things me in ~d' For this panentheism, God has herhis  

own identity apart fiom the universe, while God is in the universe, and the universe is 

within the reality of God. In other words, God is not reducible to creation or creatures, 

but rather transcends them; thus God's primordial nature is afirmed. 

For our purpose here, it is usefiil to  consider panentheism specifically fiom the 

point of view of  the founding thinker of process philosophy, Alfred North Whitehead 

( 1 86 1 - 1 947 CE). Whitehead's perception of the relation between God and the worid 

helps us t o  identify and dari@ a Korean concept of panentheism, which needs t o  be 

distinguished fiom the Western detinition of panentheism. Korean panentheism is 

dificult to classi@ in Western terms, but Whitehead seems the closest among Westem 

thinkers to the Korean way of thinking the Ultimate. Whitehead's panentheism needs t o  

be understood in light of this remarkable statement: 

It is as true to say that God is permanent and the World fluent, as that the 
World is permanent and God is fluent. It is as true to say that God is one 
and the World many, as that the World is one and God many. It is as true 
to Say that in comparison with the World, Gad is actual eminently, as that, 
in comparison with God, the World is actual eminently- It is as tnie to say 
that the world is immanent in God, as that God is immanent in the world. 
It is as true to say that God transcends the world, as that the world 
transcends God. It is as true to say that God creates the world, as  that the 
world creates ~ o d . ~  

3 Sinclair B. Ferguson and David F. Wright, eds. New Dicfiomry of Theology (Leicester, 
England: Inter Varsity Press, 1988), p. 486. 

4 Alfred Nonh Whitehead, Process and ReaIity: Ai1 E' in Cosndogy (New York: The 
Macmil lan Company, 1 W8), p. 528. 



The distinctive aspect of  Whitehead's panentheism is that he opened the possibility of the 

transcendence of the world, while affirming a dipolar theism in which both the primordiai 

and consequent nature of God are observed. This dipolar principle of the perception o f  

God can be called "dual transcendence" which implies that there is that in the creaturely 

realm which God is not able to influence, due to the genuine indetenninacy and universal 

fieedom of the world and its inhabitants. In Whitehead's panentheism, God, who can be 

seen as both the cause and effect of the world, is involved in time, and thus knows the 

future only as  a set of possibilities or probabilities. Accordingly, human beings and other 

beings can exercise a significant degree of fiee will and, as "co-creators" with God, 

become participants in the continuing creation or evolution of  the world. This idea will 

be fùrther explored in relation to the understanding of Korean panent heism characterized 

by the concept of the Ultimate Ki. 

Keeping in mind the fact that different types of panentheism have been developed 

in the Westem tradition, we tum to the discussion of Westem pneumatology which shall 

be presented in the fiamework of the Western definition of panentheism. To wnsider the 

foundation of Westem Christian pneumatology, it is important to open with the 

examination of two key biblical words, nrah and pneuma, translated as Spirit, denoting 

the divine presence in the biblical tradition. 1 intend here to deal only with particular 

aspects of these terms, which relate to the topic of the thesis, without aîtempting to 

expound these concepts fùlly. 



1. What is the Holy Spirit? 

1-1. Ruah 

The Hebrew word ruah, meaning "moving air," probably arose from the 

particular experience of the Hebrew people living in or near the desert. Such a natural 

desert phenomenon as wind blown sand was for them a fascinating and simultaneously 

temfying reality that immediately afFected their lives. The Hebrew people lived in fear 

of and, at times, in awe of the mighty blast of the nrah. They believed that the desert 

wind has a divine and supematural power; it a metaphor for God. The 

anthropomorphic interpretation of ruah as the personal Spirit of God is added in the Old 

Testament, a relatively new idea in ancient Near Eastern literature. Israel gradualty 

developed her own peculiar theism based on the pre-Israelite concept of the divine wind 

under the influence of the monotheism of the covenant faith. In other words, Israel's 

description of Yahweh's unique power and Spirit, demonstrated a b v e  ail at the Red Sea, 

was formulated in tandem wit h broader ancient Near Eastern concepts.' 

In the Old Testament the word nrah appears 380 times? Since the word ruah 

carries diverse connotations,' according to its particular historical contexts, it is not a 

5 For the discussion of the relation between the origin of the Spirit of God and nrah, see 
Lloyd Neve, The Spirir of God in the Old Testament (Tokyo: Seibunsha, 1 972), pp. 12- 
13. 

6 Iürgen Moltmann, The Spirit of Life: A Universai Aflrmafiotn (Minneapolis: Fortress 
Press, 1992), p. 40. 

7 Wheeler H. Robinson summarizes some outstanding meanings of the term ruah as 
"wind-like energy," "the creative activity of God," and "the whole physical life of human 
beings," which emerge in the course of the culturai assimilation of the Hebrew people. 
See The Christian -rience of the Ho& Spirit (London: Collins, 1962), pp. 24-25. 
Quoted by Paul W. Newman, A Spirit Christoloay: Recoverhg the Biblical Pmadigm of 



simple matter to  assign a single meaning. It exceeds the scope of this thesis to attempt to 

look at al1 the meanings that occur in the Bible. Thus, 1 shall limit the consideration of 

the term ruah t o  its etymological ongin, "air," fiom which two distinctive implications 

can be drawn: one indicates the ''breath" or "life-energy" that penneates al1 things, and 

the other is "wind in nature.' Drawing upon the ides of the life-giving breath of the 

Spirit, we should aiso note the association of nrah with other Hebraic words, such as 

neshama, and consider the role or  fùnction of nrah, and how it is at work in relation to 

creation and salvation in the ~ i b l e . ~  The meaning of ruah as "rnoving air" suggests the 

life-giving Spirit, ofien conceiveci as the creative and life-sustainîng power existing in 

each creature as the breath of life. The second is the wind which is intimately related to 

the world of gods and which sometimes works as a messenger of the divine. We shall 

begin with the concept of Iife-giving Spirit. 

Ruah as life-giving Spirit is ofien interpreted in relation to God's act of creation. 

One can observe examples in various places in the Old Testament as follows. 

For my part, 1 am going to bring a flood of waters on the earth, to destroy 
fkom under heaven al1 flesh in which is the breath of life (ruah); 
everything that is on the earth shall die (Gen 6: 17) 

Everything on dry land in whose nostrils was the breath of life (mah) died 
(Gen 722) .  

By the word of the Lord the heavens were made, and al1 their host by the 

Christior~ Faith (Lanham, New York, London: University Press of America, 1987), p. 74. 

8 Edmund Jacob, nteologv of the Old Testament (New York: Harper & Bros., 1 958), p. 
121. 

9 For Egyptian or Mesopotamian t e a s  which illustrate these two concepts, see I. Hehn, 
"Zum Problem des Geistes im alten Orient und im A. T.," 24 W 43 (1925), pp. 2 16-225, 
quoted by Lloyd Neve, The Spirit of G d  in the Old Testament, p. 7. 



breath (ruah) of his mouth (Ps 33:6). 

When you hide your face they are dismayed; when you take away their 
breath (ru&), they die and return to their dut .  When you send forth your 
spirit (ruah) they are created; and you renew the face of the ground (Ps 
104: 29-30). 

1 wili cause breath (ruah) to enter you, and you shall live (Ezek 3 7 5 ) .  

As these biblical references suggest, the Hebrew people in ancient times believed that the 

inhalation and exhalation of air was the nom of livingness in al1 beings. Here, the special 

significance of mah can be drawn tiom the passages as an afftrmation of the comection 

between breath and ~ i f e . ' ~  In this sense, ruah is analogous with the presence of life, 

which is inseparable fiom the notion of breath. To have breath or spirit (niah), therefore, 

means to be dive and to be alive is to share the life which comes €rom God. 

As the passages confirm, the source of al1 life is God, who has her/his own 

creative breath, which gives life to human beings and animals. Ruah as the breath of God 

is closely related to the biblical understanding of the animate creation in God's work of 

creating, sustaining (Ps 104: 29-30 / Ezek 3 :5), and taking away life (Job 34: 14). 

According to the Psalms, nrah as the breath of God is the agent of God's creation: "by 

the word of God the heavens were made, and al1 their host by the breath of his mouth (Ps 

33 :6)."' ' That is, ruah, dong with the word of God is the energy of creation. Here, one 

can glance at the ontological distinction of God and the world. Although God shares 

10 Gary D. Badcock, Lighr of Tmfh ut& Fire of Love (Grand Rapids, Michigan / 
Cambridge, U.K. : William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1997), p. 10.; Eduard 
Schweizer, The Holy Spirit (Philadelphia: Fonress Press), translated by Reginald H and 
Ilse Fuller, pp. 14- 17. 

1 1  Charles Augustus Briggs and Emilie Grace Briggs, The Bmk of Psalms: The 
hternafionai Criticol Commetztary. Vol. 1 (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark Ltd, 1976), p. 287. 



his/her life with creahirely life, a profound awareness of the distinction between God as 

the source of life and human beings as the recipients of life is also observed. This means 

that whereas God's ruah as the source of life is Iimitless, the life of human and other 

living creatures, though once given by God, cannot be perrnanently preserved. Ruah in 

these passages is used to explain the relation of  God to those whose life completely 

depends upon God. Moreover, God's ruah functions not only to  give physical life but is 

also related to its emotional and intellechial aspects. According to Exodus, God tills 

Bezalel with divine spirit (ruah)-that is, with ability, intelligence and knowledge in 

every kind of  crafl (Ex 3 1 13). 

The idea of the breath of God also n e d s  to be discussed in connection with the 

tenn neshama, which often appears with nrah, and also means the life-giving Spirit. 1s 

neshama then identical with mah as the breath of  life that cornes from God? 1s there any 

difference between the two? Here, it is necessary to look at some biblical passages 

... Then the Lord God formed man tiom the dust o f  the ground, and 
breathed into his nostrils the breath (rreshema) of life; the man became a 
living being (Gen 2:7). 

As 1 have seen, those who plow iniquity and sow trouble reap the same. 
By the breath (fieshama) of God they perish, and by the blast of his anger 
they are consumed (Job 4:8-9). 

For the fate of humans and the fate of animals is the same; as one dies so 
dies the other. They al1 have the same breath (tieshama), and humans 
have no advantage over the animals; for al1 is vanity (Eccl 3: 19). 

According to these passages, God created a human being with rteshama which is 

described as the substance of life. N e s h  is not only used with respect to human life 

but is also applied to  other living creatures, such as the animals of  the field (Gen 2: 1 9), 



the birds (Gen 9:9), and the animals of the sa (Gen 1:21). Here, neshano is perceived as 

the life-giving breath which comes fkom God. According to Gerard von Rad, neshamo 

amies  the more direct implication of life itself. l2 For instance, in Job, ". . . as long as my 

breath (r~eshama) is in me and the spint of God (nrah) is in my nostds (Job 27:3)." 

Alt hough t his passage employs r i e s h a  and ruoh distinctive1 y, their meanings are 

identical. Von Rad pays particular attention to the expression "breathed into" (Gen 2:7) 

as this describes how God created a human being, a link which implies n e s h a  as the 

life giving-Spirit that cornes fiom God's mouth. W. Eichrodt also understands the clear 

link between rieshama and n d ,  categoruing both as the divine life-giving Spirit or 

power, the breath of life o r  life itself." He fùnher explains the homogeneity of n e s h a  

and mah by pointing out that God's Spirit (nrah) is identical with the power o r  life 

(rieshama) of God given to  living creatures. 

As the biblical passages cited above indicate, a human being becomes a living 

being as soon as God breathes the same rteshama into his/her nostnls that is given also to 

animals (Gen 2:7; 6:17 / Job 33:4 / Eccl 3: 19, 21). AI1 the myriad things in the world 

derive life fiom the breath of God and then return to  nature as God takes away their lives 

(Gen 6:3 / Ps 104: 29 / Job 34:14). Thus, God's Spirit is the creative power of al1 

creatures that renews their lives. God speaks the word of creation and is the source of 

power that govems al1 life- Here, Eichrodt does not differentiate neshama fiom d. 

The only significant difference is that neshama indicates only the "breath o f  God," 

12 Gerald von Rad, Dm erste Buch Moses: Genesisr ItitermtionaI Biblical Comme)i~ary. 
Vol. I . ,  pp. 8 1 -82. Source fiom Hong Kwang-il, A Critique of Chang Ch 'zm-shen Ch 'i 
Prleumatoiogy, p p. 54- 5 5 .  

1 3 W. Eichrodt, Theologie des Alten Testaments IlAü, 5 .  Aufl. 1964, pp. 25-26. Source 
from Ibid., pp. 67-70. 



whereas mah is used to speak of both the breath of God and other related forces, such as 

wind in nature. 

If the other meaning of nrah is the wind, this meaning is extended to include not 

only the life of human beings but also the life of nature as a whole. Some biblical 

passages related to m h  l4 as wind are as follows: 

The grass withers, the flower fades, when the breath [wind] o f  the Lord 
(mah yhwh) blows upon it; surely the people are g r a s  (Isa 40: 7). 

By the breath [wind] of God (nmh elohim) ice is given, and the broad 
waters are fiozen fast (Job 37: 10) 

But God remembered Noah and dl the wild animals and al1 the domestic 
anirnals that were with him in the ark. And God made a wind (d) blow 
over the earth, and the waters subsided (Gen 8: 1 ) 

You blew with your wind (ruah), the sea covered them; they sank like lead 
in the mighty waters (Ex 15: 10). 

Here, mah as wind is a divine tool to govern the world and al1 the natural phenomena. 

The breath of the Lord blowing corn God (ruah yhwh) symbolizes the divine wind, 

which associates with various natural phenornena. God is immanent in the world and 

nature with herlhis breath and wind of  life." How then does God's mah, which pervades 

the universe as  naturd wind, carry any personal characteristics of  God? Or can ruah be 

14 The various examples of  nrah and neshama as wind can be explained into two 
fragments; first, nrah and neshama are associated with natural wind (Lev 26:36 / 1 Kings 
18:15 / 2 Kings 3:17 / Job 21:18; 28:25; 30:22 / Ps 83:13, etc.); second, nrah and 
rieshama is depicted as the divine wind which is also related to  human affairs (Gen 8: 1 / 
Ex 15:10/Num 11:31 / 1 Sam22:ll  11 Kings 18:45 12Kings 2:1, 11 /Job 37: 9-13 /Ps 
1 O4:3 / Esa 1 1 : 15; 29:6 / Hos 13: 15, etc.). Hong Kang-il, Ibid, p. 95. 

15 Alasdair 1. C. Heron, n e  Holy Spirit: Ihe Ho& Spirit in the Bible. the History of 
Christian 7%ought, artd Recertt Theology ehiladelphia: The Westminster Press, 1983), 
pp. 3-9. 



simply defined in impersonal terms as breath o r  wind, comparable t o  the Chinese notion 

of spirit-matter called ki? Keeping this in mind, Our discussion needs to  move on to the 

concept of pneuma in the New Testament in which a strong anthropomorphic image of  

the Spirit is prt.eminent. 

In the New Testament, the terni pneumu is mainly used to indicate the Spirit o f  

God congruent in meaning with the term nrah. The Septuagint usually translates ruah as 

pnezima (some 264 times). In the New Testament, pneuma is found 375 times with a 

sirnilar wealth o f  meaning as  in the Old Testament, but with much emphasis on the Spirit 

of lesus, or Spirit of Christ. Since the fùll examination of  the Holy Spirit in the New 

Testament is a very large task, here the writer shall choose some sample texts where we 

see the Spirit as the Spirit of  God in line with the idea o f  creative wind and giver of  life. 

In Greek and Hellenistic philosophy, peuma is used to indicate the elemental and 

natural vital force, understood as the blowing wind and breath of  Iife. Pneuma as wind 

rnay also mean "storm" which blows powerfiilly7 or various types o f  wind such as "fair 

wind," "breeze," "light breath of  wind," o r  " ~ a ~ o r . " ' ~  In some cases, pneuma as the 

agent of natural meteorological processes affects the climate, eco-system, and even 

human character. Here, pneuma as wind is both material and spiritual force. This 

philosophical and metaphoncal usage of pteu.na appears in the New Testament. For 

16 Gerhard Friedrich and Geofiey W. Bromiley, tram & eds. 7heologicaI Dicfiotzaryof 
the New Testament (Grand Rapid, Michigan: WM.B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 
1968), p. 335. 



example, John and Paul speak of the Holy Spirit as wind as follows: 

The wind blows (pneuma prrei) where it chooses, and you hear the sound 
of it, but you d o  not know where it cornes fiom or where it goes. So it is 
with everyone who is bom of the Spirit (pneuma). (Jn 3:8) 

And suddenly fiorn heaven there came a sound like the rush o f  a violent 
wind (pneuma), and it filled the entire house where they were sitting. 
(Acts 2:S)  

The other predominant image of pnerrma as the breath o f  life is related to the 

microcosm of organic life including humans, animals, and ot her li fe-foms that constantly 

repeat the process of inhaling and exhaling. Plietma as breath is a sign or condition of 

life. The idea of the generative and life-giving or creating cosmogonic Spirit of life is 

widespread in primitive mythology and religion.'' In the New Testament, pneuma as 

life-giving Spirit is expressed in the story of Jesus' birth and the meaning of new 

creation. Here, the Holy Spirit means that God is a vital force that g a n t s  vitality to  the 

whole creation. it is God's inspiring wind and breath by which God gives Iife in creation 

and re-creation. l8 

The angel said to  her, "the Holy Spirit (pneuma) will come upon you, and 
the power of the Most High will overshadow you; therefore the child t o  be 
bom will be holy; he will be called Son of God." (Lk 1 :35) 

Thus, it is written, "the first man, Adam, became a living being"; the last 
Adam became a life-giving Spirit (peuma). (1 Cor 1545) 

In addition to these, peurna also means "spirit" in Greek and Hellenistic 

philosophy. The basic etymological idea of a powerfiil, material, moving breath, with its 

-- - - .- - - 

17 Ibid., pp. 335-336. 

1 8 Schweizer, ïhe Holy Spirit, pp. 67-69. 



diverse function in humans and the cosmos, is closely associated with the employment of 

pneuma for mental and spiritual realities in Greek and Hellenistic philosophy.19 The 

unique development ofpneuma in the New Testament, and through the patristic tradition, 

lays its stress on the anthropomorphic idea ofpneuma @)agios as the Holy Spirit, clearly 

dist inguished fiom other spirits, which are profane. In particular, this aspect of pneuma 

in the New Testament is attributed to a distinctive divine person, the Holy  pir rit^^, who is 

sharply differentiated fiom human soul, mind, and flesh. The universality ofpneuma is 

gradually de-emphasized in favor of the exclusivity of the Holy Spirit dwelling among 

Christians and in the Christian. The particular aspect of pneuma as life-giving Spirit is 

identified with the Spirit of Jesus Christ, which is often seen as the Healer, Cornforter, 

Counselor, Life-Giver and so on (Jn 14: 17, 26 / 15:26 / 16: 13). The linkage between the 

Holy Spirit and Jesus Christ is an essential relationship, due to the fact that al1 

pneurnatological statements of the New Testament are deeply connected to a 

christological reference, which becomes the basis for the Christian trinitarian theology of 

the Holy Spint. 

New Testament pneumatology is intimately connected, then, to christology. It is 

by the power of God's Spirit that Jesus was conceived (Mt 1:20), baptized (Mt 3: 1 1 / Lk 

3: 16), cast out demons (Mt 12: 28 1 Lk 1 l:SO), and promises great events of healing and 

19 Ibid., pp. 336-337. 

20 Needless to say, the word "Holy" of the "Holy Spirit" is used to distinguish this Spirit 
trom other spirits. "Holy" means "the attributes of a being which entirely filfils the 
purpose of its existence and is thus at one with itself." In this respect, only God as the 
Holy Spirit is holy, "the awesome and fascinating mystery" and "utterly other," which are 
sharply separated fiom other spirits. Gerald O'Collins, ed., A Concise Diciionury of 
7heology (New York / Mahwah: Paulist Press, 1 WI), p. 94. 



liberation (Lk 4: 180. In particular, the Spirit-anointed mission of Jesus, the proclamation 

of  the reign of God, and his death on the cross and resurrection, demonstrate a profound 

interconnection between Jesus and the work of  the Holy Spirit. 

The relatiowhip between the Holy Spirit and Jesus can be indicated in two ways: 

Jesus as  "Spirit-bearer," and Jesus as  "sender of  the ~ ~ i r i t . " ~ '  The former implies that the 

Holy Spirit has a divine priority over against Jesus. Examples of this are found especiall y 

in the synoptic gospels which describe Jesus as the messianic bearer of  the Spirit (Mt 

1 : 12 / Lk 4: 1, 4 / Acts 10:38). Jesus is empowered by the Spirit, yet he is interpreted as 

the "Lord of  the pneuma," rather than simply as "pneumatic." Also, according to the 

Synoptics, Jesus baptizes with the Holy Spirit (Mk 1 :8 / Mt 3: 1 1 / Lk 3: 16). Jesus 

becomes the actualization of the Iife-giving work of the Holy Spirit. 

Examples of the latter, Jesris as "sender of the Spirit," are found especially in Paul 

and John. Jesus is depicted not as the Spirit-bearer but as the sender of the Spirit in their 

writing. According to Paul, the Spirit is the Spirit of Christ or the Spirit of the Son who 

becomes Me-giving Spirit (Rom 8:9 / 2 Cor 3: 17 / Gd 4: 6 / Phil 1:19). Also in John 

Jesus speaks of  the Spirit as "the Advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in 

my name.. ." (Jn 14:26). Jesus is the first receiver of  the Spirit and becomes also the 

sender of the Spirit to  a multitude of different people (Jn 20:22 / Acts 2: 1-1 3). This is an 

important aspect of New Testament pneumatology, which depicts the person and work of  

Jesus Christ as the result, as well as  the beginning of God's saving presence in the world 

2 1 Hendrikus Berkhof, n e  Doctrine of the Ho& Spirit (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1982), 
pp. 17-21. 



as life-giving Spirit (Jn 20:22 / Acts 2: 1 - 13)." 

Quite clearly, the Holy Spint who is the Spirit of  Chna is also the "Spirit of God" 

(Rom 8:9-11). That is, the Holy Spirit (pneuma) of the New Testament is the same Spirit 

of God (mah) that we met in the Old Testament, the universal Spirit of  the Creator. We 

now turn to look at the ontological presence of God's life-giving Spirit in the Christian 

tradition. Since this is potentially a vast discussion, the writer shall focus on ontology of 

the Spirit in connection with the concept of panentheism. 

2. Historical Anticipations of Christian Panenthcistic Pneumatology 

It is important to recognize that the universality and omnipresence of the divine 

Spirit is not a new idea in Western theology. 1 shall therefore provide a bnef overview of 

the historical development of Christian pneumatology, particularly in respect to the idea 

of the universal divine immanence, as exemplified in the work of the early church fathers, 

Augustine, Aquinas, Calvin. Although the dominant feature of these theologians' theism 

follows the Iine of classical theism in which God is presented as the perfect and 

immutable Being, completely apart tiom the world, 1 shall attempt to retneve some other 

aspects of their thought, as these are related to the idea of the divine immanence in the 

world. 1 shall not attempt to present fblly the pneumatologies of these great theologians 

22 Two versions of the giving of the Spirit to the church need to be noted here. First, 
John 20122, "When he [Jesus] had said this, he breathed on them and said to them, 
"Receive the Holy Spirit.. ."; Second, Acts 2: 1-13, "When the day o f  Pentecost had 
corne, they were al1 together in one place. And suddenly fiom heaven here came a sound 
like the rush of a violent wind, and it filled the entire house where they were sitting.. . Ail 
of them were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to  speak in other languages, a s  the 
Spirit gave them ability.. ." This is an account of the empowerment of the church for its 
mission. 



but only indicate the ways in which they may anticipate an appropriate Christian 

panentheism. 

2-1 The Church Fathers to Augustine 

A brief introduction to early Christian pneumatology is essential if we are to 

understand the ciassical theistic position represented here by Aquinas, Calvin, and the 

world of contemporary Christian theology. Interest in the doctrine of the Holy Spirit 

emerged relatively late in the thought of the Christian church, compared io the 

articulation of  christology. Since Christians in the period of the early church were deeply 

preoccupied with christological concerns, the early fathers made few references to the 

Holy Spirit, and held a very attenuated pneumatology. Henry B. Swete observes that in 

the Christian life of the early post-apostolic church, the Holy Spirit was not praised as 

God's Spirit in hymns nor did Christian theologians before the third century attempt to 

examine the relationship between the Spint and the Father and the son.= 

For example, Ignatius of Antioch (?- 1 17 CE) mentions the Holy Spirit only once, 

in the context of preaching. Although he occasionally uses tnnitarian formulae, he makes 

little of them theologically. Ignatius tends to deal with the Holy Spirit simply as a divine 

force or power associated with God and Christ. Yet, he does not suggest any 

identification between Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit. Thus, it is difficult to find any 

idea of "Spirit-Christology" in Ignatius's t h e o ~ o ~ ~ . ~ ~  

23 Henry Swete, The Holy Spirit in the Ancier~t Chrch (London: Macmillan, 19 12), p. 
3 60. 

24 William R. Schoedel, Ignatius of Antiuch: A Commenfary or, the Letters of lgrafiircs of 



Irenaeus of Lyons (130-202 CE) disputes the notion of the Holy Spirit as the giver 

of  life and never explicitly calls the Spirit God. He says, "the breath of iife which renders 

man aiive is one thing, the quickening spirit that renders him spiritual is another."" 

However, certain aspects of  the thought of irenaeus affirm the idea of  divine immanence 

through the Spirit. He employs the metaphor of the "two hands" of  God by which he 

created ail things. God has his Word which is the Son and his wisdom which is the 

Spirit. In other words, the Spirit and Son are two modes of activity of God the Father. 

Here, the Spirit has a double role, participating both in the work of creation and of 

~alvation. '~ Irenaeus interprets the function of the Spirit in creation in connection with 

God's creation of human beings in his image and likeness (Gen 1:26). For him, it is the 

work of the Holy Spirit to lead human beings to aitain the likeness of God, and by the 

Spirit alone they becorne tmly human and are genuinely able to understand the innate 

goodness of the Creator. However, with the Fall, human beings lost in Adam the 

privilege of being in the image and likeness of God. The aim of  God's Incarnation, 

according to Irenaeus, was to restore the lost divine image in human beings and to 

achieve a union with God. In interpreting the Incarnation, Irenaeus seemed to attempt to 

transcend spirit-matter dualism and to stnve to reunite nature-spirit, body-soul, and 

creation-redemption. This involves the dynamic activity of  the Spirit, which "descended 

fiom God on the Son of God, made Son of  man, and with him became accustomed to 

dwell among the human race, and to dwell in God's creatures, working the Father's will 

Antioch (Philadelp hia: Fortress Press, l98S), edited by Helmut Koester, pp. 20-24. 

25 Irenaeus, The Dernonstratiotnr of ihe Aposrolic PreacMg (New York: Macmillan, 
1 920), p. 23 1, quoted by Reynolds, Towards a Process Pnettmatofogy, Xbid., p. 1 10. 

26 Heron, The Holy Spirir, p. 65. 



in them, and renewing them fiom their old state into newness of Christ" (Aherws 

Haereses III. xvii. I).~'  This intriwic relation between creation and redempt ion, the 

creative and salvific breath of the Spirit, and the restoration of human nature in God's 

image through the Incarnation, signify the idea of the divine immanence in which the 

entire creation is restored by king absorbed into the cosmic Christ. In this respect, 

Irenaeus's pneumatology includes some tenets denoting an intimate relationship or an 

emphatic bond between God and the creation, by the creative transforrning work of the 

Holy Spirit. 

Origen cf Alexandria (185-254 CE) though innovative on the doctrine of the 

Trinity, apparently remained a subordinationist in pneumatology.28 One of the important 

passages concerning the Holy Spirit is to be found in Origen's work The Comrnenfary on 

John. Origen interprets the passage of John 1 :3-"Al1 things were made by him (the 

Word)-"to mean that the Holy Spirit is subordinate to, or owes his existence to the 

Word, being included in these "al1 things."29 Origen speaks of the trinitarian 

appropriations, attributing to the Father "the source of deity," to the Son "God's Word or 

Reason," to the Spirit "the ~reath."" Although the term "Trinity" was rare in the Greek 

writings of Origen, it was nevertheless there. For him, there are three subsistent realities 

or hypostases, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, and the Father alone is without 

27 Quoted by Heron, The Holy Spirit, p. 66. 

28 S wete, me Ho& Spirit in the Ancieiaf Church, p. 360. 

29 Henri Crouzel, Origen (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1989), translated by A. S. Worrall, 
pp. 198-202. 

30 Ibid. 



origin. Origen describes the Holy Spirit as needing the intermediary function o f  the Son 

to subsist and to work individually. The Spirit plays a role in the incarnation o f  the Son 

and follows up that incarnation in the Christian church, sanctifying life and conferring the 

spiritual gifts- However, this does not mean that Ongen proposes that the Spirit is not 

deity but something "made" o r  "created" by the Father through the Son. Reynolds tells 

us that the deity of  the Spirit is highly problematic in Origen's theology. For Origen, he 

argues, the Father alone is God and the Spirit is not deity but something "made" by the 

Father through the son." Nevertheless, Origen points out that the Holy Spirit possesses 

the same "substantiality" as the other two, associating with the Father and the Son in 

honour and Subordinationism o f  the Spirit seems to dominate in Origen's 

pneumatology, yet he does not say that the Spirit is a creature. The question o f  the origin 

of the Holy Spirit does not seem to have been clear to Origen. 

The Arian heresy (3 18-325 CE) denied the divinity of both Son and Spirit. In 

fact, the focus of  the debate was pnmarily on christological questions. The Arian 

controversy shows that the early church stmggled with the problems of reconciling 

transcendence and immanence. Owing t o  the monopolar tenets of classical rnetaphysics, 

the conceptual categories o f  transcendence and immanence became mutually exclusive. 

Arius advocated the Son's moral changeability or  irnprovability, rejecting the deity o f  

3 1 Reynolds, Towardr a Process P~reumafology, pp. 11 1-1 12. 

32 Origen States, "It is not clear whether H e  [the Holy Spirit] is bom or  not born, whether 
He  [the Holy Spirit] is t o  be considered as Son of God o r  not. But al1 that is to  be 
inquired into, using the best o f  our power fiom the Holy Scripture, inquiring with wisdom 
and diligence. It is, however, certainly taught with the utmost clearness in the Church, 
that the Spirit inspired each one of the saints, both the prophets and the apodes ,  and that 
there was not one spirit in the men of old and another in those who were inspired at the 
coming o f  Christ." Crouzel, Origen, p. 199. 



Jesus Christ. Moreover, Arius's concept of the Tnnity is meant to promote the absolute 

attributes of  God's oneness. The primary purpose of Arius's Trinity is to dismiss any 

kind of plurality in Goci and to disconnect any substantidist relationship with the other 

two ~er sons . '~  Arius aates, "the essence of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit 

are separate in nature, and are estranged, unconnected, alien and without participation in 

each other ... . They are utterly dissimilar fiom each other with respect to both essence 

and glories to infinity."34 Here we can observe that the compelling motive of Arianism 

was the desire to preserve a strict rnonotheism maintaining Goci's radical aloofness from 

the world. 

Although Athanasius also emphasizes the divine oneness, his concept of the 

oneness of God is the divine unity in which three Persons are not divided but 

distinguished. For him, the Holy Spirit has the sarne oneness with the Son, as the Son has 

with the Father. The Holy Spirit originates in the Father, who is the sole self- 

transcendent cause? He uses an analogy of  "light" and "radiance" in order to explain 

the relationship of the Son and the Spirit with the Father: the Father is "light," the Son 

"radiance," and the Spirit "activity and lambent grace."36 Athanasius goes on to say that 

"there is then a Triad, holy and complete, confesseci to be God in Father, Son and Holy 

Spirit, having nothing foreign or external mixed with it ... in nature indivisible and its 

33 John Pollad, "the Origin of Arianism," J O I ~ ~ C ~ C I ~  of Theoiogicai Studies 9 (1 %8), p. 
106. 

34 Heinrich Optiz, Afhamzsius: Werke 1 :2 1-22. Quoted by Robert Gregg and Dennis 
Groh, Eariy Arianism: A View of Saivati011 (Philadelphia: Fomess Press, 198 1 ), p. 82. 

35 Alvyn Pettersen, Athorrasitrs (London: GeofFiey Chapman, 1995), p. 184. 

36 Ibid. 



activity is one. The Father does al1 things through the Word in the Holy  rit."" For 

Athanasius, the Spirit has the same "CO-essential r e l a t i o n ~ h i ~ " ~ ~  with the Father as the 

Son has, emphasizing the oneness of the Spirit and the Son: the Spirit is given from the 

Father through the Son. He believes that the Christian Church is founded on the faith in 

one God, God in three distinctive persons. The Spirit, even as the Father and Son, is not 

just a divine attribute or extemal to God in an essential sense, but one person of the 

Triune God. 

The Arian controversy evoked in the church an affirmation of the status of Jesus 

Christ as the etemal Son of the Father. The Nicene creed formulated at the Council of 

Nicea (325 CE) emphasized the second article, which speaks of Jesus Christ as 

homootrsios with the Father. The chnstological conflict led on to the question of the 

Holy Spirit, but Nicea minimized the Spirit. The original version of the Nicene Creed 

said little about the Holy Spirit, only declaring at the end that "we believe in the Holy 

Spirit." However, the Council of Constantinople (381 CE) added a substmtial anicle on 

the Holy Spirit. 

And in the Holy Spirit 
the Lord, the Life-Giver, 
who proceeds fiom the Father, 
who with the Father is worshipped and glorified, 
who spoke through the prophets.3g 

The three Cappadocian fathers, Gregory of Nazianzus, Basil of Caesarea, Gregory 

37 Heron, 71te Ho& Spirif, p. 79. 

3 8 Pettersen, Arhanasitq pp. 1 85- 186. 

39 Heron, The Holy Spirit. p. 74. For the discussion of the ongins of this creed and its 
connection with the Council of Constantinople, see J. N. D. Kelly, Ear& Christian 
Creeds, 3d edition (London: Longmans, 1 972). 



of Nyssa, had helped to move the ancient church to the Constantinopolitan addition. 

Gregory of Nazinanzus (330-390 CE) referred to the Holy Spirit rhetorically as the theos 

agropfos, which means "the God about whom nobody ~ r i t e s . " ~  He further describes the 

confusion and ambiguity about the concept of the Holy Spirit during that particular 

pet-iod as follows: "some consider it [the Holy Spirit] energy, others a creature, others 

God; still others are uncertain what to think of  it, out of reverence to Scnpture, which 

makes no clear c ta te ment."^' Reynolds interprets this confusion as a consequence of a 

vacilliation between a Stoic or materialistic understanding of Spirit and a Platonic or 

nonmaterial view of  Spirit. In the thought of Gregory the Platonic idea of Spirit seems to 

be dominant, emphasizing transcendeme at the expense of irnrnanen~e.~' 

Basil of  Caesarea (330-379 CE) mainly deals with the central Anomoian 

objections to the equality of the Spirit with the Father and Son. The argument of 

Anomoians was that since the Spirit was mentioned third after the other two, the nature of 

the Spirit was inferior to theirs. Thus, the Spirit cannot be conceived as a member of a 

divine triad and, therefore, there is no place for the Spirit in the Godhead. They 

particularly emphasized the passage of Amos 4: 13-God  creates the wind-and of John 

1 :3-Al1 things were made by him-indicating the creaturely character of the Holy 

Responding to the argument of Anomoians, Basil describes the association of 

40 Donald L. Gelpi, The Divine M o t k  A Trinitarim Theology of the Holy Spirit 
(Lanham, New York, London: University Press of America, 1984), p. 4. 

4 1 Thomas Rees, me Holy Spirit (London: Duckworth, 191 5),  pp. 1 19, quoted by 
Reynolds, Towarda Process P~~eumafology, pp. 108-109. 

42 Reynolds, Towardr a Process Pr~eumatology, p. 1 09. 

43 Anthony, Meredith. 7he Cappadociatts (London: Geofiey Chapman, 1999, p. 30. 



the Holy Spirit with the God's work of life-giving activity and creation. He refers to the 

passage of Psalm 33:b"By the word of the Lord the heavens were made and by the 

breath of his mouth al1 the power thereof'-in order to demonstrate the creative work of 

the Holy Spirit which brings them to penéction.u Basil does not believe that the Holy 

Spirit is essentially inferior to other members of the Tnnity. Rather he assens the 

inseparability of the three Persons, in favor of the deity of the Holy Spirit. For him, al1 

the three Persons deserve the same honor and are worthy of the sarne dignity. He 

emphasizes the interrelations of the Trinity; "If a man calls on God but rejects the Son, 

his faith is empty. If someone rejects the Spirit, his faith in the Father and the Son is 

made useless ... it is impossible to worship the Son except in the Holy Spirit; it is 

impossible to cal1 upon the Father except in the Spirit of adoption."4' The major point of 

Basil is that the Father is God and the Son is God in which Christians experience the 

presence of the Holy Spirit in their prayer, hymns, and al1 doxologies. Since the Three 

Persons share a common nature, and qua1 honour, the deity of the Holy Spirit cannot be 

denied. To deny the Holy Spirit is to doubt the presence of Father and Son. This 

inseparability of the Spirit fiom the Father and the Son l a d s  to the conclusion that the 

persons of the divine Tnnity deserve to be worshipped and glorified together: "Equality 

of honour means the equality of nature.'& 

44 Meredith, The Cuppadocia~rs, p. 3 1. 

45 Basil of Caesarea, On the Holy Spirit, quoted by Meredith, The Cuppdociatrs, pp. 3 2- 
33. 

46 Meredith, Ibid. 



Gregory of Nyssa (335-380 CE), younger brother of Basil of Caesarea, believes 

that the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit are not created. The Three-in-One exists 

within divine being. Gregory makes the distinction between "Being-in-itself' and 

"~ein~-b~-~artici~ation."" For him, Being-in-itself is divine being, which is the ousia of 

the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, whereas al1 creatures belong to the status of the Being- 

by-participation. The divine Trinity, Being-in-itself, is perfect, changeless, and infinite. 

The Trinitarian Being is not dependent on anything outside of itself, and therefore cannot 

be reduced by diminution. 

Augustine of Hippo (354-430 CE) made important contributions to Western 

pneumatology. In many aspects of Augustine's theology, a spirit-matter dualism is 

evidenced, since he is under the influence of PIato and Neo-Platonisrn. For Augustine, 

God as Spirit has no physical dimension or corporeal aspects, but is congruent with an 

impassible and incorruptible nature. For Augustine, any physical or consequent attributes 

of the Spirit cannot be part of the essence of  the divine reality. God's Spirit remains as a 

pure inner procession or interaction within the intra-personal relations of the   ri nit^.^^ 

He afirms the full equality of the three divine Persons, who differ only in their mutual 

relations. He employs the term "essence" rather than "substance" when referring to God, 

in order to avoid certain implications derived fiom Aristotelian philosophies. For Km, 

47 Paulos Mar Gregorios, Cosrnic Man: ïhe  Divine Preseme: 7he Theology of SI. 
Gregqv of Apssa (New York: Paragon House, 1 988), pp. 1 1 4- 1 1 5. 

48 Augustine, De Trirtitate VI. 7, see Heron, 17re Ho& Spirit, pp. 87-88; Stanislaus J. 
Grabowski, nie Ali-Present God (London: B. Herder Book Co, 1953), pp. 22 1-222. 



"gifk" and "love" are major images of the Spirit, that is, the bond of communication 

between Father and son." Augustine says, 

. . . God the Father alone is he fiom whom the Word is boni, and fiom whom the 
Spirit principal1 y proceeds. And therefore 1 have added the word ' principal1 y' 
because we find that the Holy Spirit p r o c d s  6om the Son also. But the Father 
gave this too to the Sort, not as to one already existing and not yet processing it; 
but whatever he gave to the only-begotten Word, he gave by begetting him. 
Therefore he so begot him that the common Gifl should proceed fîom him also, 
and the Holy Spirit should be the Spirit of both." 

The Spirit is their mutual love as well as the gifl that unites the Chcrch as God's people. 

The Holy Spirit is, therefore, the Spirit of both Father and Son. Thus Augustine lays the 

framework for theJIique. 

Augustine's pneumatological formulations draw a sharp distinction between God 

and the world, the human and the divine, which are mutually exclusive categories. In this 

respect, he eliminates any possibility of God's ontological unity with the world and 

rejects the idea of an immanence of the Spirit implanted within human nature? 

Nevertheless, since he is not only Platonic but also biblical in his inspiration, Augustine's 

theology is not completely structured by a static view of reality but rather carries some 

aspects of the dynamic character of the biblical Holy Spirit. The immanent 

pneumatology of Augustine is displayed in connection with the loving and preserving 

ferninine image of the Holy Spirit. He uses the analogy of a mother hen in order to 

explore the idea that creation is an ongoing and dynamic process by which the 

immanence of the Spirit hoids humanity together. The creation, in Augustine's thought, 

49 Augustine, De Trit~itafe V. 12, in Ibid, pp. 89. 

50 Augustine, De Trinitate XV. 29, quoted by Heron, The Ho& Spirit, pp. 89-90. 

5 1 Augustine, 7;he CÏfy of God (London: Oxford University Press, 1963), translated by J. 
W. C. Wand, pp. 544-545. 



can also be interpreted as "the realm of opened and unmeasured possibilities that wait 

realization" by the "benevolent and creative will" of the Here, the metaphor of 

the mother hen implies a recognition of the Spirit as a loving, vital will, and creative life- 

giving energy, whose activities are not once-and-for-dl, but continuous. Although God's 

providential action and immutable will are basic to his theology, there is yet another 

dimension which implies the concept of the dl-inclusiveness of God's being, in which 

the world is the sphere o f  God's immanent presence, in the fonn of the life-giving Spirit. 

2-2 Thomas Aquinas 

It is hard to deny that the predominant feature of Aquinas' theism characterizes 

God as wholly separate and independent of the world. Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274 CE) 

evidences a strong sense of God as the divine absoluteness, perfection, immutability, 

which truncates God's mutual relationship with the world. In his giant work Suinmu 

7%eofogiae, the tenets of classical theismS3 are clearly demonstrated, highlighting God's 

traditional attributes such as aseity, impassibility, monopolarity, and so forth. Aquinas 

understands God within the fiamework of Aristotelian philosophy, in which God is 

described as the "unmoved Mover." This God is completely fiee fiom the presence of 

the world and unaffkcted by the motion of the universe. Since God is the supreme cause 

52 Aure1 ius Augustine, Getiesis i~ i  the Literal Setue, unpublished translation by Ford 
Lewis Banles and Blair Reynolds, referred to by Reynolds, Toward a Process 
Pneuma f o fogy, p. 1 26. 

53 In general, the range of classical theism is the theology of Augustine, Anselm, 
Aquinas, and Calvin, and other theism under their influence. 



of al1 things, not the effect, God as the self-sufficient and immutable necessary Being can 

neither be increased nor diminished by any other factors outside of himself For example, 

Aquinas States: 

Since God is outside the whole order of creation, and al1 creatures are 
ordered to Him, and not conversely, it is manifest that creatures are really 
related to God Himself; whereas in God there is no real relation to 
creatures, but a relation only in idea, inasmuch as creatures are referred to 
~ i r n ? ~  

Nevertheless, Aquinas's perception of God does not totally exclude the notion of the 

divine immanence in the world. God's relation to the world, for Aquinas, is closely 

associated with the divine activity of self-giving love. God extends himself toward the 

creature, relating himself to the world. Since the idea of creation is nothing but self- 

giving action, however, God's dynamic relation to the worid does not involve in any 

sense a passive dependence on the world. 

Noms Clarke, a neo-Thomist cornmentator on Aquinas, takes up the notion of 

God as the first efficient cause, in which he finds a very rich sense of divine immanence. 

He speaks of a "bond of community" between the effects and the cause, touching upon 

the idea that al1 effects stem fiom the cause and that the cause imparts its reality into the 

effects as a gift of self-giving activity. As Aquinas says, 'the world takes its origin fiom 

God as His self-expression," and here, the ontological relation between God as the cause 

and the world as the effect is established without reducing God's attribute of perfection.sJ 

54 Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologae (New York: Benzinger Bros., 1947), 1. 13. 7, 
p.66. 

55 Noms Clarke, 7he PhÏlosophÏcal Appraach fo Gd: A Neo-Thornisi Perspective 
(W inston-Salem, North Carolina: Wake Forest University, 1979), p. 80. 



David Burrell maintains a similar perspective to that of Clarke, dealing with the 

issue of God's relation with contingent things. However, Burrell points out that Aquinas 

does not afirm a process or property inherent in God which results in creatures. 

Although God freely relates to the wodd with his unceasing love, the way of God's 

coming to the world is "unidimensional and asymmetrical ."56 Burrell cites Aquinas' 

saying, "[God's] relation (habitudo) to creatures dues not flow fiom his nature. He does 

not produce creatures out of the necessity of his nature, but rather by intellect and will."" 

For this reason, it is difficult to daim a "real relation" to creatures in God. 

William J. Hill also contends that creation for Aquinas is totally God's self-giving 

activity for the world and eliminates the possible interpretation of mutual interaction 

between God and the world. If God, he argues, is subordinate to the ongoing process, 

God becomes vulnerable in being affected by the world, and then loses the true essence 

of transcendence. in his view, this God is no longer the God of Christian e~~er i ence .~ '  

As we have seen, these theological interpretations of Aquinas's perception of God's 

relation to the world do not compromise God's perfection as the first cause of al1 things 

or approve the notion of rendering God contingent in any sense. Nevertheless, the aspect 

of divine immanence in Aquinas's thought is not totally dissolved by the dominant idea 

of the transcendence of God. 

Sornething approaching a panentheistic tenet in Aquinas's theology can be 

observed in some passages of Summa 7heoiogiae in which God exists everywhere. God 

56 David B. Burrell, Aquit~as: GadutidActiott (London and Henley: Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, 1979)' pp. 84-87. 

57 Aquinas, Sziumma î%eoIogiue, 1. 14. 8. 1.19.4. 

58 William Hill, me Three-Personed Gd: n e  Triniîy as a Mystery of Saivation 



is "omnipresent," not as part of creaturely substance but as a cause of al1 existences. He 

says: "existence is that factor in us [inrimum], and in every other object as well, that is 

deeper than anything else.. . it is fitting, and even necessary, that God be in al1 things."'9 

The Latin term inrimum here indicates innermost, interior, and deepest, which explains 

how God reaches to the very core of al1 other existences in the world. God is thus 

intimately related to every single thing that constinites the w o r ~ d . ~ ~  This seems, at first 

sight, to be analogous to the idea of pantheism, in which God and the world are identical. 

However, a cIear difference fiom pantheism is presented in Aquinas' understanding that 

God's relation to the world is self-relational and self-communicating. In other words, 

God is in al1 things not as the essential existence of creatures but as the cause of their 

existence. Aquinas declares in the Commenfary on the Serttemes that God's existence is 

in ail things not essentially but c a u ~ a l l ~ . ~ '  The divine immanence in Aquinas' perception 

of God is affirmed without renouncing in the l e m  the basic tenet of God's transcendence. 

2-3 JO hn Calvin 

The theology of John Calvin (1 509-1 564 CE) is of particular interest for Korean 

theology, because of his formative influence on Korean Presbyterianism, a major 

(Washington, D. C.:The Catholic University of America Press, l982), pp. 209-2 10. 

59 Stefan Swiezawaki, St. ;13romas Revisited (New York: Peter Lang, 1999, translated by 
Theresa Sandok, p. 66. 

60 Aquinas, Szdmma Z%eo/o@ue, (Westminster, Maryland: Christian Classics, 1 989), 
edited by Timothy McDermott, 1. 8.1, p. 22. 

61 Aquinas, Commeritary on the Senterices 1. 8 .  1, 2. Quoted by Swiezawski, St. 7hornas 
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religious force in Korean Christianity. Aithough the principal characteristics of Calvin's 

pneumatology are closely associated with the soteriological dimensions of the Christian 

church, the cosmic work of the Holy Spirit in his thought cannot be overlooked. 

Benjamin B. Warfield calls Calvin "pre-eminentiy the theologian of the Holy 

and assens that Calvin's greatest contribution is to acknowledge "the sovereign working 

of salvation by the almighty power of the Holy For Calvin, the Christian 

church is the sole institution of God's salvation by the Holy Spirit. However, John Bolt 

points out that Warfield was not adequately aware of other aspects of Calvin's 

pneumatology, especially the non-soteriological and cosmic dimension of the Holy 

spirita In Bolt's view, Calvin afirrns the universal presence and the immanent activity 

of the Holy Spirit in God's creation. Calvin says in Institutes of the Christian Religion, 

... For it is the Spirit who, everywhere diffised, sustains al1 things, causes 
them to grow, and quickens them in heaven and in earth. Because he is 
circumscribed by no limits, he is excepted fiom the category of creatures; 
but in transfusing into al1 things his energy, and breathing into them 
essence, iife, and movement, he is indeed plainly divine? 

In this passage, Calvin tries to explain the profound nature of the divine relation between 

62 Benjamin B. Warfield, Calvin utad Augtstitae (Philadelphia: The Presbyterian and 
Reformed Publishing Co., 1956), edited by Samuel G. Craig, p. 484. 

64 John Bolt, "Spiritus Creator: The Use and Abuse of Calvin's Pneumatology," in 
Calvin and !he Holy Spirit (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Calvin Studies Society, 1989), 
edited by Peter De Klerk, pp. 17-1 8. 

65 John Calvin, Calvin: Institutes of the Christian Religion, Vol. 1. xx (Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, 1960), edited by John T. McNeill, translated and indexed by Ford 
Lewis Battles, p. 138. 



the Holy Spirit and creation. The Spirit is, for him, the author o f  al1 life and of  

regeneration, by his very own nature, that i s  his life-giving energy. The regeneration of 

natural Iife, Le., the continuing production of life, can be seen as one of the works of the 

Spirit in the cosmos. Calvin's idea of life is fùrther explained in his commentaries on 

Ephesians. For him, there are two theological critena for interpreting the notion of the 

life o f  God. One is "what is accounted life in the sight of  G o d ;  the other is "that life 

which God communicates to His elect by the Spirit of generation."66 More explicitly, 

Calvin explains the idea of life in ternis of three categones. The tirst is "universal life," 

which is a very basic "breath perrneated in al1 beings. The second is "human life," 

which is inherited from the first human being, Adam. The third is "supernatual life," 

which Christians alone experience. Although life has different degrees for Calvin, the 

source o f  life is one, that is, the Spirit of God. In this sense, each of  three kinds of life 

can be the life of  God. However, this does not mean that there is no qualitative or  

ontological distinction between God's Spirit and other immanent spirits of the world; 

rather it emphasizes that the sole source of al1 living beings is in the life of God. 

Therefore, the idea of the divine immanence as the universal work of the Spirit in 

Calvin's thought needs to be presented without comprornising God's immutable will and 

providential rule. 

The other idea of the cosmic activity of the Spirit for Calvin, as  Bolt points out, is 

associated with the order o f  God's creation. M. Eugene Osterhaven notes that Calvin 

sees the Spirit as active in al1 creation: "the creation of  the universe was no less the work 

66 Calvin, The Epistles of Pm/ The Apostle to the Galoiiatzs, Ephesiatzs. Phiiîppia~zs and 
Colossiam (Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company: Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1980). 
edited by David W. Torrance and Thomas F. Torrance, translated by T. H. L. Parker, p. 
187. 



of the Holy Spirit than of the Son" (Institutes i, xiii, 15)? 

For the power of the Spirit is spread abroad through al1 parts of the world 
that it may keep [God's creatures] in their state, that he may supply to 
heaven and earth that Mgor we discern, and motion to al1 living 
creatures ... . Goâ, by the wonderfiil power and impulse of his Spirit, 
preserves that which he  formed out of nothing ( ~ o m m e n t a r ~  on ~ c t s  
17:28).68 

The Spirit animates al1 things in creation, prevents it fiom falling into chaos, am 

maintains the order and stability of God's creation. As God created the world, he 

sustains it by the cosmic work of the same Spirit. However, it is important to note that in 

Calvin's thought, the idea of  divine immanence needs to be distinguished f'iom that of 

omnipresence. Reynolds clarifies the fact that G d ' s  omnipresence for Calvin is not an 

item or factor in the universe. Calvin, like Aquinas, assumes the philosophical line of the 

Aristotelian dictum that "a substance is not present in a subje~t. '*~ The notion of creatio 

ex nihilo in Calvin's theology denotes the absolute ontological difference between God 

and creatures. 

Since these theologians are the "classical theists" in the Western Christian 

tradition, we must acknowledge that classical theism is inclusive of universal divine 

presence. Classical theism is not "panentheistic," but it does anticipate panentheism and 

approximate it so some degree. It differs fiom panentheism in that it insists also on 

67 M. Eugene Osterhaven, ïke Failh of the Chrch-  A Reformed Perspective ort Ils 
Hisiorical Development (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans, l982), pp. 166- 
167 

68 CaIvin, Commentaty on Acts, quoted by Osterhaven ibid., p. 167. 
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divine immutability. 

3. Two Models of  Contemporary Western Christian Pancntheism 

In this part, 1 shall discuss contemporary Western Christian panentheism,70 

focusing upon the idea of the Spirit in two panentheistic theologians, Jürgen Moltmann 

and S a l k  McFague. Harold Wells suggests that there are two kinds of Christian 

70 Besides the panentheistic interpretation of God and the world of process theology, the 
Hegelian and the Tillichian can be considered as two important panentheistic positions 
amcng modern theologies. The har t  of Hegel's religious philosophy is the affirmation 
of the unity of God and the world. For Hegel, God's total separation fiom the world 
would mean the disruption of truth itself because God is inconceivable without the world: 
Ohne Welt ist Gott riicht Gort. However, Hegel's idea of God-world unity is not identical 
with the pantheistic oneness of Spinoza. Although there is sorne afinity between Hegel 
and Spinoza in repudiating al1 "transcendent" reality, the former does not go as far as the 
Spinozistic formula Deus sive Nu~lrra, which implies nature is God rather than God is in 
nature. Hegel defends his own doctrine of Universal Spirit or Cosmic Mind, contending 
that the world tmly exists, but not in a final or absolute sense, since it is God alone who is 
uttimately real and pnrnary. Hegel's panentheistic tenets beçome more obvious in his 
idea of appearance and the supersensible world. This idea, theologically speaking, is that 
God "is not the world, nor is the world God, but the world is God's appearing, God's 
activity of self-manifestation, appearing which is completed in man. The world, and man 
in it, are real only to the extent that God is in them, and their tme being is in God, which 
is another way of saying that the finite is the appearing of the infinite and has its being in 
the infinite." Williamson, Hegel's Phiiosophy of Refigïort, quoted by McFague, Ine Body 
of G d ,  p. 254; Hegel, n e  Phenomertology ofMirrd (or Spirit) (London: George Allen & 
Unwin; Atlantic Highlands: Humanities Press Inc, 1949), translated by J. B. Baillie, pp. 
1 80-2 1 3; Bernard M. G. Reardon, Hegel 's Philosophy of Religion (Guildford, London & 
Worcester, 1977), pp. 100-104. 

Tillich explains the intimate relationship between God and the world with the 
notion of life. For him, God is the principle of participation and the principle of 
individualization. God as the divine life participates in every life and everything in the 
universe. The life, here, does not stand in contrast to body. Life as Spirit of God 
transcends the duality o f  body and mind, which is the all-embracing function in which al1 
vlements of the structure of being participate. Therefore, Tillich says, "the statement that 
God is Spirit means that life as spirit is the inclusive symbol for the divine life. It 
contains al1 the ontological elements." Here is the profound immanence of God in the 
world. For fùrther discussion, see Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology Vol. 1. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago, 195 l), pp. 24 1-252. 



panentheistic theology today. One is trinitarian panentheism, which afirms God's 

universal presence and indwelling as the Spirit, while maintaining a clear distinction 

between God and the world, together with an unreduced christology; the other is process 

panentheism that offers a notion of God and the world as mutually "CO-~!e~endent."'~ 

Although each position is clearly distinct fiom the other, especially in terms of 

christology, they are in concord on the question of the inter-relatedness of God as Spirit 

and the world. 1 shall first consider Moltmann's theology of the Holy Spirit as an 

example of trinitarian panentheism, and then go on to explain the process panentheism of 

Sallie McFague. This chapter will then provide a discussion of the contributions of 

Moltmann's and McFague's panentheistic understandings of the Spirit, which can both be 

seen as pneurnatological advance within the Western Christian tradition. 

3-1 Jiirgen Moltmann 

Moltmann was first notable for his Ineologv of Hope: 0 1 1  the Grouid and the 

Implicatioits of a Christiar, ESchato/ogy, which argued that Christianity is essentiall y 

eschatological and must be understwd as fùndamentally about hope. He never loses this 

eschatological thrust, even in his later work. His second major volume, 7he Crucijied 

G d  n e  Cross of Christ as the Foundatiolt arld Criticism of Christian nteology, was 

explicitly "theology of the cross" in the tradition of Luther, emphasizing the suffering of 

God in Jesus Christ as suffenng within the life of the triune God. A third volume of his 

first trilogy, The Church N I  the Power of the Spirit: a Contributiorl to Messianic 

71 Harold Wells, "The Flesh of God: Christological Implications for an Ecological 
Vision of the World," Toronto J m n d  of Theology 15/1 (1999) pp. 5 1-68. 



Ecclesiology, marked his work as substantial l y pneumatological and political, yet still 

fùndamentalty eschatological in character. 7he Tkinity and the Kirtgdom of G d :  The 

Doctrine of G d  brought fonuard for special emphasis the "social Trinity," and his 

panentheism began to  be more visible, as he emphasized the "open Trinity," and so the 

inclusion of  al1 creation within the Iife of  the tnune God. This panentheism is fûlly 

developed in God in Creutiorl: A N m  ïïteology of Creation and the Spirii of Gad and 

becomes even more intensively pneumatological in the Spirit of Lve: A Utaiversol 

AfJirmdon. 

Moltmann conceives of the Holy Spirit as "the power and life of  the whole 

~reation,"'~ and fiirther explores the Spirit in the perichoretic relation between God and 

the world as  shekinah, God's indwelling. He sees the "world of nature as bearing the 

prints of  the Triune God and as being the real promise of the coming ~ i n ~ d o r n . " ~ ~  In his 

earlier work The Church in the Power of the Spirit, he understands the Christian church 

in the context of the work of the Spirit but does not confine the Spirit to the church. In 

his latest work on the Holy Spirit, The Spirit of Life, he devotes his full attention to 

developing a doctrine of the Holy Spirit within a trinitarian fiamework. He provides a 

creative interpretation of pneumatology which emphasizes the fact that the experience of 

the Spirit cannot be restricted to  the Christian church but must be extended to the whole 

community of creation. His major effort in this book is to promote a holistic 

pneumatology in which the traditional dichotomy between Spirit and body is replaced by 

72 Jürgen Moltmann, God in Creatiorc An Ecofogical Doctrine of Creu~iorl (London: 
SCM Press LTD, 1985), p. 17. 



an understanding of the relation between the Spirit and life. For him, the source of the 

variety of life originates in the restless power of Yahweh's nrah and hidher indwelling 

shekinah, which is actualized further in Jesus' experience of Spirit and the church's 

experience of the risen Jesus Ciuist through the Spirit. 

Moltmann's concern with a holistic pneumatology begins by rejecting the 

limitation of the "dialectical theology" of Barth, which stresses the divine Word and 

tends to dismiss the theological signi fiance of human consciousness and experience. 

For hirn, however, human experience can be considered as one of the sources for 

acquiring the knowledge of God the Spirit, as he attempts to reconsider the contribution 

of the nineteenth century liberal and pietistic theology led by Friedrich Schleiermacher. 

Moltmann criticizes the exclusive claim that the Holy Spirit remains entirely on God's 

side, so that it can never be experienced by human beings. Barth's God as the Wholly 

Other is far removed fiom human life and experience and merely resides alone in a 

timeless eternity. This kind of theological transcendentalism, which predominantly 

appears in the theology of Karl Barth, is problematic in Moltmann's view, because it 

presupposes that everything comes from the revelation of God's othemess. 

For example, in Barth's theology, the initiation of revelation has to come fiom a 

God who exists outside humanity, and likewise also the revelation, the Incarnate God, is 

never to be confùsed with humanity in general. Even the human acceptance of God's 

revelation cannot be considered as the work of human beings, but utterly as the work of 

God in the third mode of God's b e i ~ ~ ~ . ' ~  In this fiamework of thought, the Holy Spirit 

74 Barth States, "the dogrna of the Spirit means the knowledge, that in every respect man 
[woman] can only be present at God's revelation, as a servant is present at his master's 
action, i.e., following, obeying, imitating, serving; and that this relation is at no time 



remains strictly a mode of God's Being and self-revelation, which implies an absolute 

discuntinuity between God's Spirit and the spirit of hurnan beings. Moltmann, however, 

tries tu restore the idea that human experience as such inctudes a genuine experience of 

God arising £tom a continuity between the human spirit and the Spirit of God. In this 

way, human experience of  God becomes the foundation o f  a human t h e o ~ o ~ ~ . ' ~  As he 

suggests, the false alternative between divine revelation and human experience of the 

Holy Spirit needs to  be supersedeci in order to construct a holistic pneumatology today. 

Therefore, Moltmann rejects what he regards as Barth's trinitarian hypostatic- 

m~dal i sm, '~  in which the Son and the Holy Spirit are not distinct divine persons but two 

ways in which the rnonotheistic God the Father is revealed. The classic modalist denies 

that the Son and the Spirit hold a distinct personhood within the Godhead. They are 

portrayed instead as masks which the Father wears in his historical manifestations. This 

modalisrn is highly problernatic for Moltmann, as it confines the Holy Spirit to "the mode 

of eficacy of the ore ~ o d . " ~  Modalism rejects the concept of "person" as a term for the 

reversed." Karl Barth, Chrch Dogmatics Vol. 1 .  Part I, n e  DaLtrirte of the Word of 
G d  (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1955), p. 536. 

75 Moltmann, 7he Spirit of Lije: a Univerd Aflrmatior~ (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 
1992), p. 5. 

76 Barth clearly declares a preference for the notion "mode of being" in describing the 
Tnune God. The reason he avoids the term "person" is that it tends towards tritheism. He  
says, ". . .the man who wishes to keep it [the concept of 'person'] throughout will scarcely 
find another valid argument to put alongside the undoubteàly honorable position it holds 
by hoary ecclesiastical and scientific usage, save that he has not a better one to put in its 
place." Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics Vol. 1 .  Part ï, n e  Doctrine of the Word of God, 
p. 412; we should note, however, that Barth did not intend to  support the ancient heresy 
of modalism or "sabellianism," and commentators on Barth reject Moltmann's suggestion 
that his theology leans toward modalism. See W. Waite Willis, Theism. Atheism arrd the 
Doctrine of the Timiiy (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholar Press, 1987), pp. 1 53- 18 1. 

77 MoItmann, 7he Spirit ofLife, p. 13 



nature and role of the members of the Trinity. For Moltmann, the distinctive p e r s o n h d  

of the Holy Spirit is important if we are to grasp that God's Being corresponds to a social 

and cornmunitarian perspective on humanity and nature. In this respect, he seeks to 

remove every residue of theological subordinationism, and al1 forms of modalism in 

favor of a social and relational view of the Triune God. 

Moltmann's trinitarian understanding of God locates the Spirit in the inter- 

relational fellowship, koinonia. In this respect, the inner being of the Holy Spirit refers to 

relational sociality. He speaks of the Spirit of trinitarian fellowship, who fbnctions to 

confer the fellowship of the community. He explains, 

In the unity of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit the triune God 
himself is an open, inviting fellowship in which the whole creation finds 
room: 'That they also may be in us,' prays the Johannine Christ (John 
l7:Zl). The fellowship of the Holy Spirit 'with you al1' (2 Cor. 13: 13) 
corresponds to his fellowship with the Father and the 

For Moltmann, the Spirit of Iife is always identical with the Spirit of kaino~~ia.  The 

"fellowship" is perceived not only as a special gifi of the Spirit but aiso as her essential 

nature and character. Just as fellowshi p means a reciprocal relationship that involves 

opening oneself to the other and moving into mutual participation and recognition, the 

Spint as koinonio plays a significant role in creating the fellowship and sustaining it with 

the Father and the Son. In this sense, a major role of Spirit is to relate the Father and the 

Son in order to constitute a trinitarian community or fellowship, and to bnng that 

community into the fellowship of the entire universe that is the origin and the ultimate 



purpose of al1 creation? In other words, the Spirit works by joining disparate living 

entities into koittorisa and replicates the social experience of the triune God throughout 

the world. In fùlfilling this role, the Spirit is seen in the wide spectnim of such rich 

metaphors as Lord, Mother, and Judge (personal metaphors), Energy, Space, and Gestalt 

(formative metaphors), Ternpest, Fire, and Love (movement metaphors), Light, Water, 

and Fertility (rn ystical metaphors)." Drawing upon these striking images of the Spirit, 

Moltmann describes the trinitarian personhood of the Spirit as "the loving, self- 

communicating, out-fanning and out-pouring presence of the etemai divine life of the 

triune ~ o d . " "  The essential perxlnality of the Spirit lies in the inner-trinitarian relations 

with the Father and the Son. Within this pneumatological fiamework, the immanent and 

transcendent, the historical and eschatological, the extemall y active and the inner- 

trinitarian aspects of the Spirit, are tùtly elaborated. 

Moltmann's trinitarian pneumatology also has important ecumenical implications, 

in particular in relation to the issue of thejilioque controversy." F i lque  is a Latin word 

meaning "and fiom the Son." This was added to the article of the Nicene- 

Constantinopolitan ~ r e e d , ~ ~  which attributes the procession of the Holy Spirit to the 

Father only, in order to aErm that the Spirit proceeds simultaneously from the Father and 

79 Ibid. 

80 Ibid., pp. 269-285 

81  Ibid., p. 289 

82 For the histov of thefilioqt~e controversy, see Dietrich Ritschl, "The History of the 
Filioque Controversy," in Conficts about che Holy Spirit, edited by Hans Küng and 
Jurgen Moltmann (New York: The Seabury Press, 1979), pp. 3-14. 

83 Heron, The Holy Spiriî, p. 74. 



fiom the Son. The legitimacy of this addition has been a theological issue between 

Eastem and Western Chnstianity. M o l t r n a ~  provides an attempt at an ecumenical 

pneumatology, one which seeks to reconnect the churches of East and West. His 

theological observations on t h e f i i i q e  offer cornmon ground for those who insist on the 

view that the Spirit proceeds fiom the Father and fiom the Son (the Western perspective), 

and those who insist that the Spirit proceeds fiom the Father through the Son (the Eastern 

perspective). 

For Moltmann, the $ioque addition to the Nicene Creed is superfhous and 

tautological. He explains that the Spirit proceeding fiom the Father means that She 

proceeds from the Father of the Son, because only through his relation to the Son can the 

First Person of  the Trinity be cailed the Father. In this co~ec t ion ,  God's fatherhood is 

automatically preserved. In other words, "as soon as God is called Father, he is thought of 

as having a son."" To take the argument a step funher, the fatherhood cannot coexist 

without the sonship of the Son. Thus, it is correct to say that the Son participates in the 

procession of the Spirit fiom his Father. This can also be interpreted as meaning the 

Spirit receives her hypostatic divinity from the reciprocal relationship of the Father and 

the Son, and cames her own "inner-trinitarian ~es ta l t . "~ '  In Moltmann's theology, the 

concept of the Trinity is not simply an abstract idea, but the living relational community 

of God in which God's creational, incamational, and eschatological life and work become 

possible. 

84 B. Bolotov, "Thesen uber das Filioque," Revue Inrerr~ationaie de Theologi 24, Berne 
1898, p. 692, quoted by Moltmann, The Spirit of Lije, p. 306. 
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This trinitarian pneumatology, which stresses the interrelatedness of the bodily, 

political and environmental dimensions of the Christian experience of the Spirit, has 

significant ethical implications in terms of social and communal relations in the world. 

The universal activity of the Spirit, working as a relational and liberating power, does not 

shy away fiom issues of domination and discrimination, but embraces the reality of 

human and ecological suffering. Moltmann is intensely aware of the God-negating 

destructive power of racial, sexual, and cultural subjugation, political tyranny, economic 

oppression, the destruction of human rights, and ecological crisis. The Spirit suffers with 

suffering people and the suffering of al1 creatures, and thus the experience of suffering is 

part of life in the Spirit. In this context, Moltrnann explores the experiences of a wide 

range of Iiberation movements, suffering people, and ecology. 

It is important to note here that the suffering Spirit is disclosed in Jesus's death on 

the cross. The Spirit suffers in his crucifixion and brings him up out of death. The Spirit 

creates eschatological expectations in the community through signs of hope and struggle. 

For Moltmann, without the "pneumatology of the cross," any panentheistic interpretation 

of God becomes "pure i~lusion."~~ His panentheism is saved from nihilism by his 

grounding it in the reality of the cross. Jesus's cross and the discipleship of Christ, in 

which Christians take up their own crosses, are the true criteria for spiritual discernment 

where evil spirits, demons and anti-life powers do exist in both personal and social life. 

Emphasizing that the reciprocal relation between christology (the Son) and pneumatology 

(the Spirit) is a fùndamental principle of Christian 

foundation of a Reformed doctrine of the Christian 

theology, Moltmann attends to the 

Iife by following the classical ordo 



sahfis, aligned with the concept of Iife. He tries to utilize this dogrnatic schema in 

relation to the soteriological motif of liberation as exodus and resurrection. Thus, 

justification, regeneration, sanctification, charismatic empowerment, and mysticism 

always need to be considcred in relation to the soteriological mode1 of liberation. This 

pneumatological recovery of the ordo miutis challenges both pietistic privatization and 

the spiritual anemia of theological liberalism. Moltmann claims that in this way the 

extrerne consequences of both "christornonisrn" and "eucharistic pneumatomania'y87 can 

be avoided. 

In comection with the issue of human and ecological liberation, Moltrnann's 

panentheistic vision of the Spirit is further emphasized. In that his pneumatology 

portrays the Spirit as immanent transcendence, the two characterizations of the relation of 

God to the world are not contradictoiy.*' One is the experience of God in ail things; the 

other is the experience of al1 things in God. The former stands over against a theological 

transcendentalism, which assumes that everything cornes fiom God's otherness. The 

transcendence of God, in the words of Moltmann, is immanent in al1 things in the world, 

and can be inductively discovered. He explains this perspective as "infinite in the finite, 

the etemal in the temporal, and the endunng in the tran~itor~."'~ For him, presenting 

God's presence ir, nature aiready indicates the idea of God's immanent transcendence. 

87 Ibid., p. 72. 

88 M. Douglas Meeks summarizes Moltmann's contributions on the idea of immanent 
transcendence in his article, "Jürgen Moltmann's Systematic Contributions to Theology," 
Religious Stzdes Review Vol. 22, No.2 (1 W6), pp. 95- 102. 

89 Moltmann, n e  Spirit of Lijee, p. 35. 



The latter, the experience of al1 things in God, leads us to speak of the 

transcendent immanence. This means moving frorn "the all-embracing horizon of the 

world and perception to the individual things which appear against this background," a 

process which invites us to perceive "the finite in the infinite, the temporal in the eternal, 

and the evanescent in what  endure^."^ Human experience of the world blends with the 

experience of God, and reverence for life becornes part of the adoration of God. In this 

context of thought, human beings enter fovingiy into relationships with God, and 

therefore God can in no way be described as an "unmoved Mover." Rather God is deeply 

aware of human feelings and has knowledge of al1 human and ecological sufferings. 

As we have seen, Moltrnann is critical of traditional descriptions of God's total 

transcendence and alienation from human life. He argues that his idea and experience of 

God's transcendence is incompatible with Karl Barth's Wholly Other (gam Andere) or 

Rudof Otto's notion of mysleriirrn tremettdrcm et fasir~osrrm (fascinating and terriQing 

mystery). Rather, his recognition of God derives fiom God's ker~osis, which is not a self- 

alienation of God but the self-emptying of God because of herlhis love.91 It is the divine 

mystery which is transcendent yet immanent in this world. This is analogous to the 

experience of the Spirit as the matemal womb fiom which al1 of life is born, grows and is 

nourished. Moltmann emphasizes that the Spirit is not only the source of life but is also 

the transcendent, eschatologicall y and christological 1 y-determined source for the ult imate 

revitalization of creation. These trinitarian and eschotological concepts of God as 

dwelling among God's people, in God's Christ and through God's life-giving Spirit, are 

90 Ibid., p. 36. 

91 Moltmann, "A Response to My Pentecostal Dialogue Partners," Jounral of 
Penfecostd 7heoiogy Vol. 4 (1994), pp. 64-65. 



foundational for his panentheistic interpretation of God the Spirit. Moltmann proposes 

his vision of panentheism as follows: 

The nrah is certainly present oniy when and where God wills it to be so; 
but with his will towards creation it is also present in everything, and 
keeps al1 things in being and in life. When we think about the ruah we 
have to  say that God is in al1 things, and al1 things are in God though this 
does not mean making God the same as everything e k g 2  

In Moltmann's panentheism, the Spirit is the divine breath of Iife that fills everything 

with its own Iife, and which bridges the difference between creator and creature. The one 

God who created the world through herhis life-giving breath always enters into the 

continua1 communication and relationship between God and the world. In this way, 

Moltmann differentiates the way in which the world dwells in God fiom that in which 

God dwells in the world. He clearly differentiates his panentheism fiom pantheism, in 

which the distinction between transcendence and immanence is dissolved. 

Molt mann emphasizes that his panent heism is utterly di fferent from Aristotle' s 

philosophy. He States, "the Creator is not an unmoved Mover of the u n i v e r ~ e " ~ ~ .  

Aristotelian "substance" or  "essencey' ontology, in his view, contributes much to the 

emergence o f  present ecological problems. In fact, Moltmann's antidote to classical 

theism is the "revolutionary conception of a suffering God" which is opposed to the 

traditional portrayal of God as an all-powerfiil, invulnerable Creator and Ruler. He 

92 Moltrnann, me Spiriî of l i je,  p. 42. 

93 Moltmann, God in Creation, p. 87. 



. . .a God who cannot sufier is poorer than any [hulman. For a God who is 
incapable of suEering is a being who cannot be involved. Suffering and 
injustice do not affect him. And because he is so completely insensitive, 
he cannot be affecteci or shaken by anything. He cannot weep, for he has 
no tears. But the one who cannot suffer cannot love either. So he is a 
loveless being. Aristotle's god cannot love; he can only be loved by al1 
non-divine beings by virtue of his perfection and beauty, and in this way 
draw them to him. The 'unmoved Mover' is a 'loveless ~ e l o v e d . ' ~ ~  

Here, Moltmann obviously does not attempt to rnaintain the lineage of Aristotelian 

theologies, which portray God as a self-subsistent and static being. For him, the loveless 

Beloved is an impersonal God who is incapable of having an intimate persona1 

relationship with creatures, and thus, remains merely a metaphysical abstraction. In 

laying stress on the suffenng face of God, Moltmann takes the event of the crucifixion as 

a starting point for a revision of traditional theology. The question of God's immutability 

and perfection, he contends, needs to be reinterpreted fiom the crucifixion. For him, the 

cross is the supreme manifestation of God's reconciling love and self-giving action. In 

Moltman's words, to manifest faithfihess and unceasing love in history, God chooses to 

relate herhimself to the world, so that the divine identity resides in the wor~d.~' God's 

unconditional love and faithfùlness has its roots in the divine nature, which causes 

hedhimself to be immanent in the world. The cross is, in Moltmann's panentheism, 

interpreted in terms of a radical self-differentiation in God, which is the exemplication of 

the supreme paradox of God as a living unity of life and death. In the separation and 

94 Molt mann, 7he Cnic~jied G d  ï3e Cross of Christ as the Fotrr~dariorl md Criticism 
of Christiail Theology (London: SCM, 1972), translated by R. A. Wilson and John 
Bowden, p. 222. 

95 Moltmann, Theology of Hope (London: SCM, 1967), translated by James W. Leitch, 
p. 116. 



alienation of God fiom her/himself on the cross, the unity is maintained through the 

loving and reconciling bond of the Spirit of life. 

Moltmann has no enthusiasm for metaphysical arguments about the causality of 

the God-world relation. He rather intends to focus on the practical dimension of his 

panentheism, stressing the immanence of God through the Spirit, and a cosrnic 

eschatology. He rejects the notion of causality from his doctrine of creation as follows: 

If we are to follow the concept of God's transcendence in relation to the 
world with an understanding of his divine world-immanence it is 
advisable to eliminate the concept of causality fiom the doctrine of 
creation, and indeed we have to stop thinking in terms of causation at d l ;  
for the causality approach allows us to conceive only of the transcendence 
of the divine cms4prima which, since it is divine must also be causa sui; 
but creating the world is something different fiom causing it? 

In rejecting the use of the causal analysis and the theistic unchanging God of 

Aristotle, Moltmann adopts a Jewish doctrine of God's "self-limitation (zirnsum)." This 

descnbes God's creation as a kind of contraction and expansion of the divine substance 

itsel f b y the movement of self-limitation and se1 f-e~tension.~' Here. creation is the 

movement of God's self-limitation and withdrawal to allow "space" for the world's 

existence. Yet Moltmann afirms the idea of creatio ex nihilo9* as the initial divine 

creation without any prior conditions. This creation produces a creutio mutabiIis, an 

"open systern," operating to surpass its origin in the Here, Moltmann envisages 

96 Moltmann, GodNi Creatim, p. 14. 

97 Ibid., pp. 86-93. 

98 Molt mann, G d  in Creution, pp. 78-79. 

99 Richard Bauckham, 7ne Theoîogp of Jürgen Moltmarzn (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 
1999, p. 188. 



that God's creation is not static but dynamic, which continues to develop toward the 

eschatological consummation of the kingdom of glory. The importance o f  the creartio ex 

nihilo is, for him, the anticipation of the eschatological vision of the new creation. In 

other words, creatio ex nihilo in the beginning announces the Creator's openness for 

overcoming death and the promise of the redeerning amihilatio nihili.lm Moltmann 

clearl y dist inguis hes his panentheism fiom that of process theologians and of McFague 

by emphasizing that while God is in creation, and creation in God, creation itself cannot 

be divine. For him, creation comes fiom God and depends on God. 

As we have seen, Moltmann's understanding of God follows along the lines of the 

Western definition of panentheism: G d  is in ail t h g s  and all thhgs are in Gd, yet 

G d  is more h i  the miverse. As other panentheists in both philosophical and 

theological circles have done, his perception of  God also contributes to the doctrine of  the 

Spirit, which assumes cosmic proportions with the idea of the "Spirit of life." MoItmann 

extends the cosmic dimension of the Spirit's work to other realms of being beyond the 

human and Christian. The "Holy Spirit" is, in the minds of  many, merely the Spirit of the 

church. In Moltmann's conceptuality, the transcendent aspect of God is not missing, but 

it is experienced through immanence, namely, the notion of the immanent transcendence 

of the Spirit as the "power o f  creation and the wellspring of life."I0' 

However, his universal affirmation of  the Spirit becomes somewhat ambiguous in 

certain aspects. For example, he says, "spirituality means life in God's Spirit, and a 

living relationship with God's Spirit. Taik about Eastern or  Afncan spirituality 

1 00 Molt mann, God iri Creation, p. 90. 

101 Ibid., p. 35. 



unfortunately blurs this precise sense of the word and reduces it again to 

'religiousness. ,Y, 102 In this passage, he implies that non-Christian spirituality does not 

involve life in the Spirit or rest on a living relationship with the same Spirit. Does this 

mean, then, that non-Christian spirituality is not an authentic relation to the life-giving 

Spirit which derives fiom the living relationship with Yahweh's living breath, but a mere 

ritual performed for the sake of religiousness? Does he not understand that non-Christian 

spintuality, including that in Eastern or Afriuin cultures, works with the presence of  the 

Spirit, which permeates al1 spheres of life? Although, in other places, he attempts to 

identifi the Holy Spirit with other cultural expressions of Spirit like ch'i (ki), his 

preoccupation with the Christian tnnitarian faith in God leads hirn to have only a partial 

awareness o f  the reality of the Ultimate of other religious contexts. He says, ". . . we cal1 it 

[the divine Spirit] the comic Spinr, because it is the life in everything that lives. Chinese 

cal1 it ch 'i [ki], Greek eros, Hebrew  ah."^^-' However, his notion of the cosmic Spirit is 

grounded in the monotheistic modei of ~ o d , " ~  who is the Creator. 

It is interesting to note here that Moltmann's pneumatology and tnnitarian idea of  

Creator and creation is fiuther qualified by the employment of Neo-Platonic terrns in 

102 Ibid., p. 83. 

103 Ibid., p. 227. It is true that Moltmann is not a "pluralist" in the sense of  e-g. Paul 
Knitter, John Hick, and Wilfied Cantwell Smith. Moltmann makes specific Christian 
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Moltmann, "1s 'Pluralistic Theology' Useful for the Dialogue of World Religions?" in 
Christian Ur~iipeness Reconsiderd: The Myrh of u Pluralisf~c Ti~eoiogy of Religions; 
Wells, "Holy Spirit and Theology of the Cross," Theo lo~ca i  SIudies 53/3 (1992), pp. 
476-492. 

104 Despite his disavowal of "monotheism" in The Cmcijied G d .  



explanation of the nature of  the relationship between God and the world. Moltmann 

adopts the Neo-Platonic language of "emanation" of al1 things fiom the "All-One," and 

their "remanation" into the All-One. This is in accordance with his panentheistic vision 

of the world in God and God in the world: "everything is one, and one is everything in 

 GO^."'^^ However, is this "emanationist" idea compatible with creatio ex nihilo? It 

seems that while Moltmann basically affirms creaio ex nihilo in order to avoid the 

divinization of creation, he wants to acknowledge an element of truth in Neo-Platonic 

emanationism,-i-e. the creation arises out of the being and energy (Spirit) of God. For 

him, the divinization of creation leads to pantheistic "indifferentism" regarding good and 

evil. In my view, Moltmann employs some of  Neo-Platonic ideas eclectically in order to 

reflect contemporary ecologicai needs, without compromising his position of creatio ex 

nihilo. 

For the explication of this intimate relation of God and the world, Moltmann takes 

three biblical metaphors-the fh i t  of the tree, the source, and the light. For him, the tree 

which bears fniit, the light which shines and provides warmth to all beings, and the 

source as the "well of life" which flows wherever the eternal Spirit indwells, are ways in 

which the language of his holistic pneumatoiogy finds expression. The life-giving Spirit 

is "poured out" on al1 beings and things (Joel 2:28 1 Acts 2:16) and fills God's creation 

with eternal Iife by dwelling in thern. Drawing upon these images o f  the divine energy 

that interpenetrates al1 the myriad of things in the world, he describes "the rnovement of 

the Spirit as the torrent of energies flowing fkom God to hurnan beings and nature."'" 

- 

105 Ibid., p. 21 1. 

1 O 6  Ibid., p. 177. 



This implies that there is the possibility for a radical union of the world with God, a union 

which challenges the traditional Christian monotheistic concept of God. In identi Qing 

mystical metaphors with the Spirit of life, the bond between God and the world, subject 

and object, and eternal and temporal, is achieved in the "perichoretic interpenetration" of 

the creation and the Spirit. This does not mean that Moltmann attempts to reduce the 

Holy Spirit to human dimensions; rather he extends the realm of experience to embrace 

the reality of the immanent transcendence of God the Spirit. 

3-2 Sallie McFague 

In Sallie McFague's earlier work, Metaphorical Theology: M&s of God 

Religious ~ a n g z ~ a ~ e ,  'O7  she em p hasizes the non-literal c haracter of a11 human t heological 

language, which is always inadequate to the divine mystery. In Models ofGd: Theology 

for o~ Ecologicaf, Nuclear ~ ~ e ,  'O8 McFague argues that tradit ional t heology has been 

dominated by a dualistic and monarchical model of God in which s/he is portrayed as an 

absolute King or Ruler who is essentially unrelated to the world. She continues her quest 

for a metaphoncal theology in her important volume me Bodj of G d :  An ECO~O~CQI 

~ h e o l o ~ , ' ~ ~  which stands in the tradition and legacy of religious ecofeminism. 

McFague's criticism of the classical metaphors of God is wried forward in her latest 

book, Super, Natural Christians in which she claims that the traditional model of God 

1 07 Sa11 i e McFague, Metaphwiul Theologyr Modes of G d  in Religiot~s Lattguage 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1982). 

1 08 MaFaee, me Models of God (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1 987). 

109 McFague, The Ba& of Gd: An Eco/ogicai i%eo/ogy (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 



and the world is based a subject-object model which assumes a hierarchical dualism of 

one over the other, concentrating t w  much upon the transcendence of ~od."O Starting 

from her conviction that the critical ethical issue of Our day is ecological, she suggests an 

alternative model and metaphor of God which is more appropriate and morally 

responsible in today's wntext. She advises us to " f r e  Our Western, spiritualized, body- 

hating minds" for the sake of a new way of viewing the world, and a transfonned 

understanding of God, reconceptualizing the relation between God and the world. To this 

end, it is necessary to articulate new models of God that reflect greater global relevance, 

deeper et hical agency, and holistic divine-human reciprocity. 

McFague's corrective mode1 of God is an imaginative but carefil presentation of 

divine immanence, which describes God as the Spirit of life embodied in the universe. 

The Spirit, for her, is also the source of life, the breath of creation, and the renewal or 

direction of life for ail the bodies in the world, ernbraced by God7s inclusive love. She 

depicts the world as the "body of God," a picture in which God is imagined in a corporeal 

rnanner. McFague begins her argument for the necessity of an alternative model of 

God by pointing out the epistemological limitations of human beings. She rerninds us of 

the dialogue between God and Moses. When Moses asks God to show herhis glory, 

God answers, "...and you shall see my back; but my face shall not be seen" (Ex 

1 1 0 McFague, Super, Nattwai Chrisfians: How We S h l d  Love Nature (Mi nneapol i s : 
Fortress Press, 1997)- pp. 30-39. She suggests here an alternative rnodel, namely, 
"subject-subjects model," which says that "1 am a subject and Iive in a world of many 
other different subjects." This model, she argues, is a relational model derived fiom the 
evolutionary, ecological picture of reality underscoring both radical unity and 
individuality. 



33:23).'11 Her meditation upon this passage l a d s  her to the insight that we human beings 

are merely able to glimpse the divine redity. The Holy One is embodied, yet only 

partially available to us. As with Moses, neither the face nor the £Ùll glory of God is 

visible or knowable to any creature. In this respect, al1 human perceptions or  experiences 

of God are incomplete and partial, and, therefore, necessaril y metap horical. 

Metaphoncal language, she contends, presents tentative and exploratory theological 

models, none of which can be treated as directly descriptive of the divine."* It is always 

"God's back  and not "God's face" that we are given to see. This usefbl metaphor is, for 

her, a herrneneutical basis for a more ethically responsible faith for the human species 

and other ecological comrnunities. Accordingiy, it is important to have a more 

sophisticated awareness of the world, and to explore or to create alternative metaphors for 

the Ultimate reality or God, which both calls for human responsiveness and effectively 

overcomes the present life-destroying realities of the global human-ecological 

comrnunity. 

McFague points out the inadequacy of such traditional models of  God as the 

"royalist, monarchical model," which separates God from the world in an "asymmetical 

dualism."' l3 She States, 

The primary metaphors in the tradition are hierarchical, imperialist ic, and 
dualistic, stressing the distance between God and the world and the total 
reliance of the world on God. Thus, metaphors of God as king, niler, lord, 
master, and govemor, the concepts that accompany them of God as absolute, 

1 1 1 McFague, The Bocj, o f G d ,  p. 13 1. 

112 For fiirther discussion of metaphorical language, see McFague, Meiuphorical 
ïheology. 

1 13 McFague, me Models of G d ,  pp. 63-78. 



complete, transcendent, and omnipotent permit no sense of mutuality, shared 
responsibility, reciprocity, and love. ' l4 

In her view, the traditional approaches, which imagine God as an extemal architect, no 

longer fit well with Our present scientific understanding of the world; nor are they 

responsive to the pnmary needs of Our tirne."' Triumphal, monarchical and patriarchal 

metap hors for the God-world relationship are opposed to the continuation and fùlfillment 

of life, and, therefore, need to be "remythologized" by more caring and inclusive 

metaphors that cal1 us to a "new world sensibilityn and support the depth and breadth of 

divine-human interdependence. ' l6 
As an alternative, McFague explores the "agential-organic model,"'" which she 

believes to be suited to the postmodern situation. She pursues the organic model as a 

heuristic device for suggesting a new way of conceiving God's relation to the world. The 

major aim of this model is to recognize the importance of the intercomectedness and 

interdependence of al1 bodies in creation. She contends that ecologically responsible 

theology needs to begin with the recovery and development of an agential-organic model 

of the world as the body of God. The core idea of this also follows along the lines of the 

Western definition of panentheism: G d  is il1 all ihNlgs ami ail things are fil God, yei 

God zs more thari the irrtiverse. 

- - 

1 14 Ibid., p. 19. 

1 15 McFague, The Body of G d ,  pp. 136-139 

1 16 McFague, Ibid. 

1 17 Ibid., pp. 139-141. 



In an agential model, God is imagined to be an agent whose inexhaustible and 

inclusive love is experienced throughout human history. Divine action in the world is 

assurned to be realized by its bodies, that is, human and ecological communities. God's 

action in the world is supposeci to be realized through these; in other words, it is 

analogous to the way human beings move their bodies in accordance with their rninds. 

This perspective denotes an anthropomorphism which views the human being as the 

prototype for divine action. This agential characteristic of God is funher elaborated 

according to an organic model of God, and this combination is particularly important, in 

her view, for neither model alone is adequate as a response to the reality of the current 

global context. The agential model alone carries a strong tendency to oventress the 

transcendent power of God at the expense of the world, whereas the organic model tends 

to identify God with the ~ o r l d . ' ' ~  

The organic model, she explains, has finn roots in Christian tradition, but 

mainline theology has not been cornfortable with that idea because of its pantheistic 

tenets. She, too, clearly distinguishes her panentheism f?om pantheism, concluding that 

panentheism is "a strong motif in both Hebrew and Chfistian traditions that take seriously 

the mediation of God to the wor~d.""~ Although McFague emphasizes the radical 

immanence of God in her model, she does not d u c e  the mysterious nature of God's 

independence fiom the world. The agential-organic model is well placed in the scope of 

panentheisrn as she defines it: "everything that is is iu God and God is in al1 things and 

yet God is not identical with the universe, for the universe is dependent on God in a way 

-- - - - .  

118 lbid., p. 141. 

1 19 Ibid., p. 150. 



w12O that God is not dependent on the universe. Panentheism seems to take a middle way 

between classical theisrn, which claims God's total disernbodiment, and pantheism 

which, on the contrary, speaks of the complete identity of God and the world. Differing 

from both of these, panentheism denotes God's partial ernbodiment. God is 

sacramentally, rather than necessarily or totally embodied. In this fiamework of 

panentheism, God cannot collapse into the world, for God's transcendence must be 

preserved. 

Nevertheless, the notion of God's transcendence is different fiom that in classica1 

theism; her view is developed in terms of embodiment. That is, a11 the humble bodies of 

our own planet are visible signs of an invisible grandeur. McFagueYs understanding of 

transcendence seems congenial to Hartshome's notion of "dual transcendence," which 

promotes the relational nature of the divine-human reality."' Based on this notion of 

transcendence, McFague also argues that there are real relations between the mundane 

and the divine reality and not just among the three members of the Holy Trinity itself. In 

this way, God is depicted as the totally interrelated and interdependent Spirit (breath of 

Iife) of the body (the world, universe) rather than as the supreme cause or mind which 

directs or governs the whole world. 

- - - - - - 

120 McFague, Ibid., p. 149. 

121 For Hartshome, the idea of an impassible and immutable God can be retained, 
though only as an aspect of the divine Iife in its fûllness through the world. He explains 
further: "God is exalted above the other realities not as cause, surpasses effect, or unity, 
plurality, or being, becoming; but rather as eminent cause surpasses ordinary causes, and 
eminent effect, ordinary effects; similarly, as eminent being and becoming surpass 
ordinary being or becoming, or eminent unity cnrd plurality surpass ordinary unity and 
plural it y. " Charles Hartshone, lnsights and ûversighls of Great Thinkers: An Evaluafion 
of Wesien~ Philosophy (Albany, N.Y.: SUNY Press, 1983), pp. 3 14-3 15. 



Conceming the christological implications of this model, McFague claims that 

God's spiritual presence is not ody in Jesus but in al1 bodies of God. The life of Jesus is 

held up as a paradigm of the preferential option for the poor and oppressed, including 

both humans and nature, an option that McFague regards as essential if cosmic salvation 

is to be achieved. The cosmic Christ as present in the struggle to liberate the universe 

and the resurrection of Jesus are interpreted as symbolic of the fulfillment of al1 created 

bodies. 12' The life-giving elements demonstrated in Jesus' life, his death on the cross, 

and the affirmation of God's continued presence evidenced in the resurrection story, are 

taken to be models for understanding how God relates in a life-afirming manner to the 

universe. In this sense, the story of Jesus is taken to be the paradigrnatic embodiment of 

the divine presence in the world and, as McFague contends, an adequate Christian 

theology will demonstrate not conformity to, but demonstrable continuity with, the 

paradigm as it is expressed in the story of Jesus. 

While McFague finds the agential-organic model transfomative in the direction 

of a p a t e r  inclusivity, reciprocity, and interdependence, the metaphor of the world as 

God's body provides a solid foundation for expanding ethical obligation beyond the 

anthropocentnc to the cosmic life-centric. This alternative model encourages not only 

decentenng the anthropocentnc assumption that human beings are the owners or the 

major tenants of the world, but also foregrounds the cosmic life-centred idea that human 

beings are God's partners as CO-creators who always participate in this ongoing creative 

activity. 

122 McFague, me Body of G d ,  pp. 159- 195. 



McFagueYs new mode1 and metaphor are conceptually based on two philosophical 

traditions, which are, as she explains them, process philosophy and Teilhard de Chardin's 

thought. She says that her theological construction is a continuation and application o f  

these two metaphysical legacies.l2 In particular, Whitehead's dipolar theism seems 

foundational to her argument for the radicdization of  God's transcendence and 

immanence. McFague attempts to modifi his process panentheism in a theological sense. 

She adopts Whitehead's dipolar nature of  God; one is the primordial nature of God, and 

the other the consequent nature of God. The primordial nature is associated with the 

transcendent aspect of God, which is pure potentiality and cannot be conditioned by the 

world or any other actual entities. Whitehead says, "He (God), in his primordial nature is 

unmoved by love for this particular or that particular."'24 The consequent nature of  God 

is connected to his immanent aspect in the concrete matters of fact in this world. God's 

consequent nature is characterized by the fact that God is finite, temporal, and responsive, 

referring to his concreteness in the actual world. Although these two poles seem, at first 

glance, incompatible with one another, due to his separate treatment of  them, they are 

merely poles of one actual entity working as a tool of  the conceptual polarity in 

Whitehead's metaphysical scheme. For exampie, his notion of the primordial nature of 

God is not totally identical with the traditional conception of  God who is perceived as the 

infinite, eternal, and unchanging Being. Whitehead contends that the primordial o r  

mental pole alone cannot be a fidl description o f  God. He rather speaks of the 

immanence o f  the primordial nature, an immanence that certainly attenuates God's 

123 Ibid., pp. 140-141. 

1 24 Alfred North Whitehead, Process and Reafity, p. 1 25. 



transcendence. For him, God's primordial nature is not necessarily meant to be exclusive 

of the world. God has never been pure potential, because potentiality, he argues, has to 

be actualized or embodied in some actual occasion. In this sense, the primordial nature 

maintains a constant engagement with the consequent nature, and therefore, becornes 

immanent in the world. This idea points to an intimate two-way relationship between God 

and the world without completely eliminating the distinction between them. The 

consequent or physical nature of God is also rooted in the primordial nature, so that God 

exists as an organic whole. Though Whitehead does not explicitly mention the metaphor 

of the universe as God's body, he tends to identifj. the comection of the two natures of 

God with the intimate relationship of God with the world.12' 

In fact, the metaphor of G d ' s  body is taken up by later process thinkers like 

Charles Hartshome. They attempt to interpret Whitehead's alternative dipolar-organic 

thinking by recourse to that analogy in which the body is presented as God's material 

self-actualizati~n.'~~ God is then immanent in the sense that he is the supreme example 

of self-creativity. In other words, God creates the world because he requires a body in 

order to attain sel f-consciousness. 12' 

Embracing the process panentheistic intepretation of God and the world, 

McFague portrays God as the "inspiriteci 

which al1 bodies of the creation become 

body" or "embodied spirit" of  the universe in 

"intimations" of God- She promotes a Spirit 

125 Ibid., pp. 104-106. 

126 Hartshome, Man's Vision of God and the Loge of Theism (New York: Willett, 
Clark, and Co., 1941), pp. 171-21 1. 

127 Reynolds explains that this point relates to Whitehead's doctrine of consciousness in 
Process and Realiiiy, p. 284. See Reynolds, Towurak a Process PneumutoIogy, p. 3 1 . 



theology by depicting God as the "empowering, mntinuing breath of life throughout its 

billions of years of history and in each and every entity and life-form on every star and 

planet."128 With this understanding, she breaks with the immense tradition according to 

which there is no genuine mutual interaction between God and the universe and with the 

conventional understanding of God's sovereign nature as self-subsistent and independent 

fiom the fate of the world. 

However, since the metaphor of the universe as God's body evokes God's radical 

sensitivity to al1 things, the problem of evil in this mode1 needs to be clarified. If the 

world is God's body, and if God is also "Being embodied," as McFague emphasizes, how 

then can evil or sinfiil nature be understood in relation to the idea of God's immanence? 

If her notion of transcendence is presented only in the context of divine immanence, how 

cm she defend the implication in her metaphor of the worid as God's body that evil also 

exists within God? The real difficulty here is how evil can be included within God 

without making God sinfbl. Harold Wells points out this problem, asserting that 

McFague's metaphor, the universe as God's body, is not a "radicalization of incarnation" 

but a "de-radicalization" or a "domestication of incarnation." Her approach, Wells 

argues, is closer to a pantheistic interpretation of God and the world, and, consequently, 

carries profoundly conservative implications, tending to divinize the world, which 

includes the whole creaturely realm of evil and sin. Such implications, he notes, are 

contrary to the whole ethical intention of her metaphorical, panentheistic theology. '29 

. ... .. 

128 McFague, 7he Body of G d ,  p. 155. 

129 Wells, "The Flesh of God: Christological Implications for an Ecological Vision of 
the World," pp. 60-61. 



Although McFague attempts to maintain both God's autonomous identity and 

herhis intrinsic relationship with the world, she does not explicitly explain in what 

manner God can be fieed fiom the dark face of nature. How can a God who creates the 

world in which so much evil and oppression exist also be the one who loves it and is 

embodied within it? Here, unresolved tensions occur in relation to the issue of creation 

and redemption. The unity of  these is not easily reconciled with human experience, and 

wnsequently, a fbller examination of the shadow side of  the metaphor of the world as 

God's body needs to be given. 

3-3 A Dialogue betwccn Moltmcrnn and McFague 

We have looked at the major features of the two contemporary theologians' 

pneumatologies which can be seen as panentheistic. As we  have seen, Moltmann offers a 

trinitarian and eschatological panentheistic interpretation of the Spirit, seeking a 

correspondence between the fellowship of  the Trinity as three distinct persons and the 

feliowship of  creation, whereas McFague ernphasizes the radicai immanence of  God as 

embodied spirit of  the universe, with a focus on the relational aspect of God and the 

world. Both of these pneumatologies reflect a sensitive awareness of the inadequacy of  

classical theism, which alienates God tiom the world. Their cornprehensive theological 

articulations of a global search for a new spirituality and a more holistic way of  looking 

at the intimate relation between God and the world are highly relevant and significant 

contributions for Our time. In this world of economic injustice, Third World poverty. 

dominant Western culture, and ecological devastation, their eloquent pleas for a 



liberating and holistic spirituality and the universal afirmation of life are enormwsly 

valuabie today. 

Although both Moltmann and McFague propose the revision of  classical theism, 

there are çome important theological differences between them. For example, for 

Moltrnann, it is the "divine absoluteness" which embraces the idea of relativity, whereas 

for McFague, it is the "divine relativity" that includes the notion of absoluteness. The 

theological background of Moltmann's trinitarian panentheism is profoundly associated 

with the notion of an absolute, exhatological, and yet dynamic Spirit. McFague's 

pneumatolgy is more in a pantheistic direction although she distinguishes her 

panentheism from pantheism, while Moltmann's pneumatology is more in a theistic 

direction. 

In Moltmann's panentheism, the idea of divine absoluteness lies in the conceptual 

assumption that the absolute Spirit works in a constant dialectical moment. First, the 

absolute Spirit of Life, who is in and for herself, exists in eternity prior to the creation of  

the world and apart from the world. That is, the triune God exists etemally and creation 

arises fiom God ex rtihilo. Secondly, God creates the world of nature and hurnanity with 

the breath of life which then becomes alienated fiom Godself because of  the sin of 

humanity. Thirdly, in the process of reconciliation through Jesus Christ, God's word and 

wisdom becomes incarnate (en-fleshed) by the power of the Spirit, and brings al1 things 

into union with G o d ~ e l t ' ~  This enfleshment in humanity, and subsequent indwelling of 

1 3 0 G. W. F. Hegel, Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion, edited and translated by P.C. 
Hodgson et al., Vol. 3: 39, merkeley and Los Angeles: University of  Califomia Press, 
1984, 1985, 1987), p. 175. Moltmann adopts Hegel's conception of the absolute Spirit, 
which combines elernents of many predecesson of Greek philosophy including Plotinus 
and Erigena as well as Eckhart and Spinoza. See Salai Hia Aung, ?he Doctrine of 
Creation in the Theology of Bart, Mofîmann and Pannertberg: Creation in Theoiogical, 



the Spirit in human beings is understood as an expression of God's utter agape (self- 

giving Love). 

Moltmann conceives of the Spirit of Life as revealing herself through the physical 

and mutable world, emphasizing the trinitarian process of the self-actualization of the 

Spirit. Here, the idea of absolute or  transcendent Spirit, in his pneumatology, cannot be 

seen in the traditional sense of God's transcendent immutability or  perfection but has to 

do with God's immanence and triune self-relatedness. In fact, this interpretation of the 

transcendence of the Spirit is quite angenial with that of McFague. For Moltmann, God 

as the Spirit is an "actual being in and for itself' but in and through the reality o f  the 

world, not as a separated entity. In this sense, Moltmann moves away from the 

fùndamental tenet of the divine immutability o f  classical theism. Moltmann's God is a 

"social Trinity" of the three persons living in an eternal and equal communion of love. 

This triune God is given to creation, indwells creation, and takes creation up into 

hidherself; al1 creatures are "gathered into the open  nit^."'^' 
With respect to holding the relational notion of the transcendence of God as the 

Spirit, McFague's panentheism is similar to Moltmann 'S. However, some distinctive 

features are apparent in her idea of a relational God. Moltmann views the world as being 

dependent upon God, while God is not dependent on the world. McFague's panentheism, 

Ecological and Philosophical-Scie~~trfic Perspeclive (Roderer Verlag, Regensburg: 
Theone und Forschung, Bd. 530, 2998), pp. 102-104. 

13 1 Moltmann, G d  ira Creariort, p. 242; The Cmc~fied G d ,  p. 246. . 



however, implies that God and the world exist for the sake of each other, both in process 

and in b e ~ o r n i n ~ . " ~  

Utilizing the process philosophical interpretation of the God-world relationship, lJ3 

McFague attempts to modiQ significant elements of process philosophy for the sake of a 

theologically satiseing concept of God as the embodied Spirit. McFague maintains that 

God is "suprernely relative" and within her/his relativity is included the divine 

absoluteness as an abstract essence. For her, the nature of divine transcendence is not 

God's extemal sovereignty over the world, but rather God's reciprocal involvement with 

132 McFague7s panentheism, which contains the ideas of "transcendent immanence" and 
"immanent transcendence," can be said to be a theological modification of Hartshorne's 
dipo!ar panentheism. The immanent nature of God, which comprises other multitudes of 
God's body is the dimension in which the divine perfection is at a concrete maximum, 
but not exhibited fùlly. There is the sense of interrelation in which the absolute aspect is 
related, just as the transcendent nature is related to the immanent nature and vice versa. 
The divine essence relates the generic identity of God to the world; this relation is 
elaborated in terms of the categories of possibility/actuality, contingencyhecessity, and 
t ranscendencdi mmanence. For fUrt her discussion, see Charies Hartshorne, 17te Divine 
Relativiiy: A Social Concepfior? of God (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 
1948); Beatrice Rome and Sydney Rome, eds. Philosophical htterrogatiorts (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964); Charles Hartshorne, Real;@ as Social Process: 
Sizrdies in Metqhysics and Religion (New York: The Free Press, 1953); The Logic of 
Perjfec~iort: and Other Essays in Neoçlmsical Meraphysics (Lasalle: Open Court, 1962). 

133 Hartshone employs the metaphor of the world as God's body in elaborating upon the 
organic character of the world. He argues that God and the world are compound 
individual entities in which God fùnctions as the rnind or soul of the world and the world 
functions as the body of God. Just as a certain organ within the human body holds its 
own right as a substantial entity and yet is under the control of the mind or soul, human 
beings and other f o m s  cf life exist under God's creative activity without losing their own 
autonomous rights. In other words, the soul guides al1 organs of the body, each of which 
possesses a certain independence, but not in the sense of having a fiill autonomy of  its 
own. The core idea of this metaphor is to ensure the intimate and all-inclusive 
relationship between God and the world in which both of thern cannot be outside one 
another. Man's Vision of Gad: the Logic of nieism, p. 175; Schubert Ogden also adopts 
the analogy of soul and body to highlight the organic understanding of the God-world 
relationship. He says, "God is related to the universe of the other beings somewhat as the 
human self is related to its body." See The Reality of God ami Other E s l y s  (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1963), p. 59. 



the world. The universe becomes both medium and concrete actuality for divine 

incarnation- To rephrase this idea in more theological terms: for McFague, there is no 

way to divine transcendence except through the immanence of ~ o d ; ' ~ ~  hence, her 

insistence on the paradoxical expressions "transcendent immanence" and "immanent 

transcendence" of  God is McFague7s version of panentheistic pneurnatology. 

Secondly, although both Moltmann and McFague articulate a "Spirit 

Christology," their pneumatological christologies difler significantly. In Moltmann's 

christology, the intimate and reciprocal relationship between the "Christ of the Spirit" 

and "the Spirit o f  Christ" is highlighted. Christ as the "recipient of the Spirit" is balanced 

by Christ as the "sender of the Spirit." For hm, the proclaimed Jesus Christ cannot be 

diminished to the historical Jesus, nor can the proclamation of Christ be reduced to the 

proclamation of Jesus in pne~rna to logy .~~~  He contends that the work and the operation 

of the Holy Spirit is the "precondition" or "premise" for the event of Jesus of Nazareth. 

He intentionally emphasizes that God's ruah necessarily complements &bar (Word of 

God), so that logos christology needs to be complemented by Spirit Christology. Thus he 

develops "Spirit" or "pneumatological Christology" in The Way of Jesus Christ. 

Moltmann's trinitarian pneumatology is closer to christocentnsm rather than to 

theocentrism. Although he claims that his pneumatology preserves a theocentric 

perspective, which renounces both christocentnsm and pneumatocentnsns'36 6 s  

christocentnc position becomes more obvious in his pneumatology as it faces the issue of 

134 McFague, The Buui'y of Cod, p. 155. 

1 35 Moltmann, The Spirit of Lije, p. 59. 

136 Ibid., p.72. 



the criterion of spiritual discemment. He emphatically insists on the doctrine of sohs 

Christus, which is, for him, the tnie critenon for discerning between the Holy Spirit and 

other spirits.13' Reducing the importance of the Spirit of Christ to the event of the cross 

and resurrection, however, cannot be tolerated in his pneumatology, for he will 

subsequently connect the Holy Spirit with non-Christian spirits. Yet he clearly states, 

. . .Nor can a cosmic doctrine of the Holy Spirit become animistic or pay 
homage to New Age pantheism or Buddhism: Jesus makes a difference. 
I have never placed this at dl in question. If anyone sees or has another 
criterion for discerning between the spirits, it cannot be-in my 
opinion-Christian: solus Christus. 13* 

The core contention of his christological pneumatology is that christology and 

pneumatology are mutually related in such a way that the historical interactions of the 

Spirit of Christ and the Christ of the Spirit are fùlly exploreci. 

However, McFague does not give serious attention to the "Spirit of Christ" as 

Moltmann does. As we have seen earlier, the story of Jesus is, for her, a paradigmatic 

ernbodiment of the divine presence in the world. The Incarnation, "the Word become 

flesh," means "lived among us," which a E m s  the fùlly immanent Spirit of God in the 

world. Drawing imaginativeIy upon the transcendence and immanence of the Spirit in a 

unified way, she argues that it is an illusion of the Christian tradition that God becomes 

immanent only at the point of Jesus of Nazareth. This dogma is no longer appropriate in 

the light of postmodern wsmology. McFague's metaphor of the cosmic Christ suggests 

that Jesus' paradigmatic ministry and spirituality is not limited to a particular being, the 

first-century Mediterranean arpenter, nor to the church, but is available to us dl through 

137 Moltmann, "A Response to My Pentecostal Dialogue Partners," Jourrtal of 
Perltecostal ïheology Vol. 4 (1 994), pp. 59-70. 



nature. In her agent id-organic mode1 of God, McFague does not clearl y di fferentiate the 

Spirit of Christ nom other spirits which permeate nature in general. She states that 

". ..the spirit that moves in creation giving breath to  al1 bodies becomes also the spirit of 

Christ that wills the salvation of al1 bodies. ~ 1 3 9  This irnplies that the Holy Spirit is 

un1 i mited and therefore available everywhere t hrough other forms of bodies and spirit S. 

The entire cosmos is filled by God's Spirit and bewmes the habitat of God, which can be 

known only through the mediation of the physical world. 

In contrast to  Moltmann's position, McFague understands that the Spirit of God 

extends to include al1 other spirits of nature, without offenng special treatment for the 

"Spirit of Christ ." She says that ". . . Jesus is one such place for Chriaians, but there are 

other paradigmatic persons and events ... Y ,  140 Alleviating the heavy emphasis on the 

absolutization o f  Incarnation in the man Jesus of Nazareth, she creates new terms for 

describing the Tnnity: the mystery of God (the invisible face or  first person), the 

physicality o f  God (the visible body or sefond person), and the mediation of the invisible 

and the visible (the spirit or third person).141 Here, McFague relativizes the position of 

the Son and his role, which is interpreted symbolically, as one partial description or 

"backside" view of God. The distinctive christological implication in McFague7s 

pneumatology is that God's Spirit is mediated though al1 bodies in the world, and we 

know God through divine incarnation in al1 of nature in the paradigmatic Jesus of 

- - - - - - - - 

138 Ibid., p. 67. 

139 McFague, 7he Ba& of G d ,  p. 192. 

140 Ibid., p. 162. 

141 Ibid., pp. 193-194. 



Nazareth; in the universe as God's body, and in the cosmic Christ. The distinction 

between the Holy Spirit and the profane spirit is blurred in her pneumatology, and this 

idea is, as she points out, more prevalent and deeply represented in other religious 

traditions, such as the Native, Goddess, and Buddhist  tradition^.'^^ Infiuenced by the 

alternative worldview of other religious traditions, she attempts to relativize the 

Incarnation of Jesus and the Spirit of Christ, a stance which is incompatible with 

Moltmann's christocentric pneumatology. 

142 Ibid., p. 183. 



CHAPTER THREE 
KOREAN PANENTEEISTIC PHILOSOPEN OF TEE ULTIMATE KI 

(CHIGI/XI 311 ZS) 

Chapter III is devoted to a discussion of the Korean panentheistic philosophy of 

the Ultimate Ki, Chigi, of the Korean indigenous religion, Tonghak (Eastern 

Learning/Sq/*oF). The Ultimate Ki, amrding to the philosophy of Tonghak, 

participates in al1 the affairs of the universe, in which ideas both of the "transcendent and 

personal" Hanûnim (Gd in KoreadoIL U) and the "immanent and natural" ki (3114)' 

are interfused. In this respect, the Ultimate Ki can be a major resource for 

contexrriaiizing Korean Christian panentheistic pneumatology. 

In order to explore the concept of the Ultimate Ki, first of all, it is necessary to 

examine both the philosophical and religious foundations of the Ultimate Ki. Since the 

concrete characteristics of the Ultimate Ki will be discussed tiirther in a later chapter, 1 

shall introduce the philosophical and religious backgrounds relevant to the formulation of 

the Ultimate KI. Two streams of thought are at work here: The philosophica1 nature of ki 

and the religious dimension of the Korean indigenous Harrûnzm faith. The coexistence of 

the transcendent and personal H&nim and the immanent and natural ki is a unique 

aspect of the Ultimate Ki, which needs to be distinguished fiom the Confùcian notion of 

ki. 

Since the Ultimate Ki is associated with East Asian developrnent of ki (Shamanist, 

Taoist, Confkian traditions) the general description of ki rooted in those traditions needs 

1 Ki is a Korean pronunciation of the Chinese term ch 'i or qi @inyir~ system). 1 shall use 
the word ki in rny thesis except the quotation and explanation of the Chinese 
understanding of ki. 



to be introduced prior to the study of the Ultimate Ki. For this, 1 shall categorke the 

concept of ki into three ~ections: Primordial Shamanist Ri, Confucian Ri, and Taoist ki, 

which are eventually syncretized in the idea of the Utimate Ki. Since the concept of fi is 

pervasively diffised in East Asian religions, it will exceed the scope of my thcsis to deal 

with al1 the different connotations o f  ki derived fiom each tradition. My search of the 

a r a  shall be limited to where it seems relevant t o  the concept o f  the Ultimate Ki. 

I shall then provide an understanding of  the Hanûnim faith which functions as a 

foundation for the religious dimension of the Utimate Ki. Based on the understanding of 

the philosophical and religious background of the Ultimate Ki, a fùrther development of 

the concrete characteristics of the Ultimate Ki will be discussed in relation to other major 

doctrines of Tonghak thought. The key feature o f  the Ultimate Ki is the wmbination of 

the faith in the transcendent and personal NL17t13nirn and the philosophy of the immanent 

and natural ki, in which a distinctive Korean panentheism is to be found. 

1. WhatisKi? 

1-1. The Origin and the Primordial Shamanist Ki 

In ancient times, people in East Asia believed that Heaven and Earth, as well as 

al1 beings, breathed. In the study of ki philosophy, there are two points that one needs to 

keep in mind: one is that the word ki carries an exceptional variety of meanings, and, 

thus, is quite dificult to define in a concise way. It is a rare case in which the word ki is 

used by itself Ki is almost always used as part of an idiom accompanied by other 



w o r d ~ . ~  The other point is the ambiguous character and the broadness of ki in terrns of its 

function. In ancient times, as Fung Yu-lan points out, there was a tendency, with regard 

to any force that was invisible and intangible, to describe it as kL3 ~ ~ c c o r d i n ~ l ~ ,  when 

one says ki, it is important to indicate the wntext and the particular p d o d  to which ki 

belongs, because the concept of ki has been histoncally changed and variously interpreted 

by many scholars. Considering the fact of multiple meanings, connotations, and the 

ambiguous charactenstics o f  ki, it would not be appropriate for it to be "systematized" on 

the mode1 of  Western philosophy. 

The origin of  ki can be traced back to the oldest matenal Kcfpgofmun (Oracle 

b ~ n e / d ~ P F / / l f f f f ) ~  which is the pictography of Chinese inscnbed on  the bone of 

animals or  on the backs of turtles. The KipgoImun is the original form of Chinese 

characters and found mostly in the historic areas of the Shang dynasty (c. 1766- 1 1 22 

BCE). Although the same Chinese form of the word ki cannot be found in the 

~ a ~ ~ o l m u n , '  Woo Sung-o, a Chinese linguist, estimates that the word rh' might have 

originated in the number three. The word "three" carries various meanings: desire, reach, 

and final. However, as Maruyama Tosiyagi points out, the word three of the Kapgolm~m 

- .  . 

2 For examp!e, there is ki of pleasure or Ri of anger in relation to the appearance of a 
person's ki. There is also ki of nature, such as basic ki  or ultimate ki, referring to the 
heaven and earth and so on. Mamyama Tosiyagi, Whar is Ki? [JI@ .P9!9fJm (Seoul, 
Korea: Chôngsin Segyesa, 1989), p. 22; Also, nrah is used this way in the Hebrew Bible, 
e.g. "ruah of wisdom" (1s 1 l), etc. 

3 Fung Yu-lan, The Spirit of Chinese Philosophy (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner 
& Co., LTD., 1945), p. 119. 

4 Tosiyagi, Whar is Ki? p. 267, note 4. 

5 Owing the fact that no exact or close form of  the word ki is found, perhaps the concept 
of ki might have been developed after the S h g  dynasty. Tosiyagi, Whar is Ki? p. 23. 



was used as a single word, which wnstitutes the word "desire." In this respect, it seems 

diEcult to clairn that the word three is the original form of k t 6  

In KUmmun (Golden ~ext/= 91% 2): a later material than Kàpgolnttln, the word 

three also appears, but the argument whether the word is the original form of  ki has not 

been resolved among Chinese linguistic scholars. However, in Ktîmrnum, the same f o m  

of the word ki is found which might have been written dunng the early Warring States 

period (403-22 1 BCE). The ki of Kûmmun implies the primitive understanding ofyin and 

yang through describing smoke or  fog rising up and down.' Also, ki of Kûmmun is 

known huer~ggi (ki of movemedér  3l/q;S11), related to the method of  longevity and 

healtha9 

This word ki has also been translated into English in various terms as follows: ki 

is the "matenal principle,"'O "constitutive ethers,"" "force, breath, power,"'z "ether,"" 

6 Ibid., p. 24. 

7 Kzîrnmurt is kind of word inscribed in copper or iron vesseis. Ibid. 

8 Chang Won-suk, The SZU& on Suun Chw. Je-u 's Ulfirnafe Ki [C 9 1899 x/I/(Hl 
CHél g?], M.A. Thesis (1 992), Hanshin University, pp. 15- 16. 

9 Tosiyagi, Whal is Ki? p.24. 

10 Y. P. Mei, "The Basis of  Social, Ethical, and Spiritual Values," in East-West 
Phiiosophers' Conjerence: The Chinese Mind (Honolulu: East - West Center Press, 
University of Hawaii Press, 1967), edited by C. A. Moore, p. 162, quoted by Siu, Ch'i: A 
Neo- Taoist Apprmch to Life, p. 256. 

11 E. R. Hughes, "Epistemological Methods in Chinese Philosophy," in The Chinese 
Mirld, quoted by Siu, Ibid. 

12 W. T. Chan, "Syntheses in Chinese Metaphysics," in The Chiriese Mind, quoted by 
Siu, Ibid. 

1 3 A. C .  Graham, Two Chinese Philosophers: Ch'eng Ming-tao ond Ch'eng Yi-ch'rran 
(London: Lund Humphries, 1958), p. 3 1; Fung Yu-lan, A History of Chinese Philosophy 



"the great breath o f  the ~niverse," '~ and so forth. In general fi, like muh, b e s  the 

meaning of wind and breath. Ki as "breath" opens and sustains life as an essential 

element for the survival of al1 existence. Ki as "wind" is dso considerd as the "breath" 

of nature. In this sense, ki can be called "life." Kim Chi-ha says, "kif is a philosophical 

expression of the cosmic life."" 

The primordial Shamanistic ki existed in relation to animistic polytheism 

wors hi pping wind, cloud, tree, and other natural phenomena. For i naance, ki, according 

to Sôlmun Haeja (# 3 AIS 2 was descnbed as ungi (cloud ki 9 3 I /ta)." 
The ancient Chinese had an intuitive observation that those white clouds thickly rising up 

one afler another while repeating the activity of condensing and dispersing, are different 

modes of ki. Ki, related to the natural phenomena, was a pictographical expression of the 

primordial world. 

As the distinctive aspect of the shamanistic approach to  deity, the highest "God  

among many other gods was always present during the primitive period. In China, for 

example, people cal1 the Supreme deity Shang-ri ( S a r t ~ e  in KoreanlgMIlk.R;.), which 

means the Lordan-High. &gjë was the anthropomorphic "God" who governed al1 the 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1953), pp. 478-479. 

14 M. Knoll, Man and Time (New York: Pantheon, 1957), p. 304, quoted by Siu, Ibid, p. 
256. 

15 Kim, Chi-ha, "The Advent of the Civilization and Life Thought [% 3 9 çüi P) 
3 O At ô']," in 7ne New Humaniîy [&/g/ZfJ Vol. 56 1, May (1997), p. 77. 

16 Sôlmzrn ffueja [An Explanation on Chinese Characteristics] is a most ancient Chinese 
text on etymological explanations of  Chinese characters written in 100 BCE. Ibid., p. 25. 

17 Ibid., p. 25. 



nature deities, and spirits associated with the ruling house.lg However, the appearance of 

the highest being might imply that the religious phenornena of the ancient Chinese 

gradually began to evolve from polytheistic to  monotheistic worship. This coincides with 

the united Kingship of the dynasty emerged.19 The strong king-centred government of 

the Shmg dynasty was based on the belief that S o n ~ e  was the one who had the authonty 

of appointing the King to control the world. Also, according to the Kàpgofmun, there is a 

word kitc (71 T/BFfii), which means praying Sang/e to send rain. These exarnples of the 

understanding of ki were also related to faith in a personal "God." Although the worship 

of a persona1 " G o d  became dominant, the polytheistic understanding of ki still existed. 

Therefore, the idea of ki in the Shang period was developed in a transitional period in 

which the polytheistic worldview was gradually replaced by a monotheistic w o r l d ~ i e w . ~ ~  

1-2. The Taoist Ki 

A. The Philosophical Taoist Ki 

Lao Tzu 

As mentioned above, ki (chfi) has an exceptional variety of meanings; it is proper, 

therefore, to select some parts related to  ki fiom two classic texts of Taoism: Lao tzu (Tao 

te ching) and Chang lm. In the Lw tru, the term ki appears in three places, chapters 

10, 42, and 55. Whereas the concept of ki in chapters 10 and 55 is related to  human life 

18 Julia Ching and Hans Küng, Christianity and Chirtese Reiigions (New York: 
Doubleday, 19891, p. 9. 

19 Chang Rib-mun, The Philosophy of Ki [Il9 47 (Seoul, Korea: Yemunji), pp. 39- 
40. 

20 Ibid. 



and society, that of chapter 42 is expressed as the cosmological principle of k t  Chapter 

IO says, 

In bringing your spiritual and bodily souls to embrace the One, 
Can you never depart from it? 
In concentrating your breath (ch?) to attain softness, 
Can you be like an infant?" 

Some scholars such as Kaltenmark and waleyZ2 interpret this text in relation to  a yoga 

practice, because the idea of "concentrating one's breath (ch?)" seems to indicate a 

method for achieving long life. However, Wing-tsit Chan points out that this 

interpretation is misguided. Although one attempts to  draw immediately some ideas 

about breathing techniques fkom the text, the original meaning of the text has nothing to 

do with this. Chan suspects that some scholars have unjustifiably read it into earlier texts 

because breathing techniques were developed later in religious Taoism. He rather 

interprets it as "loving the people" and "goveming the state."" Ellen Chen supports his 

perspective by saying that the w r e  idea of  this text is "the establishment of  a long-lasting 

society through the mystical vision of the Taoist ~ u l e r . " ~ ~  Thus, ki is here viewed as a 

basic component of Iife which assists human beings to develop the mystical power to 

sustain an ideal society. 

- -- 

2 1 Ellen M. Chen, n e  Tao Te Ching: A New Tramfation wifh Commentury (New York: 
Paragon House, 1989), p. 78. 

22 For the detailed discussion, see Max Kaltenmark, Lao rm and Taoism (Stanford, 
Cali f. : S tanford University Press, 1 969); Arthur Waley, The Way and lrs Power (London: 
George Allen & Unwin; New York: Grove Press, 1943). 

23 Wing-tsit Chan, 7he Way o f h o  tm (New York: The Bobbs-Memll, l963), p. 1 16. 

24 Chen, The Tao Te Ching, p. 79. 



Ki in chapter 55 is more closely related to human life, and in particular, the 

human body. According to this chapter, 

To know harmony is to know the everlasting; 
To know the everlasting is to be illuminated. 
To help li fe along is to bring il1 portend; 
To use mind to direct the life breath (ch'i) is called the strong. 

Ki in this text indicates a vital force for keeping the body alive; it is unconscious and 

spontaneous. When the mind overpowers Ri, the flow of life, ki conarias the body and 

this results in early death. Thus, it is important for the Taoist to keep "emptying mind," 

for spiritual cultivati~n.'~ In chapter 42 we have a complex concept of ki, namely, 

ch 'ung-ch 'i (S 3 1 /;* 3) which amies cosmological significance. The chapter says, 

Tao gives birth to one, 
One gives birth to two, 
Two gives birth to three, 
Three gives birth to ten thousand beings. 
Ten thousand beings carry yin on their backs and 
embrace yang in their tiont, 
Blending these two vital breaths (ch ' i )  
to attain harmony. 

This text constitutes Lao tzu's cosmogony and cosmology. The One means the 

primordial material force, yuan-ch'i (Sll/ES) which describes the undifferentiated 

state of the Tao, whether it descends and actualizes. The two indicates yirl and yang 

embodied in the Tao, which are hndamental substances of which myriad things are 

constmcted. The three is their blending with the primordial ki, which refers to the 

harmonious state formed by the interaction between yin and Here, Ellen Chen 

also offers a helptùl understanding of ch 'ung-ch Y. She identifies yin with the heavy ki 

25 Chen, The Tao Te Ching, p. 187. 

26 Chan, The Way of Lao-Tm, p. 42. 



which eventually solidifies to becorne the earth, while yang is the light ki ascending to 

become heaven. This yin and yarg as representing earth and heaven are dynamic breaths, 

ch img-ch 'i, blending harmoniously t o  h o m e  al1 existence2' In this sense, one, two, 

three, as cosmogonie principles are not differentiated fiom the original ki in t e m s  of 

substance, but variously specialized forms of ki, which represent the forward going stages 

of creative evolution. As we have seen, ki of Lao tzu has both rnicrocosmic and 

macrocosmic aspects, which consistently move fiom Tao to  human beings t o  myriad 

things through the union of yin and yang. Here, one can foretaste the "one and many" 

identity o f  ki in which ki is presented as a material-spiritual r e a ~ i t ~ , ~ *  subtle but basic to 

everything. This perspective appears also in Chuang tzu and is fully developed later in 

the thought of Chang Tsai in neo-Confbcianism. 

27 Chen, p. 159. 

28 Tu Wei-ming criticizes the view which presents ki only as matter. He points out that 
this attempt has been made in contemporary China based on the ideology of  materialism 
in which two philosophers, Chang Tsai and Wang Fu-chih, are misrepresented as 
paradigrnatic examples. Although he recognizes the matenalist points of  those thinkers, 
ki is not merely matter but vital force constitutive of al1 pervasive spirituality; ki in the 
tradition of  Chinese philosophy is a way of conceptualizing the basic structure and 
function of the cosmos. Despite the availability o f  symbolic resources to  make an 
analytical distinction between spirit and matter, it signifies a conscious refusa1 t o  abandon 
a mode of thought that synthesizes spirit and matter as an undifferentiated whole. 
Following Tu's cautious distinction, the word "material" in this paper is not based on the 
assumption that ki is merely materialistic. See Tu Wei-ming, "The Continuity o f  Being: 
Chinese Vision of  Nature," in On Nufwe (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Nortre 
Dame Press, 1985), edited by Leroy S. Rouner, pp. 11 5-1 16. 



Chuanv Tzu 

Chuang tzu (399-295 BCE) depicts ki as "wandering air," which is present 

everywhere by saying: "There is the wandering air, there are the motes; there are living 

things that blow one againa anothei- with their bruith."" He expresses the spontaneous 

character of ki in relation to ki of nature; for instance, ki of Heaven, ki of Earth, Six ki (or 

energies)-yin, yang wind, min, dark, and Iight, and so on3* Since demonstrating al1 the 

examples of Chuang tzu's ki would exceed the limit of my study here, it is proper to 

focus on Chuang tzu's ki-monistic perspective demonstrated in relation to the issue of life 

and death. According to him, life and death is a natural phenornenon resulting in the 

movement of condensation and dispersion of ch'i, since al1 things in the world corne from 

one, that is, ki. Chuang tzu states, 

Life is the cornpanion of death, death is the beginning of Iife. Who 
understands their working? Man's ~ o m a n ' s )  Iife is a coming together of 
ch 'ï. If it cornes together, there is life; if scatters, there is death. And if 
life and death are cornpanions to each other, then what is there for us to be 
anxious about? .... The ten thousand things are really one.31 

There is a story in which the idea of the oneness of life and death is well shown in 

relation to the death of Chuang tzu's wife. When Chuang tzu's wife died, his fiiend, Hui 

tzu, came by to offer his condolence. Hui tzu was startled when he found that Chuang 

29 Fung Yu-lan, Chang Tm - A New Selecfed Trardatiort with art Expositiort of the 
Philosophy of Kuo Hsiang (Shanghai : Commercial Press, 1 93 3), p. 28. 

30 Tosiyagi, Whar is Ki? p. 22. 

3 1 Chung tzu, The Complete Works of Chang T h  (New York & London: Columbia 
University Press, l968), translated by Burion Watson, p. 23 5. 



tzu was celebrating her death at the tiineral with singing and dancing. Hui tm criticizes 

Chung tni's misbehavior by saying, 

Someone has lived with you, r a i d  children for you and she has aged and 
died 1s it right that you should not shed any tear? But now you are 
singing and beating the bowl. Is this not too m~ch?'~ 

Chuang tzu responds to him with his famous answer: 

When she died, how could 1 help king affecteci? But as 1 think the matter 
over, 1 reaiize that originaily she had no life; and not only no Iife, she had 
no form; not only no form, she had no ch?. In the limbo of existence and 
non-existence, there was transformation and the ch'i was evolved. The 
ch7 was transformed to be formed, forrn was transformed to become life, 
and now binh has transformed to become death. This is like the rotation 
of the four seasons, spring, summer, fall, and winter. Now she lies asleep 
in the great house (the universe). For me to go about weeping and wailing 
would be to show my ignorance of destiny . Therefore 1 desist." 

For Chuang tm, life and death are one, like different sides of the same coin. This thought 

only becomes possible based on the idea of ki-monism that everything in the universe is 

activated by ki, conceiveci as a fluid which vitalizes or diminishes a11 existences. As 

such, in Chuang tzu as well as Lao WU, ki is perpetualiy ceaseless, permeates Tao, and 

constantly works by the yin and ymg principle in the emergence of new forms. 

B. The Religious Taoist Ki 

Besides the philosophical aspect of ki, ki in reiigious Taoism carries more 

practical characteristics which have been regarded as a guide to specific activities, such 

32 ibid., pp. 191-192. 



as personal condua, acupuncture, and swordsmanship through various techniques. These 

developments were known as ch'igong (31 s/343), which are techniques for absorbing 

and keeping ki within the human body. Taoist adepts created various f o m s  of ki 

exercises in relation to  human health and longevity. The focus o f  those activities is not 

on the mere mastery of  techniques but on achieving the inner strength o f  the f i  in order to 

unite with the Tao. The notion of union with the Tao is the core idea o f  religious Taoism 

in which the body cannot be separated from the spirit lest one exclude the other in the 

process of achieving union. In this part 1 shall discuss the concept of ki in relation to the 

doctrine of the three life-principles, ch 'i (breath), ching (vital essencelSlM), and s h  

(spirit/&/@), in the religious Taoist tradition. Each of them has two dimensions: being 

present in the human being a s  microcosm and in the cosmos as macrocosm. For their 

proper cultivation, certain techniques are created in relation to breath circulation, and 

sexual hygiene with a blending of  interna1 alchemy, namely, neidan (UI 9/1%1f)).'~ 

N e i h r  is, in short, a method of  finding illumination by retuming to  the Nndamental 

order of the universe. This is  closely related to  the idea of  the regeneration of  the 

individual, since both individual and cosmos are connected from beginning to end. In 

34 For fùrther discussion of the intemal alchemy of  religious Taoism, see Eva Wong, 
Taoism: A Complete Introdwtion fo the Hisfoty, Phifosophy. und Pracrice of atr Ancient 
Chinese Spiritual Tradirio~~ (Boston & London: Shambhala, 1997). pp. 66-80, 172- 189; 
for a hi story of intemal alchemy, see Joseph Needham, Scieme und Civifization in China, 
vol 5 (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1956). part 5. Needham is interested more in 
the scientific ramification of intemal alchemy than in its practice as a spiritual practice; 
for further discussion of  the spiritual value of  intemal alchemy, see Henri Maspero, 
Taoism alrd Chiriese Religions (Amherst: University of  Massachusetts Press, 1981); 
Isabelle Robinet, Tuoist Meditation (Albany: SUNY Press, 1993); Livia Kohn, ed. Taoisr 
Meditatiol~ a»d Longeviy Techniques (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1989). 



other words, the whole purpose of n e i h  is t o  unite with the Tao and pursues the 

oneness of  the body and the spirit. 

1-3. The Confucian Ki 

Ait hough the major development of ki in Confucian tradition did not fidl y appear 

until the Sung dynasty (960-1279 CE), social and ethical ki was once introduced during 

the period of Warring States (403-221 BCE) dong with the Taoist understanding of ki. 

As the Chou dynasty began (1 100-200 BCE), the faith in Sang/e tumed to  the worship of 

"Heaven," whic h original 1 y had personal characteristics, but then gradua1 1 y became less 

anthropomorphic in meaning. Heaven was portrayeci as the cosmic and moral order that 

possesses intelligence and the will to  direct the fate of al1 human beings3' The political 

background of Heaven worship was closely related to the corruption of the Kingship of 

the Chou dynasty. The dynasty declined and became vulnerable due to the subsequent 

defeat in the stniggle for political hegemony with the federal princes. People began to 

dishonor Heaven and eventually came to distrust the divine rights of the King, given fiom 

Heaven. As the political situation became unstable through the period of Warring States, 

various intellectual groups emerged to reform the world. These movements advocated 

denial of the anthropomorphic transcendent being, and fiirther emphasized the search for 

immanent spirits residing within human beings. Accordingly, the dominant feature o f  the 

idea of k became more complex and stressed not only its ethical aspect but also 

cosmological dimensions. 

3 5 Chi ng and Küng, Chrisiiartity and Chinese Reiigions, p. 1 00. 



According t o  the Analecrs, Conftcius mentioned four kinds of ki, which were al1 

related to the ethical behevior of human beings. The four kinds of ki were chapgii (ki of 

speaking manner/S 3 1 /Sa), siggi (ki of having f o o d 4  7 1 /Sa), and heuigi (ki of one's 

t e m p e d a  3 I/RhS). He emphasized the practical dimension of ki and the importance of 

controlling one's ki in order to be an ideal person in society. 

Mencius proposexi the notion of  hw jm chih ch 'i (a P! XI 3 l l i E i ^ t n ) ,  which 

means "immensely great and strong ki." It is the ki, as Fung explains, which is achieved 

by the combination of righteousness with the ïao? Mencius contended that hao jan 

chth ch 5' arises tiom anyone who cultivates the understanding o f  the Tao and a long 

accumulation of righteousness. As such, the concept o f  ki in this case stresses its social 

and ethical aspects. This social aspect of the idea of ki was philosophicalIy systematized 

in the time of the Sung dynasty (960-1 279 CE). The rise of Neo-Confùcianism was the 

dominant feature in this period. The major phibçophical issue was the examination of 

the relation between ii as the cosmic principle and ki as the material force. 

Neo-Contùcianism began with the philosophy of Chou Tun-i, who summarized 

his major idea in the "Diagram of  the Supreme Ultimate," namely, T'ai-chi Tri 

(EH 2 Wh & a). With the Diagram, he interpreted the notion o f  ki  in relation to the 

"Five Elementsm-water, fire, wwd, metal, and earth-and the one Supreme Ultimate 

(T'ai Chi). For Chou, the Five Elements are produced by the activity of yin and yang, 

which constitutes the one Supreme Ultimate, which in tum is fùndamentally the Ultimate 

3 6 Fung Yu-lan, The Spirit oflhirlese Philosophy (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner 
& CO., LTD, 1947), pp. 24-25. 



of non-being3' In Chou's thinking, the idea of "one is many and many is one" is 

fashioned in explaining the Ultimate reality called T'ai Chi, which is one and yet many. 

This idea of Chou is taken over by Chang Tsai who strongly advocates a fi-monistic or 

non-dualistic worldview. 

According to Chang Tsai, the ki as a vital force is the tùndamental substance by 

which al1 processes of the universe can be explained. His philosophical system starts 

with the concept of ki, which is divided into the two embodiments, yin and yang. He 

believes that ki existed in the beginning of the universe and everything in the world is 

made of This implies that ki is "cosrdinated 4 t h  Tao," and Tao appears as the 

"highest product of ch As Carsun Chang points out, Chang Tsai seems to believe 

that ki and Tao are identical because of the latter's acceptance of cornmon characters for 

ki and ~ a o . "  This is a distinctive feature of Chang Tsai's understanding of ki. Chang 

Tsai's perception of ki was subsequently criticized and rnodified by the Ch'eng 

brothers-ChYeng Yi and Ch'eng Hao-through their introduction of the concept of Ii 

(principte), which was later fiilly developed and systematized by Chu Hsi. The Ii as the 

37 Fung Yu-lan, A History of Chirlese Philosuphy Vol. II, (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press. 1953), p. 444. 

38 Chang says, "that the Great Ethereal cannot exist without ch'i ... That the Great Ethereal 
is shapeless is the essence of ch'i. Its consolidation or dissolution is the manifestness of 
ch'i ... The ch'i fills the Great Ethereal. ch'i, which sometimes goes up or at other times 
comes down, is the seed of fùllness or emptiness, or the beginning of motion or rest. 
What goes up is the light, yatrg part; what cornes down is the heavy, yin part. It can 
consolidate or dissolve in the forms of wind and rain, snow and fiost, mountains and 
rivers, and myriad other things." Chang Tsai, Collecfed Works, Book 12, quoted by 
Carsun Chang, me Development of Neo-Conrciun Thaght (Bookman Associates: New 
York, 1957), pp. 171-1 72. 

3 9 Chang, The Developmet~t of Neo-Cot~fircian Kboughf, p. 1 76. 

40 Ibid. 



supreme principle l a d s  o r  moves & in a certain direction. Although li and ki are not 

clearly separated, some distinction between them exists in Chu Hsi's philosophical 

system. His particular brand of Neo-Confùcianism, referred to  as rationalism, remained 

the major orthodoxy in the history of  Chinese philosophy. With the emergence of the 

notion o f  lx, the anthropomorphic image of the Supreme Being gradually faded away4' 

The argument about li and ki became an important motivation of  flourishing academic 

debate in Korea. The idea o f  ki was fuxther developed through Korean neo-Confician 

scholars such as Suh Kyung-duck (1489-1 546), Yi Yul-gok (1 536-1 584)' and Choe Han- 

ki (1 803- 1877). 

41 During the nineteenth century, the Ch'irig dynasty rapidly declined due to the twin 
forces of interna1 corruption and growing political and ewnomic pressure fiom the 
Westem world. M e r  the defeat of the Opium War, scholars were shocked and 
ovenvhelmed by the strong Westem military power and modem science. The Westem 
impact brought about the first major break with Neo-Confucianism. Scholars attempted 
to absorb modern scientific notions such as light and electricity in interpreting the 
concept of  ki. In the beginning of  the twentieth century, some scholars studied ki in 
cornparison with the "atom" or "particle," and tended to interpret it in a materialist way. 
As we have seen, the philosophy of ki has been constantly developed for three thousand 
years fiom the Shang dynasty up to the present time. Each dynasty produced a unique 
concept of ki closely related to  the particular historical context. This dernonstrates again 
that no philosophical notion can be created in a vacuum; ideas gradually evolve going 
through cycles of birth, development, and decline in human history. 



2. The Korean Supremt Being: Hanitnim Faith 

It would not be too much of an exaggeration to say that the worship of "Heaven" 

can be viewed as an almost universal primordial human faith found aimost everywhere in 

prima1 religions. Since the life of ancient people was closely related to natufal 

phenomena, "Heaven," (or Sky) which, for them, held an enonnous power to control the 

weather and al1 natural disasters, was an object of worship with f i l 1  reverence and fear. 

Further study of the concept of Heaven and Harturtim faith will be presented later with 

the notion of Ch 'ôrgu (E W X f )  in relation to the panentheisrn of Tonghak thought. 

The study of Heaven and HanUnirn faith in this part is meant merely to open the 

discussion of the religio-cultural background of the Ultimate Ki of Tor~ghak. 

Similar to the worship of Scn1gjé in China, Korea has maintained the Harllînim 

faith. Traditionally, Hm~înim has been worshipped as the supreme "God" who çontrols 

other less powerfùl deities. Although historical and archeological evidence of the 

Hamîttirn faith are not ftlly adequate, 1 shall refer to the most reliable Chinese sources, 

which support the idea that this was the original indigenous belief of the Korean religious 

L 42 traditions. The Korean term Harnîf (51s) indicates "Heaven," and rtim (3) is an 

honorific expression particularly used to address a personal being in Korean. HarnîrlÏrn 

is, thus, a term expressing the highest possible veneration of Heaven. The evidence of 

42 The reason that the mode of the term Hamînim is changed to Hatnîf rather than Hami 
when it is used as an independent form is because of the "rule of the consonant" in the 
Korean linguistic systern. According to the mie, for example, rio/ (z), consonant, 
automatically drops as it confiants the same one within one word. 



HanGnirn faith traces back to the Tmpn (E!t/a%) myth," the founding myth of 

Ko rea. 

The Hmnînirn faith, or the worship of Heaven, is deeply rooted in ~ h a m a n i s m , ~  

which is generally viewed as an almost universal f o m  of prima or  primordial religion 

throughout the world. Thus, in order to understand Hwtûnim faith, it is important to  look 

at the Shamanist understanding of the Witimate reality. The dominant feature of 

Shamanistic theism is closely related to animism or pre-animism. Animism is known as 

a religious phenomenon which occurred in the primitive stage of human evolution 

characterized by a belief in a multiplicity of spirits. This belief arose when primitive 

human beings attempted to  explain diverse natural phenomena such as wind, rain, Storm, 

earthquake and so on, which made them feel wlnerable. Since they were not able to 

43 The Wei Shtr (The Historical book of  Weil3  A/*@) tells us that two thousand years 
ago, at the time of  Emperor Tao, Tangun Wanggôm chose Asadal as his capital and 
founded the state of Chosôn. The Old Record (Kogi) notes that in olden times Hwanin's 
son, Hwanung, wished to  descend fiom Heaven and live in the world of human beings. 
Kncwing his son's desire, Hwanin surveyed the three highest mountains and found 
Mount Taebaek the most suitable place for his son to settle and help human beings. 
Therefore, he gave Hwangung descended with three thousand followers to a spot under a 
tree by the HoIy Altar atop Mount Taebaek, and he called this place the City o f  God. He 
was the Heavenl y King Hwanung. Leading the Earl of Wind, the Master of Rain, and the 
Master of Clouds, he took charge of some t h e  hundred and sixty areas of responsibility, 
including agriculture, allotted lifespans, illness, punishment, and good and evil, and 
brought culture to his people. At that time a bear and a tiger living in the same cave 
prayed to Holy Hwanung to transform thern into human beings. The king gave them a 
bundle of sacred mugworts and twenty cloves of garlic and said, "If you eat these and 
shun the sunlight for one hundred days, you will assume human form." Both animals ate 
the spices and avoided the Sun. M e r  twenty-one days the bear became a woman, but the 
tiger, unable to observe the taboo, remained a tiger. Unable to  find a husband, the bear- 
woman prayed under the aliar tree for a child. Hwanung metaporphosed himself, lay 
with her, and begot a son d l e d  Tangun Wanggôm. Quoted fiom Peter H. Lee and Wm. 
Theodore de Bary, Sources of Korean Truàïtiorl (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1997), pp. 5-6. 

44 For a discussion o f  the origin of the word Shamanism, see Mircea Eliade, Shamatiism 
(Bollingen Series L m :  Princeton Press, 1964), p. 4. 



explain or understand al1 these natural happenings, their primitive imagination or 

reasoning led them to attribute similar spirits to anirnals, plants, and even inanimate 

objects. In this respect, the theism o f  Shamanism includes a strong feature o f  polytheism, 

which &es the notion of spirits residing in everything. 

Primitive human beings believed the tùllness of  the spirit resided in a myriad of 

things, ascribed some anthropomorphic images to nature, and perfomed certain rituals to 

worship them. For instance, fkom ancient times, the Korean people inherited the worship 

of Heaven, Hanüî~~im faith. One of  the Chinese texts is the Book of Tongiio,~ 

( S  0 1 7'1s RQI)'' which states, "in the nation of  PU~Ô,' people celebrate the worship of  

~eaven."" In addition, there were various f o m s  of  the worship of  Heaven, namely, 

Tongmae~~g (5 3 )  in the Koguryc? era, Yôngo (s z/a%) in the Puyô period, Muchôn 

(P d / S X )  in the Mahn and Ye times. During the penod of  such worship (October and 

December) people t w k  part in the rituais in awe of Heaven, and governments even set 

prisoners fiee. Accordingly, these historical records aniirm that the Ha~ninim faith is the 

oldest indigenous faith actually 

faiths and activities, the people 

practised in the people's life. Through these religious 

were wmforted fiom the feus o f  naturd disasters, and 

45 The TWI@ chapter is in the parî of Wgi (81 X l / t J l f  30 chapters), which is included in 
the Chro~tic of the mree Kingdoms (&3A/E%i%, 65 chapters) written by Chinm 
(233-297) during the post-Han dynasty. The Book of  T011gi is considered one of the 
precious resources for understanding Korean society until the mid-third century. Choe, 
"The Supreme Deity of Our Forean]  People [? U ?! 4 01 XI 7! &! 1," in The nesis of the 
Cet~temial Celebratior~ of Tongiaak Revoluïion (5 4 W 3  44%? J/Y L &] Vol. 1 
(Seoul. Korea: Ch'ôndogyo Chungang Ch'ongbu, 1991), edited by the Cornmittee of the 
Centennial Celebration of Tonghak Revolution, p. 4 1. 

46 Prryô is one of  the ancient states in Korea. Tbid. 

47 Ibid. 



asked blessing and welfare for their lives. These Shamanistic religious phenomena are 

commonly observed in the primitive stage of human religious history, and Korea is no 

exception. 48 

The amalgamation of  the Hminitn faith with Shamanism is also reflected in the 

Korean Tangrrn myth. The Shamanistic elements in the myth, for example, multiple 

spirits associated with natural phenomena (wind, rain, and cloud) are described in close 

relation to human affairs such as grain, fate, sickness, blessing and so on. Also, the myth 

includes the notion of the sacred tree and mountain (T~ngu?? later becomes the immortal 

mountain)." Here, we need to discuss two ideas related to the theism of  Shamanism. 

One is the notion of mansin (%&!/MM), and the other is a monotheism. Mansin literally 

means "thousands of  gods," which indicates the polytheistic aspect of Shamanism. In 

Korean Shamanism, more than two hundred and twenty three gods exist that c m  be 

generally categonzed into two groups. One group is natural gods, consisting of  the god 

of heaven, of earth, and of mountain; the other group is human gods consisting of  kings, 

of generals, and of feudal princes, some of whom died at a young age or  because of 

48 It will not be necessary to  deal with the origin of Korean Shamanism in a separate 
manner here because Shamanism is a common religious phenomenon spreading 
throughout al1 parts of the world. However, the distinctive ritual, h t ,  of Korean 
Shamanism originated in the late 8" century during the Sillo Kingdom. The worship of 
Heaven with dancing and singing was a Shamanistic ritual which continued to be 
practiced in Korea until the 5" century, and later changed its charactenstics by 
synthesizing with the elements of Buddhism. See Ryu Dong-sik, n e  History and 
Stmcfure of Korem~ Shmanisnt ( Z W e e O l  %ta ?Z] (Seoul, Korea: Yônse 
University, l986), p. 6 1. 

49 Kim Kyong-jae, Christiunity and the Encounter of Asian Religions (Zoetermeer, 
Netherlands: Boekencentrum, 1994), p.7 1. 



misfortune or for unjust reasons." These human gods are normally perceived as objects 

of fear who can bring a malevolent end to people's lives, because they are hmt-ndden 

people (having severe resentment) due to the unnaturd causes of  their deaths. 

The trace of  monotheism has to do with the idea of  the god of  Heaven, the 

Supreme Being. The notion o f  the highest deity or  Sky god is ofien raised as a thomy 

issue in the discussion of Shamanism because o f  its ambiguity. Although Shamanism 

carries a strong sense of  polytheism, there is also a concept of  a supreme "God," which is 

calIed since remote antiquity "Uamîrtim" in Korean. Harrûnim in Shamanism is 

perceived as the spirit of  Heaven, who is the controller of ail things, heaven and earth. 

One might describe the H&nm faith as a similar concept to the monotheistic idea of  

God in ~ h r i s t i a n i t ~ . ~ '  Although the Hmninim faith includes a monotheistic aspect, it is 

di fficult, however, to  identii'y it automaticall y with the rnonotheism of Christ ianity . One 

of the notable aspects of Korean Shamanism is that there is no concept of a creator. In 

Korean Shamanism, God or  go& and human beings appear almost simuItaneously, and 

even after the completion of the universe. This is a peculiar characteristic of Korean 

Shamanism, distinguishing it 6orn that of Nonh Asia ( ~ i b e r i a ) . ~ ~  For instance, one of the 

Sharnanistic myths, which couid be seen as a creation myth, begins with heaven and earth 

already existing-" ... as heaven and earth are formulateci, which were yet not separated. 

At this tirne, Maifreya (the fùture Buddha) was bom. Since there was nothing to  Wear, 

50 Kim Tae-gon, ïhe Studj~ of Korean Shuma~tism f d??+ol ,031 (Seoul, Korea: 
Chipmundang, 198 l), p. 280. 

5 1 Mun Sang-hee, "The Korean Shamanism [33 T 41," in Whai is Religion? [SZ 6 
F22W ?] (Seoul, Korea: Bundo, 197S), pp. 126-128. 

52 Lee Pil-young, The Comparafive Sfuày of North Asiarl and Korean Shamanism 



she  wore plants and ate raw food. Later s/he had corne to know the use of fire and 

9 9 5 3  water. .. In this myth, no explanation is provided about how nature is fomulated; 

rather it is a brief affirmation of the existence of nature fiom the beginning of the world. 

Although there is a Supreme Being in Korean Shamanism, s/he is not a creator but the 

highest deity who controls other lesser deities, which are more closely related to earthly 

life. 

The Heaven-God who is remote yet maintains the stahis of the highest deity, 

reflects the unique religious perception of Korean people who develop an immediate and 

pract i d  perspective on God. Consequent 1 y, people gradua11 y placed the transcendent 

god of Heaven with concrete objects such as trees, mountains (e-g. Tangur), and 

additionally created multiple gods of the household, for example, god of the door, of the 

room, of the kitchen, of the washrwm, and other countless deities-which are more 

closely related to daily hurnan life. in this respect, one can claim that the worship of tree, 

mountain, or other household deities in Shamanism stems from the Hmzînirn faith, that is, 

the unique fom of a culturally specific monotheism, which carries also polytheistic 

characteristics. 

3. The Ultimate Ki in Tonghak Tradition 

To~ighak is a Korean indigenous religion developed by incorporating traditional 

Korean re!igions such as Buddhism, Confucianism, Shamanism, and Taoism. Tonghak 

f 40MlO/B Zj?*+o/ U/ZS? ] ,  M.A. Thesis (1978). Yônse University, p. 75. 

53 Choe Kil-sung, Tho Understmuiing of Korean Sharnar~ism (ZFs F+o/ O/iXY/ 
(Seoul, Korea: Yeijonsa, 1994), pp. 244-246. 



was founded by Choe Je-u (1824-1864 CE) whose hononfic name is "Suun" (which 

means "water-cloud" 3%/* t), in 1860, in an effort to find a way of salvation for the 

people, minjung, who were suffering under socio-political oppression in Korea during the 

late Chos& Dynasty (1394-1910 CE). In the nineteenth century, Korea was faced with 

multiple crises, through the intemal corruption of political leaders, the exploitation of a 

ruling group and the spread of  infkctious diseases, as well as extemal threats and attacks 

from foreign nations. At that time, the political leaders of the Chosûn Dynasty, who 

followed the Conîùcian ideology, severely oppressed and exploited the people in order to 

maintain the nation's centuries-old feudalism. At the same time, Korea, dong with other 

East Asian countnes, was being threatened by the influx of Westem capitalism. 

At the end of  the Chosôr~ Dynasty, the Korean people, learning about the 

humiliating defeat of China by Western nations, had good reamn to be afiaid of Western 

expansion. The Korean people, therefore, realized that the most urgent task was to 

protect themselves tiom Westem aggression. In this historicaf context, Suun named the 

religion Tonghak (it became Ch 'Ô~zdogyo later/?!! 5 l / X  SB), which means Eastern 

Learning, in contrast to Westem Roman Catholicism. For that reason, Tonghak thought 

contains some anti-Western elements. First, because of the political situations mentioned 

above, a strong antagonisrn existed against the infiltration of Westem imperialism. 

Second, at the prospect of the dernolition of their nation, the Korean people became more 

nationalistic and sought ways to protect the purity of their traditional religions and 

cultures from the heterogeneous, capitalistic Western civilization. Thus, they felt a need 

to equip themselves with a strong moral defense whenever they engaged in disputes with 

westerners. Subsequently, these anti-Western sentiments brought about a number of 



disputes between Western trade-bats and the people in local villages. Some examples 

which created a crisis among the Korean people are the invasion o f  Pyôngyang (1 866) by 

the Amencan steamship Generai Sherman, French Admiral Roze's attack on  Kanghwa 

Port (1866), the smuggling activities of  E. Oppert, (a Northem Pnissian merchant, to rob 

the grave of  the King's grandfather), and Arnerican Admira1 John Rodgers' attack on 

Kanghwa Pon (1871). Consequently, the people began to look for a new religion for 

spiritual support. In this emotional situatioh the Tonghak religion emerged? 

As ment ioned earlier, the distinctive characteristics o f  the Ultimate Ki in the 

Tonghok tradition can be described as the syncretic combination of the pantheistic feature 

of Shamanist, Religious Taoist, and Neo-Contùcian traditions and o f  the Korean 

ind igenous Hamirtirn faith, which contained monotheistic elements. This syncretic aspect 

of the Ultimate Ki of Tonghk was produced fiom a pmicular social context of  late 

nineteenth century Korea. This unique development of the Ultimate Ki carries attributes 

of a personal anthropomorphic Hatturtim, presented together with the perception of ki, 

which took its distinctive nature fkom a diverse but separate tradition. For example, the 

Ultimate in Tortghok, Hatnînirn, which also denotes the Uîtimate Ki, is described by 

various names such as Hmninim fiom the indigenous Korean faith, Sanae fiom the 

Confùcian tradition, and his in  (ghost-spintsfy &! 1% M) fiom the ShamanistrReligious 

Taoist traditions. Suun, the founder of To@uk, takes the liberty o f  calling and 

perceiving the Ultimate as Hmnînim in his belief system. As he attempted to emphasim a 

personal aspect of Harnînim the monotheistic name of  "God o r  hge emerged, though 

54 For fùrther discussion on the political background of Tortghak, see Shin Il-chul, 
Tortghak and Kopo Fmmer's Rew/ution / 54+2  S ~ * P & F / B ~ '  (Seoul, Korea: 
P'yongmin So Dang, 1990), pp. 266-290. 



he also employed a tenn characteristic of pantheistic modes of ki iike kwisin to enhance 

the eminent character of Gd. Owing to this ambiguous and unsystematic feature of the 

Ult imate Ki espoused by Suun, some inconsistent patterns of his thought are observeci. 

The difficult issue of the relation between W n i m  and the Ultimate Ki is still being 

discussed among Tonghk scholars in Korea. 

In order to understand the philosophy of the Ultimate Ki, it is important, first of 

all, to look at the particular historical context in which the Tonghk was established. 1 

shall then provide a general description of the Ultimate Ki based on the major doctrines 

of Tonghak. Further examination of the concept will then be undertaken in relation to the 

panentheistic perception of "God as the Ultimate Ki, utilizing the ternis "transcendence" 

and "irnmanen~e."~~ 

3-1. The Philosophy of the Ultimate Ki (Chigr') 

The Ultimate Ki consists of two words; chi means ultimate or supreme, and kr 

means breath or wind, or energy which we have examined above in Shamanist, Religious 

Taoist and Neo-Conhcian traditions. The Ultimate Ki means the "supreme breath or 

energy" which can be depicted as the eminent and natural power or life in the universe, 

and is that through which al1 things came into existence. 

W O ~ Z W Ô ~ ~  ji ~ l g i  (e a 11 gi 2 I /;RE 2-S),m56 which 

Suun defines the Ultimate Ki 

means the "one Ki of the 

55 For the discussion of how Suun's panentheism is developed by later leaders-Haewol 
(second leader) and Uiam (third leader) exploring the ideas of Yang Ch'ônjt~ (nunuring 
Heaven/OdE/iX) and Che Ch 'ôn (union with HeavedMl W M X )  or In Nae Ch'ôn 
(humanity is Heaven/E! üi a/h 73 X). 

56 Choe Suun, Tongkyo~g Taejôn (*@A&), chapter on Nonhagmzrn Writi t tg 011 



primordial chaos." Here, homôn indicates the chaotic or undifferentiated date o f  the 

UItirnate Ki o f  heaven and earth, which constitutes the myriad creatures, and Il@ means 

oneness o r  the totality o f  the Ultirnate Ki. The Ultirnate Ki as the basic and primordial 

life participates in al1 the affairs of the universe and exists spontaneously without a 

beginning or an end in its tme essence. 

The Ultimate Ki not only designates the origin of ail f o m s  of life of the universe, 

but embraces the union of  spirit and matter in the life in the universe. The Ultimate Ki is 

the totality in which spirit and matter are interrelateci as part of the universal harmony 

( 4 ) '  In this respect, the Ultimate Ki of  Torighak represents a terrn for the 

manifestation of  God, Harninim. In other words, the nature of human relationship with 

God is not dualistic, because the Ultimate Ki is the totality of existence- 

The Ultimate Ki is perceived as the supreme breath of life. The Ultimate Ki is the 

ukimate cause of  the complexity of the present, that is, the evolutionary force through 

which al1 things are manifested." The great life of  the Ultimate Ki, the life o f  Hanfiniin, 

is profoundly mystical and transcendent without a beginning or an end. The ültimate Ki 

gradually develops through its own power and will until it has reached the highest stage 

of evolution in hum an^.'^ Humanity is the place where divine nature can be most fully 

5 7 Lee Don-wha, The Phi/oso@y of the Divifle Human Being [&W# (Seoul, Korea: 
Iisinsa, 1963), p. 9. 

5 8 Paek Se-myung, Torghk Thoughr ami Ch 'ôndogyo /54CAtSfiLU Zf Z j  (Seoul: 
Tonghaksa, 1956), p. 59. 

59 Han, Tae-yon, Thirteen Lectures on fhe Heaveniy Wq (ZE0'&~9'] (Seoul: 
Yôngin Munhwasa, 1967), p. 58. 



found. Human beings are the fillest forrn of the evolutionary process of the Ultimate Ki. 

Since the Ultimate Ki is eternal, it continues to develop through fbture generations as it 

achieves a perfkct humanity and hannony. There is some af ini ty  between the 

evolutionary process of the Ultimate Ki and scientific evoiutionism in that "al1 living 

things evolved fiom lower forms to higher forms of life resulting in millions o f  different 

life forms in the u n i ~ e r s e . " ~  However, according to Torghak thought, the evolution of  

nature is dependent on the movement of  the Ultimate Ki. The world is also the self- 

spontaneous manifestation o f  the Ultimate Ki. Suun's explanation of  the Ultimate Ki is 

as follows: 

The Ultimate Ki being here and now, 
1 yearn for its great descent. 
Waiting on Harninirn (God), 1 have naturally become. 
Eternall y not forgetting, 1 bemme aware of alL6' 

The Ultimate Ki is both fiom within and fiom without, it is pervasive in the 

universe, in al1 the myriad o f  creatures. Consequently, the UItimate Ki becomes a t e m  

equivalent t o  Suunys perception of  H d i m  or Sangje, and denotes the evolutionary 

manifestation o f  itself within the phenornena o f  the world. The Ultimate K. is the origin, 

principle and power, which comes fiom the total and original entity corn which al1 things 

have come into being. In other words, the Ultimate Ki may be translated as  "God" in 

terms of being total and original. 

Choe Bong-ik, a scholar of  Tonghak, contends that the Ultimate Ki is "a mot of 

the world and mother and life of  the Universe. Ali things in the world come fiom the 

60 Lee, The Philosophy of the D i v i ~ ~ e  fftiman Being, p. 1 5. 
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Ultimate Ki and go back to it.'*2 The Ultimate Ki is not only the ultimate energy o f  the 

universe, but also the primordial life of the phenomenal world. In other words, the 

Ultimate Ki as life moves and forms al1 phenornena in the world. The major 

characteristic of the Ultimate K. even includes attributes of HLUIUnirn, which can be 

perceived as a religious expression of the Ultimate Ki in Tonghak thought. 

What makes then the Ultimate Ki occur? How does the Cntimate Ki work or 

operate in the world? For the discussion of the causality of the Ultimate Ki, two 

paradoxical notions: Pwyôn Kiyon (f E JI WT%f^X%) and M w l  lhwa (481 01 a/ 

!!!!si k ~ f t ; ) ~ ~  need to be introduced. In the presentation of these two concepts, we need to 

keep in mind that, on the one hand, these concepts are called paradoxical, because they 

are difficult to place with any precision within the traditional Western philosophical 

framework, which has no corresponding ideas or  areas of thought. One the other hand, 

these two concepts are apparently being used as attnbutes of the metaphysical "way" in 

the  concept of the Ultimate Ki and wouId therefore seem to be understood as both 

ontological and cosrnological ideas. Neither of them beiongs exclusively to any single 

domain. This is a basic difficulty encountered when the fiamework of Western 

philosophy or theology is used as a tooi to present ambiguous characteristics of Korean 

philosophy. These kinds of fùndamental dilemmas take place particularly oflen in the 

process of dealing with paradoxical concepts in the dialogue. 

62 C hoe Bong-ik, lntroducfion of Koreatt Philosophy [ E -  ?a 4 gi ',Pl (Seoul, Korea: 
Hanmadang, 1989), p. 229. 
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First, the literal meaning of Pu@ K .  is that "it is a suchness and not a 

suchness" or "it is like that because it is thus and not thus." In other words, "there are 

beings o r  things that are as they are," which is a kind of principle for not naming and 

reasoning. Suun says, "since remote antiquity, al1 myriad creatures are found each in 

their own way."@ It is true t o  say that he refuses to  spenilate on the nature o f  causaiity 

by saying, "although the way things are shown may inform us  of their k i n g  such and 

such, as far as their origin is concerned, it is dificult to say one way or  another.'*' For 

him, the problem o f  causality is simply mysterious and unknowable. 

In contrast to the prïmary cause of Western classical thinking, the Ultimate Ki is 

not a determinate cause of beings. The world is produced without a preliminary plan or  

intention. The existence of  the pure divine realm, which is consistently found in 

Christian tradition, is absent in this idea of suchness. Accordingly, the ontological and 

epistemological question: why God felt the necessity of creating the world, with which 

Christianity has struggled, is simply not raised. According to the notion o f  Puwt 

Kiyon, the Ultimate KI is causeless and beginingless, operating in a spontaneous 

movement of cosmic energy, refemng to the state in which things and beings unfold and 

develop o r  process of  their own accord. 

Secondly, the cosmic existence of the Ultimate Ki emerges with the principle of  

Mmvi lhwa (%W 01 P ) / # t f S L L k )  which comrnonly means "working through non- 

action" or  "letting things develop by themselves." This does not indicate "quietisrn" in a 

passive manner, but designates 

64 Choe Suun, To~~gkyông Taejôr~ 

65 Tbid. 
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spontaneous movement of the Ultimate Ki. The concept of Muwi Ihwa, which can be 

said to be "an expression for the Ultimate," in fact, has little to do with "total inaction" or  

"doing nothing," but intimates the workings of the Ultimate reality. The nature of this 

concept is, in this sense, "unpremeditated, nondeliberative, noncalculating, nonpurposive 

action."66 This spontaneity o r  the way of  k i n g  of the Ultimate Ki is a prime 

characteristic and is considered another way of expressing the normative ideal for how 

things and beings are to exist and progress. Philosophically speaking, M W  Iha,  the 

way of spontaneity, is used to describe the ineffable phenornena of nature and to convey 

that nothing tiirther can be explained. This spontaneous cosmic order offers an 

ontological b a i s  of self-manifestation of the Ultimate Ki in the process o f  harmony 

(Zaf/Sfk). In accordance with this principle, Haminiin in the work of the Ultimate Ki 

is portrayed as Kihwa Chisin ( 3 1 9 ) X l & ! / j a 4 L t @ )  or Kihwa Si~~rûttg 

( 3  13s Z ! / ~ f k ; ~ ~ ~ ) ~ '  who is the movement of constant change and transformation. In 

the philosophy o f  the Ultimate Ki, no clear distinction has been made between the 

concept of Hamhim and the Ultimate Ki. In fact, it is quite interchangeable. Ha~nî~tim 

exists with a continueci interaction of the Ultimate Ki in which al1 forms of the rnyriad of 

creatures are germinated and generated. 

Reflecting on this philosophical discourse of the Ultimate Ki, it can be seen that 

the idea of the Ultimate Ki is deepty rooted in the articulateci discussion of Ii-ki theory in 

Neo-Confucianism. What is then the major religious feature of the Ultimate Ki? 

According to Ryu. the philosophical source of Suun's concept of the Ultimate Ki seems 

66 Benjamin 1. Schwartz, The World of Thought j ~ r  Ancien2 China (Cambridge, Mas.: 
Belknap Press of Harvard University of Press, 1985), p. 188. 



to be Neo-Confûcian cosmology. During the 1860s, toward the end of Suun's Iife, Chu 

Hsi's books were the most popular among the educated class. A h ,  Suun's father, a 

Confucian scholar who had great interests and depth of knowledge in the Confucian 

classics and Neo-Conhcian wsmology, was significantly infiuential. Considering these 

factors, Suun's philosophical foundation seems to  be primarily Confiicianism, 

particularly ~ e o - ~ o n f u c i a n i s m . ~ ~  

However, Suun's understanding o f  the Ultimate Ki is not merely associated with 

Neo-Confucianism; rather it is an  expansion o f  the empirical religious dimension o f  

religious Taoism. For example, although the Ultimate Ki of Suun is in part based o n  the 

theory of Taegiik o f  Chou Ton-i, Suun applied the theory to  his religious system by 

replacing the metaphysical Great Ultimate, Taegrik, into Ch 'ôtvu, as personal Hu~rûtiim 

whose spirit descends upon human beings through religious experience. Suun describes 

this as Shi Ch '&yu (waiting on Heaven), which c a n o t  be automatically given by human 

nature, but is achieved by sincere cultivation o f  one's mind and puriQing one's ki 

(Szrsimjorggi/+ Ad 3 2 l/iS~GMSC). Suun believes that through the constant cultivation 

of mind and ki, al1 human beings are able to become a Confucian ideal human being 

(Kzmjd? 1IlZ-f) or  Shamanist/religious Taoist immortal (or mountain god), that is, 

divine human beings. In this respect, although Suun employs Confucian terminologies 

derived from his philosophical background, the nature of  the Ultimate Ki is also closely 

associated with the mystical aspect of Shamanist/religious Taoist ki. The Taoist feature 

of ki is funfier observed in his description of a theophanic expenence as follows. 

67 Kim C hi-ha, Life /$YS] (Seoul, Korea: Sol, 1992), pp. 205-206. 

68 Ryu Byông-dôk, Tonghrk m d  Ch 'ôttdogyo (Seoul, Korea: Kyomunsa, 1987) p. 532. 



In April, my heart had a sudden chi11 feeling and my body was strangely 
shaking. Even though 1 thought it must be a sickness, 1 could find no 
symptoms and could not express rny state of rnind. Just then there was a 
Sô~tô (mysterious words of TaoismlCa O! lfh a) heard from Heaven, and 1 
was greatly amazed; 'fear not, be not trouble.. 1 am One who is called 
S a r ~ ~ e  by the people of the world. Do you not know me?' Inquiring of 
him fiinher, Sangje replied, '1 humbly send you into the world to teach 
this Way. Be not doubtfiil, have no doubt at dl. '  Then 1 asked, 'shall 1 
teach this the Western Way?' S q g e  replied, 'not so, 1 have a spiritual 
mark which is called Sônyak (mysterious medicine/&! elfili m) and its 
forrn is like Taegûk (the ultimate reality of the universe, the syrnbol of the 
universe in Chinese p h i l o s o p h y / ü i ~ / f r l )  and also like the Kunggung 
(an ambivalent, curved, bow-like f i g u r d s  9 9)' S a n ~ e  ordered to 
Suun, 'receive this mark and deliver the people fiom their diseases. Take 
my mark and teach people. If you do these things for me you will enjoy 
long life and your virtue will spread through the earth?' 

This mystical experience which was accompanied with sudden physical change is close 

to Shamanidreligious Taoist traditions. In particular, Taoist characteristics are 

distinctively observed in his experience through expressions such as Sôlrô, Sôrryak, and 

K u ~ ~ g p t t g .  Accordingly, Suun's Ultimate Ki cannot be categorized rnerely within the 

scope of materialistic interpretation dominant in Neo-Confùcianism of that time, but 

rather needs to be extended to the Shamanist/religious Taoist understanding of ki, which 

is particularly combined with the H(UtU11im faith. This aspect of the Ultimate Ki is also 

well expressed in the main doctrine of Torrghak religion, Shi Ch 'hju. 

69 Choe Suun, Tonggyôrrg Taejôn, chapter on P'odôgmun m t i n g  on Conveying 
Virrues'P z,%/i@*J, translated by Yun Sôk-san (Seoul, Korea: Tonghagsa, 1996). 
pp. 18-28. This is the mystical experience that Suun had in 1860. 7he Centornial 
Nisloty of Ch'hdogyo Vol. 1. Chapter 1 & part 2, p. 72; Choe Dong-hee, "The Basic 
Thought of Suun and the Conte*" in The Koreun lhought [ér%/AT. Vol. 12 (Seoul, 
Korea: The Study Group of Korean Thought, 1974), quoted by Kim Byông-jun, me 
Urdersfarldirtg of ReIigrgrous Erperience from rhe Perspective of C. G. Jung 's Analyrical 
P.sychology-F~~t~si~~g or1 the Understandirtg 00fMysticai Erperiertce of Choe SIMI [C. G. 
J U I ? ~ ~  &U4'O/ LSOllM S s z X # l O / k Y / ,  M.A. Thesis (1995), Methodist 
Theological Seminary, pp. 5 1-53. 



The Korean tenn Shi ("bearing" or "waiting on") can be interpreted in relation to 

the Shamanist idea of  waiting on the spirit of the body which assias a shaman to  receive 

diverse spirits. In Shamanism, at the moment of becoming a shaman o r  of the ecstasy 

during the h t  (shamanistic ritual), the shaman has mystical experiences in which she is 

able to make contact with the spirits. This can be described both as "waiting on spirits" 

fiom the side of the shaman (human worid) and as "descending spirits" fiom the side of 

the gods. A similar feature is found in the religious experience of Suun, which is viewed 

as a moment of enwuntering Harnîrlirn as explained above. 

Alt hough Suun borrowed Neo-Confician terni nologies to express his own 

religious experience and thought, Neo-Confucianisrn is not the major religious source o f  

Suun's thought and the teaching of Shi Ch 'ônju. Rather, an equal emphasis needs to be 

given to Shamanism and Taoism, in particular, religious Taoism, for an understanding of  

Suun's religious synthesis.'* Through his mystical experience, Suun believed that just as 

a shaman experiences the spirits descending tiom the gods, human beings are also able to  

wait on (Shi) the Ultimate Ki of  ffanût~im in their bodies. Although the way Suun 

experienced Harrzînirn can be understood in terrns of Shamanistic and Taoist tradition, his 

notion of  Shi holds some distinctive characteristics. For example, whereas in 

Shamanism, shamans are able to possess the spints of gods alone for a paxticular period 

of time, Suun presents the universal implication of Shi, Le., that anyone who wants to 

wait on the Ultimate Ki of Hamhint through spiritual-physical cultivation can find union 

with the Ultimate reality in the presence o f  the Ultimate ~ i . "  How then does then Suun 

70 Ryu, Tonghak and Ch 'ôr1dogy0, pp. 520-528. 

71 Ryu, Ibid., pp. 22-23. 



interpret the idea of Shi? For a deeper understanding of the Uitimate Ki, it is essential t o  

relate the concept to one of  the main tenets of  Tonghak, namely, Shi Ch 'Onju. 

3-2 The Ultimate Ki and the Concept of  Shi (Waiting on) 

The term Shi becarne integrated into the 21 (Chinese) characters of the "magic 

words" which Suun received from Hantîrim dunng this mysterious experience, which, 

for him, was a moment of  enlightenment. These magic words can be divided into two 

parts; the tirst consists of  eight characters and the second consists of thirteen. The t i r s  

part can be expIained as follows: 

Chi (X//): to reach the ultimate reality through earnestness and respect 

Ki (J//*: the great cosmic spirit of the entire Universe 

Kzimji (2 XiIeZ): to embody Haminim with the Great Spirit, Chiki, through realizing 
the ultimate reality (Tao) 

Wmlwui (3 SIIW[a): to wish to accomplish the needs of people by praying to Hanûnim 

Taega~lg (CH a/*@): to wish to achieve one's purpose by embodying the Great Spirit, 
the Ultimate ki, by respecting Hmturiim and doing virtuous deeds. 

In this prayer, Suun chants to invoke the Ultimate Ki upon him, a practice which 

traditionally comes fiom religious Taoism, synthesized with shamanist elements in 

Korea. The distinctive aspect of religious Taoist ki has to do with the understanding of  ki 

as identified with thousands of gods residing within human bodies which need a constant 

physical and spiritual cultivation for keeping in touch with the primordial ki of Tao. 



Accordingly, it is essential to maintain ki and the gods of the body as Iife-giving spirits in 

order to continue to connect to the original ki. For this, some specific activities and 

various techniques such as Taoist meditation and yoga are considered as an important 

pan of the process to attain the Tao. With the focusing of the mind by emptying the beart 

of al1 distractions and anachment, Taoists seek an intenor and ecstatic vision which 

enable them to contact the primordial ki. As explained in religious T aoist ki, the focus of 

those activities is not on the mere mastery of techniques but upon achieving the inner 

strength of the ki in order to unite with ~ a o . "  

Similar to this practice in religious Taoism, the term Shi of the doctrine of Shi 

Ch'ô~gtr is closely related to the idea of the regeneration of the individual, since both 

individual and cosmos are connecteci fiom the beginning to the end; therefore, there is 

nothing but one, the ültimate Ki. This ki-monistic worldview implies that the true gods 

are found within human beings, rather than in the idealist utopia of a distant firture. The 

body is not the shell of the spirit but actually a dwelling place for the gods. A similar 

idea is found in religious Taoism: to realize the mystery of the body is to expenence 

various bodily changes, including pregnancy and motherhood, and rebirth, in the union of 

yin and yattg. This idea is called "keeping the One." Kristofer Schipper explains that one 

may have the impression that "to keep the One" irnplies the "keeping" of a great many 

things. However, "One" in Chinese means "total" and "complete." In this sense, the 

notion of "keeping the One" indicates "keeping together" one's vital force. In other 

words, one acts in such a way that these forces remain complete and nothing is Ion. 

72 Isabelle Robinet, Taoism: Growth of a Religion (Stanford, California: Stanford 
University Press, 1997). translated by Phyllis Brooks, pp. 105-107; Livia Kohn, Taoisr 
Erperience: AI? Anthology (Albany, NY: SUNY, 1993), pp. 235-240; 7he Shanibhala 
Guide ro Taoilnt (Boston: Shambhala, 1997), pp. 199-2 1 1. 



Inside the body, the One (the true sedf or gods) is always multiple and multiplied." In 

Suun's prayer, the concept of Shi, waiting on God or the Ultimate Ki, is closely 

associated with the ki of religious Taoism, syncretized with Shamanism, rather than with 

the metaphysical ki of Neo-Confùcianism. 

The second part of the magic words consists of 13 characters and can be 

explained as follows: 

Shi (Al le): first of the the-character tenn, Shi Ch 'onju which means to be filled with 
spiritual ki within, and to feel the harmony of the spirit without 

Ch 'ôrz (El%): literally, sky, or heaven, which can also mean Hatnînim 

Jtr (SI*): Lord who is the authority of my being and meaning 

Chohwa (EPlllft): signifies the way things are done through muwi, (wuwei, in 
Chinese/? 1 !R S) which means non-action. 

Ch 'ôrg (SIS): the state of tranquility, which can be achieved by one's union with the 
Ultimate Ki, i. e., by unifying one's virtues and mind with the Ultimate Ki. 

Yôrigse (3 MI/7kE): literally, "long age"; signifies a human life-span 

Pzrlmung (a gk/T s): being always mindfùl (of Ha~ninirn) 

Mama (2 A t l b i  +): al1 the events and principles of the worid 

Chi ( XI la): literall y, "knowledge"; this is a particular kind of knowledge acquired 
through the Tao. 

These 21 characters of magic words reflect the reveiation of Suun and provide a context 

for understanding Shi Ch 'ûnjtr. Since Shi is particularly a key character in understanding 

73 Krisofer M. Schipper, The Taoist Body (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of 
California Press, 1994), translated by Karen C. Duval, p. 1 3 2. 



the iiberation principle74 and the philosophical structure o f  Suun's understanding o f  the 

Ultimate Ki, the meaning of Shi needs more explication. Suun defines Shi Ch 'Ônjn as 

follows: 

Shi (waiting on) means that one has spirit within and energy without, 
which cannot be transferred to other people. Ch 'on *u (HanUnim) means 
serving God in the same manner as honoring parents. 4 

Here, Shi includes the meaning of both being filled with the Ultimate Ki inside and 

feeling the  h m o n y  of the Ultimate Ki outside. Suun explains the meaning of Shi, in 

three dimensions. 

First, Shi is "one's having the spirit within." According to Paek Se-myung, in its 

developing process, the total Iife o f  the universe has gradually becorne individuated and 

cornplex. having reached its most highly developed stage in the human world afier 

passing through the plant and animal stages. In this respect, he argues that humans 

among al1 beings have the most highly deveioped intellectual capacity "to have the spirit 

Second, Shi is also "one's having energy without," which means that humans are 

an individuated form of life and that the Ultimate Ki is the totality of life. In other words, 

74 Although Choe, Shi-hyung, the second founder of  Tor~ghak, had a controversial debate 
on Shi with other followers, they were unable to  anive at  a clear conclusion. Until the 
present time, the concept of Shi has rernained ambiguous. Consequently, many scholars 
who study To~tghak agree that unless proof is found in another scripture, it would be 
difficult to  perceive an exact meaning of Shi. Thus, various interpretations o f  Shi are 
necessary today. Lee Hyuk-bae, me Studj of Tonghak Theism (54'&@9 37"' M.A. 
Thesis (1 988), Seoul National University, pp. 10- 1 1. 

75 Choe Suun. Tor~ggyô~~g Taejôn, chapter on No~~hagm~m fW?i!irrg on tearriirg] 

76 Paek S e-myung, An Interprefution of Tortghak Scriprirres ( S  eb3 3 # k;'/ (Seoul : 
Hanguk Sasang Yônguhoe, l963), p. 80. 



a relationship of  totality and individuality exists between the Ultimate Ki and humans 

respectively. In this relationship, a dualistic separation cannot be maintained. Since a 

humafi's relationship with the Ultimate Ki is like that of a part to the whole, it is 

necessary for humans to be dependent and to  wait on the Ultimate Ki. Also, this means 

that, although other plants and animals possess the Ultimate Ki, human beings represent 

the most highly developed stage of life in the world. The human being is the image 

closest to the d i ~ i n e . ~  

Third, Shi indicates that "al1 the people of the world know and cannot be 

transferred," which means that when humans realize the new principle of Tao, they 

practice it without u ~ a t u r a l  action or  movement. Once humans are aware of the tmth of 

Tao, they just act and live naturaIly and quietly in accordance with the tmth. At this 

stage, there can be true progress based on authentic knowledge. Therefore, this phrase 

has the futuristic meaning of waiting on the Ultimate Ki with new knowledge and having 

made genuine progress.78 With this understanding of Shi, these three magic characters 

can be broadly defined as words for "waiting on the Ultimate Ki faithfùlly."79 Another 

77 Son Uiam, "The Doctrine of the Transmigration of the Spirit [% 3 P MI Q 1% Bt 
tkl t - S I , "  in n e  Great Sermons of Saint Uiam [ Z W , M A /  #,ml. 

7 8  Paek, An htepretation of Tortghak Scriptures, pp. 8 1-82; Kim, Life. Ine Ghrious 
Tofa& [$@Y, 3 ZG!I SXY], p- 251. 

79 Also, according to Suun, this carries the idea of "serving the Ultimate Ki." Then, Shi 
Ch 'ôr,jzr can be thought of being similar to Wi Ch 'ônjt~ (serving the Ultimate K i / q  é! +/ 
Xi). According to Suun, the character Ju means "to serve the Ultimate Ki as  a kind 

of filial piety." It would then seem tit to interpret Shi Ch'ôrlju as meaning the same thing 
as Wi Ch 'ôrjir . 



possible type of interpretation of Shi Ch 'ônju is found in Yongctam Yusu (Song of 

What fortune befell you 
That you desire a fiee ride? 
Are you foolish enough 
to depend on me? 
Do not count on me 
But trust in Hmnînim alone. 
While Hanûnim is within you [literally, "your body"] 
Would you still look far and away? 

In this poetic scripture, Suun urges his children and relatives to wait on the Ultimate KI 

which exists within them. Suun a h  admonishes them not to be lazy as they search for 

enlightenment. In this connection, what is entailed is that "al1 human beings are able t o  

wait on the Ultimate ~i .""  On the one hand, the Ultimate Ki is one to be served, and, on 

the other, the presence of  the Ultimate Ki within al1 human beings is so pervasive that it 

c a n o t  be defineû completely as an objective reality, nor as an "1 and Thou" relationship. 

More accurately, the Ultimate Ki is profoundly eminent in identieing with us. 

Therefore, Shi here means a holistic vision o f  reality and indicates a radical union 

between the divine and hurnan beings, which includes the social union among human 

beings, the revolutionary union between individuals and society, and the ecological union 

between human beings and the universeg2 

80 Choe, Suun, Yongctam Yusa, chapter on Kyohunga [The Song of Teaching Vir~ues/ 
z 2w/--- 
8 1 Choe, "The Thought of Tonghak and Foreign Characteristics [S 9 N 2;'J) PI 
3 2],77 n e  KoreanStudy f 6247  IIï (lW4), p. 8. 

82 Kim, me  Sfory of Tonghok (540/0/24 (Seoul, Korea: Sol), p. 16, quoted by Ahn 
Sang-j in Ahn, me Religious Sp~thesis of Choe Je- Cl as a Nineteenth Cen futy nteological 
Paradigm for K o m  Mirrjucng ïheology, p. 82. 



3-3. The Ultimate Ki and the Concept of Ch'ômju (God) 

The dilemma in studying Suun's concept of Ch m u    GO^)*^ is the dificulty of  

categorizing it in a particular theistic formula due to the syncretic religious elements 

found in his system. On the surface, it might seem inconsistent and unsystematic because 

of its emphasis on a transcendent and personal image of Ch 'ônju in some cases, and a 

"process" perception of God in other cases. Because of his combined description of  

Ch 'ônju, his thought might be seen as self-contradictory. However, if one looks closely 

at his understanding of Ch'ônju, (or the different terms to indic-ate the Lntimate), it 

hnctions not in a contradictory or antagonistic way but in a constructive, and possibly 

collaborative "paradoxical" way. This aspect will be explored in the discussion of the 

panentheistic nature of Ch 'ônju, which becornes possible with the "transcendent 

immanence" and "immanent transeendence" of the Ultimate Ki. 

As we have seen in his explanation of Shi Ch'ônju, Suun provides no explanation 

for the concept of Ch 'ôn (Heaven). Considering the fact that he commented on other 

words, his intention seems obvious that the Ultimate Ch 'on carmot be described. The 

episternological limitation on hurnan knowledge of Ch 'Ônju is noted here, which is 

similar to the confession of mystics whose experience of "God or "Godhead" can never 

be expressed in human words. In this sense, for Suun, al1 the terms we employ for the 

discussion of the possible interpretation on Ch 'ônju are nothing but tentative and partial. 

83 Ch 'ôrtjtc is a Chinese word of Harnir~im in Korean. Suun uses them interchangablely 
in his philosophy; Ch '61'jtl was mainly used in To~lggôttg Taejô!~ written in Chinese 
while Harnîriirn was used in Yongakzm Yusa. Both of them can be translated to "God" in 
English. 



This is quite congenial with McFague7s point of view in which al1 kinds of  God-talk are 

partial descriptions of God (the backside of  God), and therefore metaphotical. Keeping 

in mind the linguistic and epistemological limitations on the study of  God as the Spirit, 1 

shall attempt to explicate Suun's thought on Ch 'ônju. 

As Suun's religious experience demonstrates, a personal image of  Ch '6njt1 is 

clearly present in his thought. According to  his description of the experience, a personal 

encounter between Ch 'ônju and Suun occurred-a moment o f  dialogue between them. 

Persona1 characteristics o f  Ch'ônju are evident in that Ch'ônju is loving and 

communicating, e.g: '2he words that Ch 'ônjum (God) spoke to me" and "aAer listening to 

Ch 'Ônju's words." In his experience, Ch 'Ônju cails Suun by name and converses directly 

with him as One who cares about the plight of humanity. This Ch 'ônju, Suun realized, is 

One who desires to Iiberate oppressed people and to Save the cornipted world. Having 

presented Ch 'ôrrjrr as one who communicates with human beings, it is clear that God, for 

Suun, is closely associated with human affairs, rather than a totally remote transcendent 

existent, distant fiom the world. Also, the Ch 'ônju of  Suun is not pretentious; d h e  does 

not hide divine feelings, nor withdraw tiom humanity in apathy. In this respect, the 

Ch 'Ôtyii of Suun is an anthropomotphic "God," with the capacity to reveal herhis  will to 

humans. 

Moreover, the personal image of God in Suun's thought is found in the manner of 

addressing God. It is important to note Suun's persistent intention o f  retaining the name 

of Ch'ôtjtr, despite the possibility of the senous misunderstanding o f  the tenn, which 

84 Suun also calls Ch 'ônju Sar~gje. These various narnes of  "God" reflect the syncratic 
nature of Tmghak thought. 



also indicates the God of ~atholicisrn. '~ Considering the social context o f  late lgh 

century Korea, where the persecution of Catholicism was severe, Suun's thought is 

sometimes viewed as highly problematic. In fact, because of the terni Ch 'ûnju, Suun and 

the followers of  Tor@& were at times misunderstoud as Catholics, and this eventually 

resuited in Suun's death. According to the Record on Royalty written in the regime of 

King Kojoug (March 2"*, 1864), ". . .at present, a new religious sect called Tonghok 

accepts the teaching of Western Catholicism indiscriminately and leads people into great 

c ~ n f u s i o n . " ~ ~ .  Why did Suun then insist on the use of such a troublesome name, 

Ch'ôrljrr? Was Suun's thought a religious remnant of the influence of Western 

Catholicism? 1s Ch'ortju of Tottghak then identical with the monotheistic God of 

Catholicism? The importance of this clmification requires the understanding of the 

Uitimate, or  God of Tonghak, to be as precise as possible. 

The relation between Tor~ghak and Western Catholicism on the Ultimate o r  God is 

seen differently by two groups. The major idea of the first grouPm is that Tonghak 

85 According to Lee, the word Ch 'ôriju existed prior to the arriva1 of Catholicism. For 
example, the word Ch 'ônju, indicating the Lord o f  Heaven, was worshipped as one of the 
major deities of ancient Chinese ritual accompanying the other seven lesser deities such 
as the god of Earth, of Guard, of Yin, of Yang, of  Moon, of Sun, of Four Seasons. Thus, 
Ch '&/u is not a foreign tenn for Chinese and Korean people but a traditional one which 
had been used in East Asian tradition long before the Catholics adopted the term to name 
the monotheistic Christian God. However, as Catholicism entered into East Asian soil, 
the term ChOnju repiaced Deus and gradually accommodated and was prevalent as a 
Christian name of God. In this sense, Ch *&ju in Catholicism is a Chinese expression of 
Deus, which, as Lee claims, needs to be distinguished Rom that o f  Torghak. For further 
discussion, see Lee Sae-kwon, Tortghak 7houghr, pp. 64-70. 

86 Quoted by Ryu, Tor~ghak m d  Ch 'Ôndogyo, pp. 202; Chung Kyong-il, me nteologicai 
Approach to the LLife Ihought of Tonghak [ 5 4 ' 4 S ' N A W  Uék &le4 63, Th. M 
Thesis (1 999, Hanshin University. 

8 7 The representative xholars are Yun Sông-bôm, Christianity a d  Koreat~ Zhot~ght 
[J//lzs b s A / b y  (Seoul, Korea: Taehan Kidogyo Sôhoe, 1964); Choe Sôk-u, 



stemmed fiom Westem Catholicism and formulated its doctrine under the shadow o f  

Cat holicism. Some scholars who belong to this group understand that the monotheistic 

aspect of Tortghak is a production of Western Catholicism, which gradually changed to a 

pantheistic mode as it was taken over by the later leaders, Haewol and ~ i a r n . ~ ~  

However, they assert that Suun's theism is, at least, a direct consequence of the 

Westem perception of God as a transcendent personal being, the sole source o f  life, who 

governs the world, and is concerned with the benevolence and malevolence of human 

life. Also, ideas of human equality, women's liberation, and the abolition of  social 

classism, al1 presented in Tot~ghak, are said to  be derived fiorn modem Western thought. 

Moreover, according to this argument, Suun's traditional understanding of nature, which 

includes the idea of  the union between objects and self, is transformed by Western 

scientific thinking, which distinguishes subject fiom object. Suun's understanding of 

human beings as the highest expression of Ultimate Ki is also said to be based on the 

anthropocentrism originating from the naturalism o f  Westem philosophy." 

"Tottghak corn  a Perspective o f  Westem Thought [M  7 hls Oll M S S qb]," in 7ne 
S I I I ~ ~  of Church History [ Z # A /  99' Vol. 1 (Seoul, Korea: The Institute of  Korean 
Church History, 1977); Kim Han-gu, "The Comparative Study on the Theory of Socio- 
Culture of Toiighak [ S W A  8 S t O I E O I  tlllS71," in 7he mesis of Koreati 
Sttrdies [ i ? ~ ~  &z/l Vol. 9 (Seoul, Korea: The Institute of Korean Studies, Hanyang 
University, 1986); "The Religio-Sociological Study of  Torghak [S 2i I Z! A l  
9 71," in Christian Thoughr [J/ei? A/&? Vol. 67. (1989) Seoul, Korea: The Institute 
of  Korean Theology; Shin Bok-ryoung, "The Western Impact on the Formation and 
Developrnent of Tonghok [54g 2 gz 011 01 8 9% g]," in Tottghok 
7horcght and Kapo Fumer 's Revolution [54W&W d T  & ZPS'' (Seoul, Korea: 
P'yôngrninsa, 1991). 

88 Suun's panentheistic understanding o f  God was furiher developed by later 
successors-Haewol and Uiam-who created other unique theistic concepts, nameiy, 
Yang Ch 'ô+ (nurturing o r  embodying God) and Che Ch 'ÔI@I (becoming Heaven or  
God) and 117 Nae Ch 'ôri (Humanity is Heaven). 



In addition, for them, the parish (diocese) syaem and its structure, ntual 

similarities such as Sunday worship, references to the Bible, and the use of the term 

Ch 'ôtqu, etc. are considered decisive indications of Catholic influence over To~tghak. 

Considering the historical context of Suun's time, it is impossible to deny, it is argued, 

the Westem influence on Tonghok thought. They stress the fact that Tonghak was 

created as a response to the influx of Western thought, and Suun himself was well aware 

of the core ideas of Catholic teaching. In particular, the word Ch 'onjtrr seemed to be 

adopted fiom the Catholic name of God in order to enhance the persona1 characteristics 

of Hanfinim of Tonghak, to meet the contemal needs of the people. 

However, scholars belonging to the second groupgO criticize the interpretation of 

the first group, who simply suggest a colonized mind-set, contending instead that 

Totighak is a Korean indigenous religion inherited fiom the Hamînim faith and other 

traditional East Asian religions. They argue that Torighak is rooted in the tradition of the 

syncretic union of three religions: Confiicianisrn, Buddhisrn and Taoism and should be 

presented as a unique development of Korean religion without dropping of the Westem 

89 For hirther discussion, see Im Jae-bae, 7he Comporaive Study of Tonghak and 
Western i%~ight [5qbZ M7AiA12f tl/Z 99, M. A. Thesis ( 1 995). Kugbang 
University, pp. 83-9 1. 

90 Choe, "Korean Traditional Thought and Tonghok [a 3 b % A / & k 3  547," in The 
mesis of fhe Cert fermial Celebration of Tonghok Revolutiott / 5 4 S a!? kq 

3/g& i%] Vol. 1 (Seoul, Korea: Ch'ôndogyo Chungang Ch'ongbu, 199 1 ), edited by the 
Cornmittee of the Centennial Celebration of Tonghak Revolution; Cho Young-il, The 
Srudy of the H a m y  Thought of Torghak [Seb9 BACArôr ]  (Seoul, Korea: 
Tongsôngsa, 1 988); Gu Yang-gun, "The Historical Origin of Toirghak Thought 
[ % % A k k O I  hl+ JISI," in The nieory of the Cause of the Cab-o Famer's War 
/&q&!?rTigg g2lg7'r/ (Seoul, Korea: Asia Munwhasa, 1993); Kim Tak, 
"Christianity corn a Perspective of New Korean Religions [g+ Ci Siil Z! E i!l M E 
3 1 f 1," in The S tua  of ReIigious Theology [%a &/ /4C ?] Vol. 6 (Seoul, Korea: 
The Institute of the Religious Theology, Sôkang University, 1993). 



influence. Vigorous emphasis is laid on the uniqueness of Tonghok thought, while 

relativizing the religio-cultural influence of Catholicism. For example, they attempt to 

highlight Suun's criticism of Catholicism, in particular in relation to the political attack of 

the Western world. For Suun, Catholicism is calid S ô h k  (Western learninglhl %,Cl% s) 
associated with socio-political impenalism and domination. He made highly critical 

comments on Catholicism saying, e-g., "the n e f d o u s  westerners who claimed they were 

working for God deliberatety attacked and diminished China in order to build up 

churches and the spread of their belief Now, 1 am wondering how those who believe in 

God could do such evil things?..."9' Also, Suun criticizes the idea of God's 

transcendence in Catholicism, which merely encourages prayer for life after death and, 

as a result, lads people into indifference toward earthly life, thereby distorting a more 

authentic Korean way of  thinking. Moreover, the individualistic features of Western 

culture were highly problematic for Suun, because they diluted the importance of 

ancestor worship and other traditional values of Korean culture. 

In conjunction with the term Ch'ôtrjtr of Tonghak, Ryu provides an interpretation 

which disconnects the Western association from the tem.  According to him, the word 

Ch 'on indicates Heaven, which Korean people have worshipped fiom primordial times, 

and h is an honorary appellation which carries a meaning equivalent to the Korean word 

ttim, e.g., in the word H a ~ n î i m .  As explained above, Suun mentioned that Ju (Lord) 

means serving God in the same manner as honoring parents.n In the Tonggôt~g Taej611, 

written in Chinese, the term Ch'orrju appeared 14 times, whereas in another text, 

9 1 C hoe S uun, Torggyô~tg Taejôn, c hapt er on P 'odôgmtrii fWriting on Conveying Virlre] 

92 C hoe Suun, Tonwông Taejôn, chapter on Nonhaput1 Priting on Learnittg] 



Youngdzm Yusa, wrïtten in Korean, the word H&inim is used 34 tir ne^.^^ Here, Ryu 

points out Suun's consistent use of  the Korean term Hamîinim in Ymng&m Yusa, which 

also implies that Ch 'ônju is the written Chinese word which means Hmtûnirn in Korean. 

This c haracterizes the term Ch 'ônju in terms of the traditional Hantinirn fait h which, Ryu 

affirms, is a Chinese expression of  the Korean word HcMtinirn rather than an outcome of 

Western Catholicisrn. 

The Ch 'Ônju of Catholicisrn is merely a phonetic expression of Chinese for Derrs, 

which appeared for the first time in Ch 'Ô,y+u Sikok (a 3L l / X *  in 1 5 ~ 3 . ~ '  

Therefore, in their view, the use of the same term Ch'ônju indicates the Korean 

indigenous God Hmttinim, identical with the Confbcian term Sutme, whose persona1 

characteristics are fully explored in Tonghok thought? HOW then is Ch 'ônju of Tonghok 

different fiom that of Catholicism, despite using the same terms? Let us hear Suun's 

criticism of Catholicism first. He said, 

. . . alt hough Western learning seems similar to ours [Tonghak: Eastern 
learning], it is fùndamentally different. In Western learning, neither an 
order of speaking [logic] nor the principle of thinking [philosophy] can be 
found. There is no teaching on the sincere hart devoted to God but a 
selfish praying for oneself There is also neither the mysterious power of 
the rnovement of ki operative within a human body nor a teaching on God 
for it merely remains a theoretical doctrine. Accordingly, the Tao of 

93 Ryu, Tonghak and Ch 'ôndogyo. p. 203. 

94 According to Bwk, ". . .in Western word, God is called as Deus.. . " Ryu, Ibid., p. 203. 

95 Ryu, Ibid., pp. 202-203. 

96 Choe, "The Theism of Tortghak [5401 gZ!]," in The CelebrutÏng lhesis of the 
K o r e a ~ ~  Kbught for Dr. Sokum Hm Jownan *s 60'h Birt- (k?&' ébsgk FbA\g 

A/& & ,s/ (Seoul, Korea: Wônkwang University, 199 1 ), pp. 959-97 1. L 



Westem leaming is close to the idea of nihility (empty thought) due to the 
absence of the teaching of waiting on ~ o d . "  

In Suun's view, the individualistic and totally transcendent characteristics of Catholicism, 

which, as he saw them, are merely concemeci with life aiter death, were highly 

problematic and inappropriate in the Korean context, which was marked by enormous 

oppression derived fiom both interna1 political corruption and extemal threats fiom Japan 

and the Westem world. Suun's trenchant view of Catholicisrn was not original to  him, 

but resembled the criticism which was prevalent arnong Confician scholars prior to 

Suun. For instance, in the 1750s, Shin Hu-dam criticized the doctrine of Catholicism that 

the human sou1 after death is going either to Heaven or to Hell, as absolutely absurd for 

Korean people. 

Moreover, ot her teachings of Catholicism, such as the abandonment of ancestor 

worship, caused an uproar among Confucian scholars, who believed honoring parents and 

ancestors to be a fùndamentai principle of human Iife and essential to  the realization of 

the Tao. Therefore, Shin Hu-dam seriously admonished people not to let themselves be 

contaminated by the deceptive teaching of Western ~ e a r n i n ~ . ~ *  In 1788, Lee Kyông- 

myông appeared before the Kirig, urging hirn to abolish the practice of Catholicism, 

condemning it as a vicious religion. In 1801, Catholicism was eventually rejected 

oficially as a malicious teaching which misled people into living in a manner contrary to 

morality: "...the malicious reIigion, western Catholicism] which people are talking 

about at present teaches people to refùse to honor father [parents] and King, which 

97 C hoe Suun, Tottggôttg Taejôtt, chapter on Nor~hagmurr p i î i n g  mt Leaming] 

98 Ryu, Tonghak and Ch 'ôtadogyo, pp. 1 93- 194. 



transgresses a basic human morality. This is the same teaching which encourages people 

to become like savages o r  animals.. . ',W 

Of  course, the Western Catholicism which Confiician scholars and Suun criticized 

was, in fact, a very particular brand of Catholicism introduced through missionary 

activities. Accordingly, their understandings and criticisms of Catholicism were very 

limited and narrow fiom today's point of view. In this respect, we should note the 

general character of Catholicism which prevailed in Suun's time. 

First, Western Catholicism was seen as preposterous in terms of the idea of the 

incarnation of Heaven [Godl as a person [Jesus] and of the existence of Heaven and Hell. 

Secondly, the fundamental faith of Catholicism relies on God's unconditional forgiveness 

of one's original sin and Divine grace, which offers a universal salvation without human 

merit. Thirdl y, the worship of a monotheistic God, which discourages ancestor worship 

and kingship, is opposed to basic human morality. Fourthly, the idea of the celibacy of 

the Catholic priesthood was seen to destroy the lineage of one's family, and a certain 

unrestrained atmosphere, such as sitting together without "distinguishing gender,"'" is 

socially disturbing. Fifihly, Catholicism fùnctions as a medium of  political imperialism 

for the Western nations. Sixthly, Catholics organize impure groups among those who 

conceal their identity with adopted names (Le., baptismal names). Suun, who was a 

Confùcian scholar, was also obviously influenced by these criticisms o f  Catholicism 

which were predominant in his time.lO' 

99 The Royal Record of Chosôn (355 gZ A'*], quoted by Ryu, p. 194. 

100 Gender distinction is an important notion in a Confùcian society. 

1 O 1 Im Jae-bae, The Cornparalive Sfzdy of Tonghok and Western Thot@ [5 F A /  &iU 



Nevertheless, despite these diflerences beâween Catholicism and Suun, there is an 

important identification of the latter with the former. Suun says, "1 share with them 

[Catholics] in Tao but differ fiom them in fi (principle). ,,102 That is, the ultimate 

purposes of the two approaches are the same, but how each achieves it is different. This 

statement of Suun is noteworthy when we consider the profound difference between the 

theism of Suun and that of Catholicism. In other words, Suun's understanding of 

Ch 'ônju similar to that o f  Catholicism in t e m s  of afirming a persona1 God who is deeply 

concerned with the liberation o r  salvation of the oppressed. However, the distinctive 

feature of Suun's theism is the idea of Kihwajisitt (the mutation of ki itself is "God;  

"God" in process/J l XI çilafttW), which presents a radically different vision of 

"God" fi-om the monotheistic God of  Catholicism, at least the Catholicism of that time. 

In the idea of  Kihwajisin ("God in process), the spontaneous movement of the 

Ultimate Ki itself, is identified with "God," who is comprised by or comprises the 

movement of the Ultimate Ki. The Ultimate Ki, which can be characterized both as 

matter and spirit, is the basic cornponent which constitutes al1 the myriad of things. For 

Suun, the Ultimate Ki is also life which is fblfilled in the world. Life is not a static but a 

dynamic entity which is constantly in process within the cycle o f  birth and death. As 

mentioned above, "God" for Suun can be describeci as the fbllness of the Ultimate Ki, and 

the process or operation of the Ultimate Ki. For Suun, it is essential that the Ultimate Ki 

descends upon human beings and l a d s  them to  the world of  divine ecstasy. With this 

102 Choe Suun, "%@JWDSCH BWIFBLIU." Tongg)&g Tuejôn, chapter on 
Nor~hagmun fWriring on Leanlir~g]. 



experience, human beings are able to wait on (Shi) the Ultimate Ki. This is the first sep, 

in Suun's belief, to bewming divine beings, which is achieved through one's holistic 

cultivation of puriQing ki. The relationship between God and the world is not conceived 

in a hierarchical or antagonistic, but in a collaborative or  reciprocal way. This is a 

distinctive aspect of Suun's theism, which maintains the continuity or union between God 

and human beings or world. 

The unique feature of Suun's theism, Kihwajisitz, culminates in the thought of 

Osim jzik Y ô s h  (9 &! % 01 &!/%th B #Il &) drawn fiom his mystical experience, which 

means, "my [Ch'ônju or Sangje] mind is your [Suun or human's] mind. 39 103 Lee Don- 

hwa, a Tonghk scholar, points out that the persona1 God of Toi~ghak cannot be 

adequately explained only by recourse to the daims that God is a transcendent 

anthropomorphic God whose ontological existence is sharply distinguished fiom humans. 

Suun's God can also be depicted as immanent natural ki which is fully exhibited in 

hurnanity. In other words, a human being is the best existential example on which God's 

ontologicat nature is well expressed. Such interpretation of  God and the world is rooted 

in the notion of Osim jûk Yôsirn which Lee explains as foilows: 

. . .Human beings are dependent on God (Hmtii~im). Humanity is the 
closest image reflecting God's very nature. However, this does not imply 
that even the incomptete personality of a human being, which is 
wlnerabie or compted, is part of God, but means the human possibiiity of 
becoming God, because they share the homogeneous spirit of God, the 
Ultimate Ki. This process leads to God... 104 

104 Lee, Perspective oit Lije 1r1 Tonghak /542W/Mo/ 8Ofl/ WEI %gv (Seoul, 
Korea: Chôndogyo Chungang Bonbu, 1973), pp. 52-53. 



This statement affïrrns the immanent existence of God residing in the world. Suun ofien 

criticized the idea that God exists somewhere up there in some "other or  totally 

transcendent world," goveming everything in the world in a p e r f i  way. This 

interpretation for him was absurd, for God is tmly in this perilous world, with the poor 

and the oppressed, rather than living outside of the world. A c ~ r d i n g  to Suun, God 

dwelIs in the human mind, which is identical with the mind of God. There is no human 

mind apart from God and no mind of God separate fiom human mind. God does not exist 

in a paradise, but in human rninds, which are in the process of  becoming divine. The 

immanent trait o f  God for Suun is apparently exposed with the concept of  kwisin. 

Suun teaches that the self-goveming activity of ki itself is God. He says, "kwisin 

is no other than the totality of Heaven and earth as well as  its yin and yung-"'O' His 

"epiphanic experience," in which he heard the voice of the Ultimate Ki saying "contrary 

to the general understanding that the totality of  Heaven and Earth and the being of kwisin 

are unrelated, kwisin is also 1 (Ch 51f/'u or   ange)."'^ Thus, the Ultimate Ki is the 

harmony o f  the cosmic principle underlying the reality of  change and process through 

which al1 things came into being. Attenuating the transcendent characteristics of God, 

without eliminating the anthropomorphic image of God, the God of Suun is depicted as 

both the transcendence and immanence of the Ultimate Ki.lo7 

105 Choe Suun, "?!!XI Q!Al 7 W O I P  ?I&!olAl SgPI iS OIZiLOI @ B O L 1  ..." 
Yongdam Yusa, chapter on Todôgga [Ihe Song of Elhicu'5Gf ZJ" 

1 07 Kim, "The S tud y of Tonghak Thei sm," me Thesis of the Centennial Celebrution of 
Tonghak Revolution f 5 4 ' 4 3  47k? I /Y&  91 Vol. 1 (Seoul, Korea: Ch'ôndogyo 
Chungang Ch'ongbu, 1991), edited by the Cornmittee of the Centennial Celebration of 



Acwrding to Kim Kyong-jae, the doctrine of Shi Ch 'ônju can be understood in 

two ways. First, it cm be interpreted, "to wait on God sincerely like parents." Second, it 

can be interpreted to mean, "pay attention to God who aIready resides in al1 human 

beings," since God is present in any human k i n g  and in nature. This is an essential tenet 

of Tor~ghak: "Everyone can wait on God with herhis body." The first interpretation 

tends to stress the transcendent aspect of God, while the second emphasizes its immanent 

aspect. However, for Suun, again, the t w ~  characteristics o f  God cannot be interpreted in 

a dualistic way, for the two cannot be thought of  separately fiom each other. For this 

reason, Suun's theism belongs to the category of  panentheism in which both transcendent 

and immanent aspects of God are observed. 

The God of  Suun, as illustrated by the doctrine of Shi Ch'ôttjir, therefore, is One 

who participates in the process of al1 fonns of  life. This power to change o r  move, 

following Whitehead's notion, is not a coercive one; it is instead the power to ceaselessly 

care for the well-being of al1 beings. Al1 the world's formations and changes are included 

in the process of becoming God. Accordingly, Suun experienced the God who constantly 

reveals the transcendent essence of  the divine mind in a mysterious way through human 

beings, who represent the highest stage of the evolutionary process. 

There is a cenain affinity between this concept o f  an anthropomorphic God and 

the one which Western panentheism affirms. Suun describes God as One who possesses 

certain personal attributes, this God is tmly One who c m  never be totally transcendent, 

but immanently transcendent and transcendently immanent in God's relationship with the 

world. In other words, this God is not the "wholly Other," but the "beyond and yet 

Tor~gliak Revolution, pp. 1 76- 193. 



within" Spirit of life. For Suun, God is seldom regarded as wmpletely separated from 

humans and nature. This aspect is quite similar to  McFague's interpretation of God as 

the embodied Spirit. This panentheistic Spirit o f  God becomes more obvious when we 

consider the scripture of  Tonghak as a whole. Hca?6t?im for Suun can be interpreted as 

the Ultimate Ki, as the panentheistic Spirit who leads the liberation of the minjurig, and 

further brings harmony into the universe. 

3-4 The Ultimate Ki and Y a ~ g  Ch'ônju (Nurturing or Embodying God) 

The unique contribution of Suun's successor, Haewol is the secularization of  

Suun's Shi Ch 'ôrgu in order to bring fonh its ethical implications, which include human 

equality, woman's liberation, and ecological wncem. Since the major teaching of 

Haewol Choe Shi-hyong (1827-1898 CE) is closely connected to the practical 

applicability of Suun's thought, 1 shall highlight Haewol's main ethical ideas and extend 

his thought in the following chapter. The main ideas here are Yang Ch 'ônju, Samgyô~tg 

t hought (t hree kinds o f  reverenceereverence for Heaven, human beings, and objects- 

Saitz Yôch 'ôtz (At  2! a a le A JiP E b t r e a t i n g  humans as Heaven, and Hanga Sôhi 

(gk 01 E W/6J  ~ 3 l G ~ r i t u a l  towards oneself 

Like Suun, Haewol did not remain under the shadow of classic Confùcianism but 

attempted to actualize Suun's thought into the concrete life o f  the people. Haewol 

extensively reinterpreted the doctrine of  Sh:' Ch'ônju to develop the notion of  Yang 

Ch ' ô r ~ @ , ' ~ *  focusing on the immanent presence o f  the Ultimate Ki in a way that seems 

1 08 Some Tor~ghak scholars argue that the doctrine o f  Yar~g Ch 'Ônju appeared after 1 87 1. 



closer to the category of pantheism.lW Yang Ch 'onju literally means "to wait on the 

Ultimate Ki within." Haewol expresses the idea that al1 people possess a divine reality by 

birth. The individual needs to nourish this divine reality in order to Ymtg, "nurture" or 

"embody" the Ultimate Ki within. He offers an analogy o f  a "seed and life" for the 

understanding of  Yang. According to him, if one is able to wait on God, d h e  should also 

be able to nurture God, who dwells in the human mind as the Ultimate Ki. This is similar 

to the kernel of  life which resides inside a seed. Just as a seed is planted in soi1 to 

facilitate its growth, the human mind needs to nurture the Ultimate Ki to achieve Tao. 

Although a11 people possess the Ultimate KI, those who do not realize the fact that they 

are part of the Hamîttim and thus refiise to nurture the ki are like f m e r s  who throw seeds 

into the river only to  aIlow thern to die. Therefore, only those who sincerely nurture the 

Ultimate Ki are able to recognize that they are becoming divine-human beings.'1° This 

shows that Haewol rejects any discrimination given by birth or social status and merely 

The historical time in which Haewol and other followers lived was not stable enough to 
systematize Tûrtghak thought as inherited fiom Suun. According to the classic reference 
of Tonghak, the notion of Yang Ch '&vu and Sui11 Yôch 'ôt+humans shouid be treated as 
divine-would have been added much later, at least after 1871. Haewol's autonomous 
thought does not seem to appear during 186 1 - 187 1. Therefore, the general assumption 
that the doctrine of  Shi Ch'ônjii of Suun was immediately taken up and developed by 
Haewol needs to be given more cautious attention. For fùrther discussion, see Park 
Maeng-su, A Sfudy on Choe Shi-hyong from 1861-1871 ( f l A / #  y?'* M.A. Thesis 
( I985), The Academy of Korean Study, pp. 72-88. 

109 The reason for emphasizing the immanence of God is perhaps that Tortghak was 
persecuted by reason of being associated with Catholics. Choe Shi-hyong desperately 
attempted to clear that misunderstanding. Consequently, Haewol might have 
disassociated himself tiom the thought of Shi Ch *ôrrju. which stressed the transcendent 
character of God in order to be approved by the monarchy as a legitimate Korean 
religion. The immanent aspect of God is fùrther emphasized in Uiam's thought who is 
the third leader. Lee Hyuk-bae, The Stridj of Ch 'hdogyo Theism, pp. 30-3 1. 

1 1 0 Lee, The Fouttding History of Ch 'ôttdogyo [ZfSiZ gLIA/] ,  (Seoul: C h'ôndogyo 
Chungâng Chongliwon, 1933), p. 36. 



relies on  hurnan efforts to cultivate Shi (waiting on) and Ym~g (numiring) in order to  

becorne one with God. 

Emphasizing the immanence of God's Spirit, the Ultimate ki, that resides in 

human beings without prejudice, Haewol advocates the idea of human equality on the 

basis that al1 people share the same ki o f  Hamînim. He subsequently insists on the 

abolition of social classism, which was comrnonly practiced in the nineteenth century 

Korean society. He preaches as follows: 

Since al1 human beings are in the process of becoming HarnZnim, social 
classism, which distinguishes people based on their birth and family- 
lineage is exactly opposed to the good will o f  Hmninim. Therefore, we 
have to stniggle to eradicate the unjust social caste systern and to  promote 
the idea of human equality in order to bnng divine harmony to this 
world. ' '' 

Haewol's assertion, rwted in the thought of Suun, is a revolutionary proposal for human 

liberation, considering the social context of Korea in the nineteenth century. h i r ing that 

period, the sharp distinction between ymzgbaut (the aristoaatic) and sangnom (the 

plebeian or  the wlgar) was maintained as an ideological tool for maintaining the existing 

social hierarchy. Moreover, wornen and children were of very low social aatus. Despite 

the ngid social ostracism o f  the wlgar, women, and children (particularly illegitimate 

children), Haewol advocates that al1 human beings are able to become divine beings 

through their sincere cultivation of the Ultimate Ki, coming fiom Hanûttim but residing 

within. Such ideas become more obvious in his sermons as follows: 

One day, when 1 visited my triend, 1 heard the sound of weaving on a 
loom made by my fiend's daughter-in-law. 1 asked, "1s Narninim 

1 1 1 Lee, nte Foutdittg Histoty of Ch 'Ôr~dogyo, p. 7. 



weaving on a loom? Or is it your daughter-in-law'? My f iend did not 
understand what 1 meant. 1 was sure he is not the only one who did not 
understand. 

Acknowledge that al1 human beings are divine. if you have a visitor, you 
may say that Hiuninint visits you. Also, do not batter children, for this is 
the same as battering ~m1ût t im.  '13  

For him, strangers, children, and women weaving on a loom al1 share the same Ultimate 

Ki of Har>tînim, which l a d s  them to becorne divine beings. As his sermons indicate, 

HaewoI Ied people to realize the importance and value of human labour, which was 

disregarded in Korean society, and taught that the creative activity of  human beings 

themselves is a process that participates in God's creative activity. In conjunction with 

this, Haewol consequently reformeci the old method of the Confician ritual which places 

an altar towards the wall which sy mbolizes "transcendence," "other world" or  "paradise." 

He created a radically new forrn of the ritual in a very radical manner by changing the 

direction of  the altar toward "oneself' rather than the wall. This carries significant 

philosophical meaning, which suggests that Hanrîiiim cannot be found in a transcendent 

world aiienated fkom the earthly human world but within ourselves as a cosrnic breath of 

life, the Ultimate  KI."^ 

The philanthropie philosophy of Haewol becomes an archetype of  neo-humanism 

which is formulated together with Samgyôttg ( AoC 3/32),  reverence for li fe, that is, 

112 Ibid., p 36. 

1 1 3 Ibid, 40-4 1 

1 14 Cha Ok-swung, "Haewol Thought and Religious Experience of People [a ht"dï& 
Y S l 3  i! ," in Korean h g h t  [ E ~ ~ A I S ~  (Seoul, Korea: The Study Group o f  
Korean Thought, 1 998)' pp. 105- 106. 



reverence for Heaven, for humans, and for al1 things in the world. This is a step fùrther 

toward the idea that the world is an  organic ecological whole. In particular, this 

philosophy emphasizes ecological consciousness, since it teaches people to  respect and to 

care for nature in the same way that they rnust care for God. Reverence for life is also 

reflected in the liberative conscious notion of  Sain Yoch Zn, which teaches that humans, 

as well as the eco-system, should be treated as divine. The idea of reverence for life, that 

is, reverence for Heaven, for humans, and for al! things in the world, supports the 

contention that the world is an  organic ecologicaI whole. This is certainly a new 

interpretation of Suun's thought, aressing the immanent aspect of the Ultirnate Ki. 

Haewol's pantheistic thought is fùrther expresseci in his sermons. He preached, 

The universe is a spiritual living being in an organic whole, and the 
spiritual being works in harmony. The living world is the actualizing 
manifestation of the living Spirit, Hanûttim. 1s it only human to wait on  
Ch 'ôtgtd? The entire universe waits on Ch'ônju as well. It is the principle 
o f  the universe that one eats Ch 'ô11 (&aven) by Ch '611. Therefore, if you 
hurt or injure a living being, you are hurting Ch '6njtr. '15 

From the beginning, Haewol insists that the Ultimate Ki cannot exist without hurnanity 

and the world, and vice versa. Furthemore, Haewol extends the notion of Shi Ch 'ônju to 

Y ~ n g  Ch 'ÔtI/'zi, including al1 creatures and everything in nature. Haewol fiequently 

preached on  this theme, as in the following: 

Even the song of  a bird possesses the sound of waiting on the Ultimate ki. 
It is not only humans who possess the divine image but al1 creatures. 
Therefore, eating things means participating in divinity. We should not 
harm al1 forrns of life, even insignificant small forms, without any reason. 

1 15 Choe, me History of Korearr Religio4.s k g h t  f b3SZ AIAU/], Vol. 3 (Seoul, 
Korea: Ch 'bt1dogy0, 1992), p. 54. 



This is regarded as the same as harming HLfnYnim, and is contrary to the 
divine  ann non^. 116 

This means that al1 the myriad creatures are able to wait on the Ultimate Ki within. That 

is, al1 creatures possess the divine reality. If the doctrine of Shi Ch'ônju focuses on the 

particular human capacity to wait on the Ultimate Ki, Ym~g Ch'ôttju does not restrict this 

capacity solely to  humans but extends it to al1 creatures of the universe. In this respect, 

Haewol's thought cornes closer to an Ultimate Kkentred pantheism and expresses a 

more radical immanence than that of Suun. 

We have seen that the Ultimate Ki, which is to be distinguished fiom the Chinese 

notion of fi, carries panentheistic characteristics and the idea of life-giving energy. This 

discussion presents the view that the philosophy of the Ultimate Ki fosters a distinct type 

of spirituality, that is, a unique way of attaining to its transcendence. The idea of the 

transcendence of the Ultimate Ki is closely associated with the tiilfillment of humanity, 

emphasizing the ethical dimension of the human being. The differences and similarities 

between the Christian understanding of the Holy Spirit and the Ultimate Ki will be tùrther 

considered in the next chapter. 

1 16 ibid. 



CHAPTER FOUR 
PANENTHEISTIC PNEUMATOLOGIES iN DIALOGUE 

This chapter consists of two sections as follows: first, Korean Christian 

panentheistic Ki-pneumatology (thereinafter, Ki-pneumatology) as a fniit of the dialogue 

between the Holy Spirit and the Ultimate KI; secondly, liberating and holistic dimensions 

of the Ki-pneumatology including its essential elements. The first section is an attempt to 

propose a Ki-pneumatology through a dialogue between Western contemporary 

panentheistic theologians and Korean Tonghok panentheistic thinken. Through this 

dialogue 1 will demonstrate how Western and Korean traditions have developed quite 

differently the ideas of Holy Spirit and of the Ultimate Ki, and yet how they may be 

referring to one and the same redity. Of course, I shall not suggest that the "Holy Spirit" 

and the "Ultimate Kr"' can be simply equated, but shall xarch for a "functional 

equivalence" with which a mutually transforming "interreligious dialogue" can begin to 

constmct a Korean Christian contextual pneumatology in accordance with the syncretic 

method of "confluence." 

In this discussion, we will find that both Western and Korean panentheistic 

concepts affirm the transcendent-immanent aspect of God as the life-giving Spirit. Also, 

both of these pneumatologies accentuate the inadequacy of  Christian classical theism 

mainly characterized by God's "perfection," "immutability," "absoluteness," and so on. 

We wiIl also observe the differences between the two pneumatologies, Le., the Western 

Christian notion of God as the Creator and the world as creation, and the Korean 

traditional notion of  the self-spontaneous formation of God and the world. The 

distinctive characteristics of the Ki-pneumatology shall be addressed in particular. For 



instance, whereas Western panentheism generall y sees God as the Creator who embraces 

the world into God's depth, without compromising God's sovereignty, this partiailar 

Korean panentheism affinns the "non-duality" of HQtÛnirn and the world. In order to 

dari@ this, 1 shall deal with the ontological and cosmological dimensions of this Korean 

panentheism, which exhibits some aspects distinct fkom Western panentheism. The 

difference between Western and Korean pneumatologies should be regarded not as a 

source of conflict but as a basis for mutual filfillment. That is, in accordance with the 

notion of confluence, recognizing their differences should not be a hindrance, but a 

stepping Stone to enriching Our understanding of God as the life-giving Spirit. 

The second section is devoted to a discussion of the theological implications of 

Ki-pneumatology in relation to Christian theological criteria, Le., christologial, 

sotenological, and eschatological implications. 1 shall iùrther explain the liberating and 

holistic aspects of the Ki-pneumatology. The ethical aspect of the Ki-pneumatology has 

to do with the liberation of humanity, in particular the minjung the ecological aspect has 

to do with holistic liberation/salvation, since it leads humanity to a union both with nature 

(the ecosystem) and with divinity. The Ki-pneumatology in dialogue with the Christian 

scripture and tradition will be fiuitful for the Korean context, because of its cultural 

relevance, especially for the minjung tradition. 

1. Toward an Ontological Confluence o f  Western and Eastern Panentheisms 

I have shown that the Holy Spirit and the UItimate Ki find their common ground 

in the idea of the life-giving Spirit, and yet have been distinctively developed, each in its 

own cultural and philosophical frarnework. As discussed above, the biblical concepts of 



the Holy Spirit (mah and pneuma) and Moltrnann's and McFague's pneumatologies, are 

understood within the fnunework of Western panentheism: G d  is in al1 thit~gs ami all 

hings ore in Gad, yet God is more thm the universe. This idea of  panentheism is not a 

totally new concept but a combined philosophical notion, created in the struggle between 

pantheism and classical theism in the nineteenth century. A certain degree of 

philosophical wntinuity exists between classical and neo-classical concepts of a d .  ï h e  

prïmary purpose of Westem panentheism is to  overcome the inadequacies and 

contradictions of  classical theism while incorporating its insights. Westem panentheism 

contains a strategic intention to  hold together the possibility of  the moral autonomy of 

human beings and the ontological predominance of God.' 

While Western panentheism was developed explicitly in the particular context of 

the nineteenth century, which called for an alternative form of theism, Korean 

panentheistic philosophy grew out of a different cultural context in the same century. As 

mentioned earlier, the Korean concept of the Ultimate Ki had its beginning in a synthesis 

of various elements of traditional East Asian religions, incorporating, in particular, the 

Neo-Confucian materialistic interpretation of ki, which had been dominant throughout the 

Chosôn period in Korea. The unique aspect of  the Ultimate Ki is the combination of an 

ant hro pomorp hic or  personal God, Hanûnim, and the impersonal ki. 

While a fùlly developed Korean Christian pneumatology is the project of a 

Iifetime, and beyond the smpe of this thesis, 1 shall attempt to  identiQ criteria, and 

stretcb the broad outlines of such a pneumatology. Although both the Holy Spirit and the 

Ultimate Ki are presented within the category of  panentheism, the conceptual fiamework 

1 Donald Wayne Viney, Charles Hàrtshome and the Existence of G d  (Albany, NY: 
S U N Y ,  1988), p. 27. 



of each tradition carries distinctive cultural assumptions. Each tradition has been 

developed in t e m s  of a complicated rnetaphysical structure, with diffenng cultural roots 

and sources. Some of the distinctive aspects of the Ki-pneumatology based on Tonghak 

tradition wiil be presented. 

1-1. Life-giving Spirit o f  "Beyond and yet Within": Dialogue 

Now 1 wish to elaborate the unique aspects of the Ki-pneumatology in dialogue 

with the Westem doctrines of the Holy Spirit. 1 shall relate them to the contemporary 

Western pneumatologies of Moltmann and McFague, rather than the whole hiaory o f  

biblical and Westem Christian pneumatology. The focus of  this dialogue is to  explore a 

richer and fuller metaphysical concept of  the Holy Spint in a Korean way. 1 shall deal 

with the ontological and cosmological issues regarding the panentheistic nature of  the 

Ultimate Ki, drawing upon the thoughts o f  the Tonghak leaders. 

One of the important characteristics of  the Ki-pneumatology is the "transcendent 

and immanent" Spirit of life. This particular aspect is congenial with both Moltmann and 

McFague. Of course, some sinologists like David L. Hall and Roger T. Ames would be 

critical o f  this attempt to interpret the philosophy of the Ultimate Ki with the binary 

concepts of transcendence and immanence. According to them, the binary categories of 

transcendence and immanence are not quite appropriate for describing the non-dual 

nature o f  East Asian philosophy. They argue that the contrast of transcendence and 

immanence is derived fiom Anglo-European tradition, and suggests an "asymmetrical 

relationship" between God and the world. In particular, the idea of transcendence, which 



generall y means "surpassing," "going beyonci," or %eyond experience," is deepl y rooted 

in Western theological traditions, refemng to God's total independence f?om the created 

order. Stnctly speaking, such transcendence is foreign, and the use of the terms 

"transcendence" and "immanence" bnng about significant interpreiive distortions in most 

contexts of  East &ia.* 

Although these scholars point out that the term "transcendence" is inappropriate 

and problematic in the East Asian cultural wntext, 1 believe it is still appropnate and 

usefùl in the following three ways: 1) the self-spontaneity of the Ultimate Ki; 2) the state 

of perfect harmony, which is theoretically within reach but in reality never complete in 

any human community; and 3) that by which humans always find themselves in need o f  

sel f-cuit ivat ion. Of course, al1 t h e x  three, especiall y the latter two, are closel y related; 

the second is more collective and the third more individual. The difference between this 

"Korean transcendence" and the "Western transcendence" is that while, at least in theory, 

there is an unbroken continuity between immanence and transcendence for the former, 

the latter includes a discontinuity between the world and that which is transcendent to this 

world. Despite the differences between Korean and Western understanding o f  

transcendence, the conceptuai polarity can still be applicable to the concept of the 

Ultimate Ki, because it specifrcally synthesizes the transcendent persona1 God, Harninim, 

and immanent natural ki within itself. 

As we have seen, the idea of Korean transcendence is well represented in 

Huminim ("God" in Korean) faith or Ch'ônju (Chinese expression of Hanûnim). 

2 David L. Hal1 and Roger T. Ames, Thinking from the Han: .!Se& Trl& and 
Trar~scer~dence in Chirlese and Western C u b e  (Albany: SUNY Press, 1998), pp. 189- 
244. 



Hmtzînim in the philosophy of the Ultimate Ki is not conceived as a self-transcendent 

being in terms of a "first cause" or "original substance." This term, H d n i m ,  needs to  

be understood in c o ~ e c t i o n  with the Ultimate Ki; H&nirn is an anthropomorphic 

expression for the Ultimate Ki. Since the Ultimate Ki can be described as the r w t  fkom 

which the myriad of  creatures are generated, it should not be misread to  represent a kind 

of absolute immutable substance. The Ultimate Ki is present in al1 experience and, 

therefore, cannot be restricted to the particular realm called the primordial pure world of  

the d i ~ i n e . ~  Hminim as the personification of the Ultimate Ki, therefore, is not 

ontologically categorized as an absolute transcendent creator of the world. Rather, 

Hamînim is a supreme Spirit of life, "beyond and yet within," who is never conceived 

apart from the world. The idea of deity o r  the affirmation of the existence of God is 

always understood in connection with human Iife. A Korean description o f  

transcendence does not require the concept of God as an independent entity creating the 

world out o f  nothing, but affirms the mystenous nature of  God who is the formless abyss 

out of which al1 forms of  life are generated and sustained. This understanding precludes 

anything deterrninately transcendent of the world and eliminates the traditional 

ontological dualism between God and the world- 

The idea of  Minui Ihwo (t fiS PAk; spontaneity) entails the mysterious nature o f  

Hariûriirn with the emphasis on the self-creating aspect of the Ultimate Ki. Aithough 

Suun believes that beings are generated and completed by the Ultimate Ki, for him, it 

cannot be explained clearly. It is a mystery. One of the central ways to  describe the 

living presence of the Ultimate Ki is the idea of Muwi Ihwa (spontaneity), which applies 

3 Park Chang-gôn, Suun Xhought and Ch '6dogyo [3 SAI&Z Z'fE'] (Seoul, Korea: 
Ch'ôndoggyo Chungangch'ôngbu, 1973), pp. 29-32. 



to both the divine and the human reaims. In refemng to  the transcendent-immanent 

mystery o f  reaiity, for Suun, such ambiguous expressions were the best descriptions. 

In this respect, this Korean interpretation of the Hanûnim-world relation can be 

described as an "anthropocentric and nature-oriented mysticism." It is anthropocentric 

not in the negative sense of selfish human arrogance which has no ecological concern, 

but in the sense of an orientation toward serving and relating to human life. At the centre 

there is always a concem for the cosmic harmony, including human existence. Perhaps 

the famous Confucian dictum "humanity makes the Tao great, not that Tao makes 

humanity great" (Anolects 15; 28) is helpfil in understanding the prevalent reiigiosity o f  

East Asian culture, which entails the relational and mysterious nature of the union of the 

Ultimate reality o r  God and the world. 

Far frorn entailing the wnceptual dualism of the traditional interpretation o f  

transcendence, the immanence of the Ultimate Ki is, as explained earlier, emerged with 

the rnystical experience of Osim jûk Yôsim (union with God) and the concept o f  kwisin 

(ghosts-spirits). In that experience, Suun falls into a spiritual ecstasy in which the 

boundaries between transcendent and immanent fields becorne blurred, and whatever 

might be construaed as transcendent in Haminim faith is not independent o f  this world, 

nor is it theocentric. The Ultimate Ki operates as the ongoing active creation and as the 

creativity to  sustain the cosmic harrnony rather than the simple instantiation of what is 

theistically given to  the human world. Kwisin is also another phenornenon of the 

dynamic nature of the Ultimate Ki which is an ongoing creative process that both 

stimulates and is affected by the synergistic interface between human mind and the 

movement of the Ultimate Ki. 



The enlightened state for Suun is a key concept for entering into union or  

harmony with the Ultimate reality which results in the transformation of the self. This is 

not a denial of  the transcendent existence of the divine, but a Korean way of  

understanding the relation between the divine and the human world without a sharp 

ontological disparity. Suun is, o f  course, aware o f  the difference between the two worlds 

but not in an ontological sense. From the viewpoint o f  the Ultimate Ki, for Suun, the 

difference consists in the transformation of self by the cultivation of one's mind and 

purification o f  one's &if (Sushim Chonggi/3d 2 31/8&31[) which takes place when 

the boundary between the two become one. In other words, "humanity can participate in 

the creativity of the universe as a cosmotheandric agent of the highea ~ r d e r . ' ~  In this 

mystical state, one cornes to realize that everything in the world belongs to the same spirit 

of the UItimate Ki and its actualization. The state of harmony of the UItimate Ki 

accentuates the notion of  the transformation of self through the process of becoming God. 

In the immanent dimension of the Ultimate Ki, any radical notion of "otherness" becomes 

illusive, and the continuity and the mutwl relationship between the Ultimate reality 

(HarlNnim, Sangje, or Ch'ônju) and humanity is fully explored as it is expressed in the 

mystical experience of Osim jûk Yôsh and kwisi~t. 

The panentheistic nature of the Ultimate Ki exhibits some notable similarities 

with both Moltmann and McFague in t e m s  of emphasizing the "beyond and yet within" 

presence of the Spirit of  God. As explained earlier, the panentheistic Spirit of God, for 

both Moltmann and McFague, is distinct fiom the world in an ontological sense, but it is 

also tme to say that the Spirit intimately relates herhimself to the world. The Spirit of  

4 John Berthrong, AU Under ffeuven: Transfoming Paradigms in Confician-Christiau~ 
Dialogue (Albany: SUNY Press, 1994), p. 1 14. 



God is not only present as the transcendent entity, the primary source, animating other 

forms of life, preserving hedhis own providence, but also affirms the "transcendent 

immanence." Both Moltmann and McFague, again, in their different ways, emphaticall y 

propose a radical immanence of the Spirit in tbeir panentheism without compromising or 

reduci ng God ' s transcendence. Despite the subtle theological di fferences between them 

within the Westem panentheistic tradition, there is a clear attempt by both to seek a 

togethemess of God and the world. They both emphasize that the concept o f  God as the 

life-giving Spirit includes attributes of contingency while preserving r w m  for immanent 

transcendence. This paradoxical interrelation of the transcendent immanence and the 

immanent transcendence of the Spirit of God cm be found both in the concept of the 

Holy Spirit and the Ultimate Ki. Perhaps the point at which they are distinguishable is 

their differing emphasis on the two poles of the reality. The immanent aspects are more 

essential for Korean panentheistic thinkers, whereas the transcendent aspects o f  God are 

more foundational for Westem panentheististic theologians. 

Nevertheless, the panentheistic Spirit of God affirmed by both 

MoltmannlMcFague and SuunRIaewol is clearly distinguishable fiom the major 

theologians of classical Christian traditions (Augustine, Aquinas, Calvin, etc). Although 

these classical theists anticipate a panentheistic perception of  the Spirit in the notion of 

omnipresence, the predominant feature of their monotheism is the pnnciple of 

externality, which has operated as the normative law of Western theistic thougght.' 

5 The law of causality in Westem tradition is involved in three things: sufficiency and 
necessity of conditions; eficacy of motion and force; pnority in time. For further 
discussion of this philosophical argument of the causality in Western tradition, see David 
L. Hall & Roger T. Arnes, Anticiparing China: minking thrmgh the Narratives of 
Chirtese ancl Westent Culture (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1987). 



Mt hough the ciassical theologians ment ioned above &rm the divine presence in the 

world through the Spirit, they persistently hold the idea of the "externality" or 

"othemess" of God who is the absolute cause of al1 objects of this physical world. The 

principle of extemality explains that dl things conform to the law of self-sufficient cause 

and are deterrnined by it. G d  as the etemal and almighty Other has the power to create 

new forms of life. Pointing out the inadequacies of classical theism, both 

MoltmandMcFague and Korean Tonghak thinkers cornmonl y see the need for revision of 

the classical notion of Goci's immutability and ontological separation fiom the world. 

The £fuit of the dialogue between the Holy Spirit and the Ultimate Ki, for both West and 

East, would be the recognition and affirmation of the "beyond and yet within" as the 

common ground for a Christian pneumatology for the multi-cultural and ecological age. 

1-2. Life-giving Spirit of "Harmony": Dialogue 

We have discussed that there are some differences among Moltmann, McFague, 

Suun, and Haewol, but al1 of them afirm the panentheistic Spirit and take it as a nch 

category of their pneumatologies. For example, Moltmann seems to emphasize the idea 

of ''absolute Spirit" in a Neo-Platonic and Hegelian sense. The Spirit of God, for him, is 

the Life and the Good, not just life and good. Even though Moltmann affirms creario ex 

nihilo, his panentheistic construction has sympathy with the Neo-Platonic idea of the One 

and its exnanation! 

In Neo-Platonism, dualism is subsumed within a monism. The monist thinking of 

6 Molt mann, The Spirit oj life: A Universai Aflnnafiott (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 
1997), pp.211-212 



Neo-Platonism views al1 reality as ultimately One, not twofold as in a dualism. The 

monistic idea of reality can be understood either in a quantitative or qualitative way. In 

the sense of quantitative monism,' everything is numerically one, and any multiplicity 

which appears is either illusionary or  a transitory phenornenon of  the One. This idea 

blurs the distinction between God and the world and consequently leads to  some f o m  of 

pantheistic or panentheistic understanding.* The central notion of Neo-Platonism is that 

the source and goal of al1 existence is the One who is absolutely transcendent and is 

beyond al1 thought and al1 being, not only description, but even "being7' itself. The One, 

according to the doctrine of Plotinus, cannot be identified with any individual being o r  

thing, because the One is a Source or Principle which emanates a hierarchy of levels of 

beings, tending towards multiplicity and aspiring to retum to  the one.' This One thus 

cannot be any existing entity and must be distinct from and prior to them. Utilizing the 

metaphor of emanation fiom Neo-Platonism, Moltmann affirms the idea of the One. 

Interestingl y, however, Moltmann opposes any reductionist position which erodes the 

absoluteness of God or the distinction of g w d  and evil. He sees this as the danger when 

everything is treated as one. Rather he holds the language and idea of the transcendent 

God, rejecting the notion that God is in any way diminished through the process o f  

emanation. For Moltmann, God cannot be reduced by the processes o r  movements of 

7 In the sense of  qualitative monism, everything is of one kind, which is either physical 
o r  spiritual, or neutral with respect to the matter-spirit distinction. This idea is closely 
connected to naturalism and materialism and idealism. Perhaps, the qualitative idea of 
monism is applicable to process thought as well as the metaphysics of ki. 

8 Frederick Copleston, A History of Philosophy Vol. 1 (Westminster, Maryland: The 
Newman Press, 1960), pp. 464-47 1. 

9 Ibid,, pp. 471477. 



other entities, since shdhe is the pure, absolute, undiminished Deity. 'O It is quite true that 

for him the world proceeds from Gd by her/his divine love, and God the pnor One 

maintains "its own place" unimpaired and always transcending the subordinate being. 

McFague's understanding of the Spirit of creation, which has recourse to a new 

scientific interpretation of the ongin of the world, is distinctive fiom that of Moltmann. 

Both the process philorophicai perspective and new scientific knowledge are used as 

conceptual tools for a new interpretaîion of the Spirit. Her basic intention is, of course, 

not only to chalIenge the traditional notion of God as creating a well-ordered world, but 

also to promote the importance of the interrelatedness and interdependence of al1 life- 

forms. 

However, her position becomes ambiguous as she discusses the origin of the 

Spirit. She seems to be reluctant to say that God is the prïmary initiator of creation. The 

common creation story that she adopts supports that understanding. The surnmary of the 

story as quoted by McFague is as follows: 

In the beginning was the big bang. As matter expanded fiom that initia1 
singularity it cooled. M e r  about t h  minutes the world was no longer 
hot enough to sustain universal nuclear interactions. At that moment its 
gross nuclear structure got fixed at its present proponion of three quarters 
hydrogen and one quarter helium. Expansion and fbrther cooling 
cont inued. Eventuall y gravity condensed matter into the first generation 
of galaxies and stars. In the interiors of these first stars nuclear cookery 
started up again and produced heavy elements like carbon and iron, 
essential for life, which were scarcely present in the early stages of the 
universe's history. Some of these first generation stars and planets 
condensed in their turn; on at least one of them there were now conditions 
of chemical composition and temperature and radiation perrnitting, 
through the interplay of chance and necessity, the coming into being of 
replicating molecules and life. Thus evolution began on the planet Earth. 

10 Moltmann, n e  Spirit of ive, pp. 21 2-2 13. 



Eventually it led to you and me. We are al1 made of the ashes o f  dead 
stars. ' ' 

Emphasizing the scientific, evolutionary approach to creation, McFague rejects the 

fixation on the origin as the decisive act o f  creation, based on  the obsolete idea that 

identifies the fùllness of  reality with the absolute beginning. In her view, the notion of 

the Creator acting as supreme sovereign, with everything w m i n g  fonh immediately and 

perfectly at the divine command, does not correspond t o  the history of the universe. 

Hence, God's creation, for McFague, did not start in perfection. In her alternative 

procreative-emanationist mode1 of creation, "the empowering, continuing breath of life," 

who drives the world in an  evolutionary sense, is a more adequate concep tua~ i t~ . ' ~  

Although McFague does not h l l y  explain how she reaches this conclusion, her 

perspective on the idea of dynamic and changing (or processing) Spirit seems close to the 

nature o f  the dynamic nature o f  the Ultimate Ki. Her view on the Spirit shares more 

cornmonality with the Ultimate Ki than that of  ~ 0 1 t m a n n . l ~  

The harmony metaphysics o f  the Ultimate KI lies in the dynamic and paradoxical 

unity o fy in  and yang. This principle suggests that the harmony o f  the Ultimate Ki takes 

place through the interaction of two opposing yet complementary modes, whereby a 

11 John Polkinghome, One World: 73e bteraction of Scietace and Theologv (London: 
SPCK, l986), p. 56, quoted by McFague, i9re Ba@ ojGud, pp. 43-44. 

12 McFague, n e  Body of G d  An Ecoiogicuf meology (Philadelphia: Fomess Press, 
1987), p, 155. 

1 3 Cheng Chung-yin points out that the idea o f  the "primordial (or transcendent) nature 
of  God" in process theology is also perceiveci as a transcending entity, which is derived 
from Platonic-Aristotelian metaphysics. New Dimemions of Coof<ccm und Neo- 
Conjkcian Philosophy (Albany, NT: S W ,  1991), p. 538. According to his perspective, 
it might be said that, although both Moltmann and McFague explicitly criticize the so- 
called Aristotelian notion o f  substance, they yet seem to have st il1 been unconsciousl y 



common field of  coexistence is forrned between them. The interaction between the two 

continues through mutual, reciprocal support. For example, yin does not transcend ymg, 

nor vice versa. Just as day is "becoming night" and night is "becorning day," y i ~  is 

always perceived within the context of "becoming y*? and the ymlg is always 

"becoming yin." Each pole seems to be different, but it is only a different way of  

existence of the same reality. Each part of the totality contributes to the process o f  

fulfillment of other parts and al1 parts contribute to the formation of the totality, in the 

sense of  wholeness. The relation of each part to the other parts is possible only with 

mutual support and recognition, rather than domination o r  control. The unity of the 

opposites consequently enables the contrasting natures to form an interrelationship 

without eliminating the independence of each part.'4 

This coincidence or unity of opposites is paradoxical in the sense that an opposite 

entity creates the same harmony by the inter-penetration of the other. When the parts of  a 

whoIe are elevated to interfùse with other parts, and the whole becomes more actively 

participatory in the parts, the relation of harmony becomes more creative and fiuitfiit. In 

this paradoxical harmony of the opposites, a new order of differentiation occurs, without 

losing the foundation of the unity. This paradoxicality of the Ultimate Ki is perceived as  

a creative, dynamic power, because it always involves a transformation in a process of  

Me. The authentic coincidence of beings and things is found only in the opposites, and 

the genuine opposites are observed only in the coincidence o r  unity." 

- - -- 

in fluenced by the idea of primary substance-ontology in their theological presuppositions. 

14 Lee Don-hwa, Tonghuk on Human Nature [51X/ F$#Z/ '/@Zn (Seoui: 
Ch'ôndogyo Chungâng Ch'ôngbu, 1973), pp. 19-20. 



In other words unity and opposites are different sides of the same coin, and each 

becomes the condition for the existence of other. This principle is already disaissed in 

the idea of Puî'yô~t K&Ôn (such and such not). This paradoxical principle of the Ultimate 

Ki is also applicable in dealing with the issue of Hmtûnim and the world. The idea of 

harmony is a Korean Tonghak notion of creation, but it is creation without an absolute 

creator. This suggests that Tonghak understanding of creation is possible without a 

totaily transcendent creator, and the mystical union is possible without an absolute reaiity 

to unite with. The only constant reality is the Ultirnate Ki in its transformations, the 

continuous coming and going between its mystical state and its visible state. Hmninim 

and the world are especially and fùndamentally linked to each other. Theologically 

speaking, Huttu,tim is both Creator and the field of creatures. Al1 forms of life are not 

only the creatures of H'nî~tim but also the constitutions of herniis existence. There is no 

apparent distinction between the cosmic harmony itself and what makes the harmony. 

Even HantittirnYs supreme transcendence is relational, since HCMUnimYs existence is 

dependent upon it in the way in whichyiri and yang are dependent on each other. In this 

sense, Hamhim is correlative with the world, uniting with it in order to exist.I6 

Here, a difference between Moltmann and Suun is observed. Moltmann's 

panentheistic pneumatology accentuates the fact that the world is created by a 

transcendent Creator who makes herhimsetf Creator in the act of creating. Suun's 

panentheistic pneumatology proposes, instead, that the world is created by the 

spontaneous activities within its own creating process. In the fiamework of Moltmann, 

(Seoul, Korea: Tongsôngsa, 1 %8), pp. 3-20. 

1 6 Cho Young-il, The Study on the Hannony 7harghr of Tonghak, pp- 4-22. 



the Holy Spirit is cosmologically creative in her own right but in the sense of both 

Creator and agent of the Creator. The recognition of  an ontological Creator is the 

uncompromising presupposition of Moltmann's panentheistic pneumatology, while for 

Suun, the distinction beniveen Creator and creation is not so significant, because of the 

monistic and yet multiple aspects of the Ultimate Ki. This understanding is in part 

congenial with McFague's "one and many" identity of God. She States that God is not 

one but many because of the existence of God's rnultitudinous bodies." The body of 

God is not one body, but the infinite number of bodies, al1 of which constitute the one 

universe. What McFague rejects here is the transcendent One Go4 remote and removed 

fkom the world. The Spirit is the breath of life which enlivens al1 things in God's body. 

In her "original-agential and procreative-emanationist, spirit-body model," the Spirit is 

portrayed as the life-giving power which underlies creation as the continuing, dynarnic 

and processing embodiment of God in and with the evolving world. l 8  This idea of "one 

and many" is fùnher deepened in the nea section, in which the most distinctive aspects 

of the Ki-pneumatology will be seen in the dialogue. 

1-3 Life-giving Spint of "One and Manyn : Dialogue 

In the Christian tradition of the divine immanence, the Holy Spirit has always 

held the position of the Third person of the Tnnity, which relates not only to the Father, 

and to the Son, but also to the entire creation in its relational social fellowship. 

17 McFague, The Bo& ofCod, p. 155. 

18 McFague, ibid., pp. 149-150. 



Moltmann, particularly, holds that the three persons of the Trinity are distinguished by 

their character as persons and yet are one in their interrelation. The strength of 

Moltmann's trinitarian pneumatology is in moving beyond the Western tendency to 

regard the Holy Spirit as just something the Father and the Son share in common, a sort 

of attribute or finction of the other persons. Moltmam successfûll y presents the Spirit as 

a Person who can affect the Father and the Son. The Spirit is genuinely one of the t h e ,  

and not just a power that proceeds tiom the two. Moreover, the unity of the three is 

profoundly social, as each of the three is interpenetrated by the other two. This is the 

tnnitarian doctrine of perichoresis, '' which maintains the relational and social character 

of each member of the Trinity and the ftnction of the mutuality of the three persons. 

As we have seen, the Holy Spirit in Western Christian tradition has always been 

tnnitarian in interpersonal relation with the Father and the Son. However, Moltmann is 

critical of the tradition for being insufkiently tnnitarian and for diminishing the specific 

work of the Spirit. For him, the Sprit dynamically works in history toward God's reign. 

The Father here is no longer understood as the patriarchal monarch of the Godhead, who 

together with the Son breathes the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit proceeds fiom the Father, 

receives herhis "form" f3om "the Father of the Son," and glorifies the Father and the Son 

by drawing the redeemed creation into the triune life of ~ o d . ~ '  In this relationship, none 

19 The term perichoreszs connotes mutual interpenetration or etemal circulation of divine 
life. Its initial theological use was in the work of Gregory Nazianzen and Maximos 
Confessor who employed it in comection with the two natures doctrine in christology. 
For the detailed discussion, see L. Prestige, "[Perichoreo] and [perichoresis] in the 
Fathers," Jourrtal of 7heoI0~caI SIudies 29 ( 1 982), pp. 242-244. 

20 Gary D. Badcock, Lighr of Tmth a d  Fire of Love: A Theology of the Ho& Spi& 
(Grand Rapids, Michigan / Cambridge, UK: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 
1 W8), pp. 192-202. 



of the divine persons is excluded or subordinated in relation to  the other two. This is the 

inner-tnnitarian cornmunity of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, whose relations are 

conceived to be personal in mutual love and utter unity of king." 

While Moltmann strongly hoids this relational trinitarian perspective, McFague 

reinterprets it with a gender-inclusive approach. The new names of the relational trinity, 

as 1 have mentioned earlier, for McFague, are the mystery of God (the invisible face or 

first person), the physicality of God (the visible body or second person), and mediation of 

the invisible and visible (the spirit or third person). Here, a difference fiom Moltmann is 

that McFague does not draw particular attention to the Spirit as the Spirit of Christ. 

While the integration of pneurnatological christology and christological pneumatology 

are essentiai to the social doctrine of Trinity for Moltmann, McFague does not see the 

importance of stressing the particularity of the "Spirit of Christ," which is dissolved into 

the idea of the wsmic Christ. Accordingly, the second person of the Trinity, for 

McFague, is not merely limited to the person Jesus but extended to the whole of  nature. 

The physicaiity of God includes the entire cosmos. It is the cosmic Trinity in which God 

and the world become relational through the work of the Holy Spirit. Nevertheless, the 

trinitarian relationality of the Holy Spirit has always been tùndamental to the Christian 

tradition. On this particular point, one finds a great divergence fiom the Ki- 

pneumatology. In this Ki-pneumatology, the number three o r  the trinitarian formula is 

not a central issue,22 because the idea of the Ultimate KI is predorninantly conceived as 

2 1 Molt mann, Triniîy and the Kingdom of G d :  nto Doctrine of God (London: SCM 
Press, l98O), pp. 185-190. 

22 If one insists on the idea of tnnity in East Asian culture, that would be Somjae 
- 7 1  which is Heaven, Earth, and human being. This relationship can be seen as an East 
Asian forrn of Trinity. For the discussion of an East Asian Trinity, see Lee Jung-young, 



One Ki, as the HOIIW~II  ji If@ (;REZ-S, the One Ki of the primordial chaos), which 

fills Heaven, Earth, and human beings. As a basic dynamic the One Ki existed prior to 

the world, and everything that exists is only an aspect of it in a lesser or greater aate of 

condensation and dispersion. Condensed, life is gerrninated, dispersed, it remains 

indefinite potential. The One Ki is here not "one" in a numeric sense, but indicates the 

totality of reality, which consequently includes al1 sorts of multiples. The Oneness of Ki 

is not the formless origin but the reciprocal oneness that includes and enfolds 

m ~ l t i ~ l i c i t ~ . ~ ~  

The primordial One Ki, as a basic component of the world, creates two opposing 

tendencies, yin and yang, and passes through another stage before giving rise to al1 fonns 

of life. From the One Ki these tendencies pass, afler the divisiori into two, to the 

multiplicity, which gives life to the earth. Without this constant movement of the 

Ultimate Ki, life cannot be sustained. From the microcosmic to the macrocosmic levels, 

existence ultimately hinges on the vital unity of the Ultimate Ki. This dynamic nature of 

the Ultimate Ki is behind the process of the world in a chain of successive generations 

and is constitutive of the entire cosmos as well as of each element of the world. The 

The Tririity in As- Perpctive (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1 996). 

23 In Korean Neo-Contùcian tradition (particularly in Yulgok's cosmology), the notion 
of T'ai-chi is understood as both a unifiing and rnultiplying principle operating through 
the interchange of yin and yang. Ro's treatment of yin and ymg is not conceptual but 
symbolic, underlying a holistic approach to reality, surpassing al1 concepts. Yiri and 
yang, which refiect the core nature of T'ai-chi is a "cosmic and a dynamic process of 
being and becoming." For îùrther discussion of Yulgok's idea of Tbi-chi, which 
operates within a fiamework of "one and yet many," see Young-chan Ro, "Ecological 
Implications of Yi Yulgok's Cosmology," in Confcianism and EcoIogy (Cambridge, 
Mass: Harvard University Presss, 1998), edited by Mary Evelyn Tucker and John 
Berthrong, pp. 169- 186. 



nature of the Ultimate Ki is, in this sense, both "one and many." This kind of paradox is 

pervasive in the mystical traditions of East Asia. 

The distinctive feature of the theism of HClltÛnim faith can be described as the 

"multiplization of the monistic ~mt~nirn."~~ in other words, the theism of Hadnim faith, 

the primordial belief o f  Korean people, is neither a monotheism, nor a polytheism, with 

the idea of  ffamînim over and above other gods. Rather, the idea is akin to  that of "one 

and many": one is many and many are one. The one supreme Uarnînim appears in 

multiple manifestations. Each of  the many, however, is not a fraction of the divine 

presence, but a hl1 and genuine manifestation of H ' n i m  as the Ultimate Ki. 

There is, however, an important difference fiom the idea of One in Western 

tradition (particularly Neo-Platonism), which can be conceived as Being or  God behind 

the veil of appearance. The idea of  Oneness in this Ki-pneumatology cannot be equated 

with the first Being o r  original substance. Rather it is the totality o f  the Ultimate Ki, 

which creates yin and yang and initiated the process of creation at the beginning. Of  

course, the existence o f  yin-yang interchange is inwnceivable without the One Ki, and 

the two do not follow o r  emanate fiom the One in the Neo-Platonic sense but self- 

generate in the creative movement of the Ultimate Ki toward the cosmic harmony. The 

Oneness o f  the Ultimate Ki is to represent the totality of  reality as a powerfùl agent of  

change in which a great multitude of things are integrated into a stnicîured whole of  

coexistence. The One Ki does not represent "a whole" but "many such ~ h o l e s . " ' ~  

24 Cho Ji-hoon, nie Stuh of Korean Cultwal History (El39&AjrArA/@" (Seoul, Korea: 
Tamgudang, l964), pp. 88-89. 

25 Choe Dong-hee, "The Understanding of  Hawol's Religious Thougb [a S 9 
S 2 hl & ûii I CHI O 1 WI 1," in H d  Choe Shi-hyong and Tonghak 73rm1ght [ /ba 



The One Ki is not an immutable identity but a concrete unity of the life-generating 

process o f  the Ultimate Ki. NI finite appearances of  the Ultimate Ki belong together in 

an all-embracing cosmic Life in which each of its many parts breathe and share the Spirit 

of life. Thus, it is equally me to say that appearance is reality, as it is to say that reality 

is appearance. The One is always becorning many and the many are always becoming 

one. The flow of the Ultimate Ki is here truly "interpenetrating" o r  "meeting together." 

As the prefix "inter" connotes, Korean panentheism suggests mutual influence, which 

suggests a syrnmetrical relation between H d ~ t i m  and the world. The structure of  

existence of  the Ultimate Ki is conceptually and metaphorically monistic-multiplicity, in 

which the ideas o f  individuality and unity of life are both fully manifesteci. The Oneness 

of the Ultimate Ki cannot be describeci as the "superordinate One" to  which the many 

reduce. In other words, this is not a reduction of a multiple nature of the Ultimate Ki to a 

unity, but a production of the multiplicity out o f  a unity. The notion of harrnony, in this 

sense, includes the individuality and multiplicity of the Ultimate Ki. The creativity of  the 

Ultimate Ki unifies "many" through its own creative self-constitution, and this can in fact 

be descriptive of  the grounding of  the cosmological and ontological unity. 26 

- -- - pp 

# A I S 3  54bAtA7 (Seoul, Korea: Yemun Sôwon), pp. 85-89. 

26 Shin II-chôl, "The Pantheistic Worldview of Choe Haewol [ A  8H Si! Si W E 701 
MI #18]," in Korem 171011ghr f d?AI&v  (Seoul, Korea: Korean thought, l998), pp. 14- 
18. 



1-4. Life-giving Spirit of "Circular Movernent": Dialogue 

Both Moltmann's and McFague's pneumatologies are based in a trinitarian 

structure, and work in an eschatological manner, awakening hope for the future 

consummation of the kingdom of God. The category of time is, according to them 

related to the unity o f  the Trinity, for time anticipates the coming Kingdom of God. 

Although McFague's understanding of eschatology is closer to a process evolutionary 

way, her concept of  Christian hope for a new creation is wngenial with that of 

Moltmann. In relation to this particular issue, she follows Moltmann's interpretation of 

eschatology. She says, 

The advent o f  the coming reign of God in the public ministry of Jesus, 
his death and resurrection, as well as the outpounng of the Spirit at 
Pentecost, is the scriptural basis for a substantially different eschatology 
in the twentieth century of a new creation, the irruption of hope, the 
critique of the present by the fùture, are al1 motifs of the "theology of 
hope" [Jûrgen Moltmann] that is profoundly eschatolo 'cal and in fact 
claims that eschatology is the major Christian doctrine. *Y 

For her, the eschatological vision empowers us not only to criticize present socio- 

economic injustice and to struggle against multiple forrns of oppression, but also to 

envisage a new future. This is the essential element of fbturity and hope in the Christian 

gospel. For Moltmann, a real theological eschatology can only be achieved through the 

Spirit of Christ and the Christ of Spirit. His doctrine of the divine trinitarian unity 

27 McFague, The B e  ofGud, p. 26 1, note 2. 



through perichoresis is not static but eschatological, in that it is still to be realized in al1 

its genuine fùilness. He States, 

The unity of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit is then the eschatological 
question about the consumrnation of the trinitarian history of God. The 
unity of the three Persons of this history must consequently be understood 
as a communiwble unity and as an opm, inviting, capubie of 
i~zte~ration. '* 

Moltmann speaks of God who relates himherself with others through the cross and the 

divine emptiness (kenosis) and who is even open hirnherself to creation in order to 

complete the consummated trinitarian relations of God Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit 

with al1 creatures. The gospel is a genuine hope in God. Moltrnann also says, 

The whole eschatology of the history of Christ -. . can a h  be described as 
the history of the Spirit, a result of the workings and indwellings of the 
Spint through which the future that is hoped for enters into hi~tory."'~ 

As the Greek escharos rneans "aim" "purpose" or "limit (tennims)," the Christian idea of 

eschat ology refers to an ir111erhistoriaf process which is purposefu 1 and open-ended and 

to a trattshis~orical consummation of al1 things in ~ o d . ~ '  In Moltmann's eschatology in 

particular, God continues to lead us into the ultimate purpose and the fùllness of God's 

Kingdom not only in a chronological sense but aIso in an ever-present sense. The 

consummation of the world is a telos of world history, which lies beyond the boundary 

distinguishing history from God. This eschatological vision involves a transition that we 

cm only faintly imagine into the new and unimaginable glory of God's Kingdom. The 

28 Moltmann, 47;he Triniîy andthe Kingdom of G d ,  p. 149. 

29 Moltmann, me Church in the Power of the Spirit (London: SCM Press, 1977), p. 34. 

3 0 Peter C. Hodgson, Winds of the Spirit: A Cortstnrctive Christian Theology (Louisville, 



transition occurs by the movement of the Spirit according to the final telos. The 

movement of the Spirit works from the past to present or fiom the present to the future 

moving on1 y in one direction, towards the consumrnated hture. This eschatological hope 

in the Spirit of God is the basis of the linear, one-directional, and teleological trajectory 

of Western culture, which contnbutes to the development of history and scientific 

revolution. 

While the Holy Spirit is eschatological, the Ultimate Ki, by contrast, operates in a 

cyclical way without a teleological concept. In the philosophy of the Ultimate Ki, dl 

forms of life are circular: they begin and retum without end. The ideas of beginning and 

ending are brought together in the work of the Ultimate Ki. The crucial point is that the 

nature of the Ultimate Ki creates itself out of its cause. This is, as discussed earlier, the 

"oneness" or "totality" of the Ultimate Ki, which initiates the process of harmony at the 

beginning. However, the idea of "beginning" here does not indicate a temporal reference 

but means conceptual priority. It is not appropriate to interpret the notion of "beginning" 

as a category of time. 

The constant and continuous movement of the Ultimate Ki ensures the cosmic 

rhythm and order, which in turn gives rise to the transformation ofyin and yarg through 

the inner process of renewing and recreating. The multitude of the Ultimate Ki 

subsequently occurs in a cyclical and sequential way towards the novel synthesis and 

harmony. There is no need for the development of a linear concept of time, which 

identities a single beginning from which al1 things are processing.31 In the rhythmical 

Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 1994), pp. 3 15-3 16. 

3 1 Chuang Tzu challenges the notion of an absolute beginning. He says, "There is a 
beginning. There is not yet begun to be a beginning. There not yet begun to not yet 



and repetitious movement of the Ultimate Ki, there is no final telas to complete; what 

remains is the constant process of becorning. The process of the Ultimate Ki, then, is 

fûndamentally cyclicai for which no final beginning or end is required. 

begin to be a beginning. There is being. There is nonbeing. There is not yet begun to be 
nonbeing. There is not yet begun to be not yet begin to  be nonbeing. Suddenly there 
being and nonbeing. And yet 1 don't now what follows fiom there 'being' nonbeing. 1s 
it 'being' or  is it 'nonbeing'?" ChuMg Ta, Harvard-Yenching Institute Sinological 
Index Series. Supp. 20. (Peking: Harvard-Yenching Institute, 1947)' p. 49. 



2. Toward a K o m n  Christian Panentheistic Ki-Pneumatology: Confluence as the 
Fruit of the Dialogue 

In order to suggest a Korean Christian panentheistic Ki-pneumatology as the miit 

of the dialogue, some important theological issues nced to be discussed in relation to the 

non-dualistic nature of the Ultimate Ki. How can a new mode of this Ki-pneumatology 

be a Christian doctrine of the Holy Spirit? What theological criteria justie this 

pneumatology? What are the christological implications of this pneumatology? What are 

its soteriological and eschatological impiications? Since christology has been central to 

the Christian tradition, the Spirit of Jesus has to be fùrther discussed in the context of Ki- 

pneumatology. These theological questions cannot be avoided if we are to move toward 

a credible Korean Christian pneumatology. 

2-1. Theological Cnteria for Ki-Pneumatology 

No single criterion can be considered universal or absolute because of the 

complexity and diversity of Christian traditions and local cultures. It is impossible to 

make theological judgements on the basis of the use of a single idea or principle. In 

particular, in an intercultural wntext, multiple criteria need to be established which could 

hnction more effectively, and yet each of the criteria should display a continuum with 

recognizable Christian theological positions.32 Theological criteria for Ki-pneumatology 

as a Christian doctrine of the Holy Spint can be summarized in three points. 

32 Schreiter, The New Cathoiicity: Iîaeology Betwee~i the Giobaf and the L o d  
(Marykno Il, NY: Orbis, 1997), p. 8 1. 



Fimi, the idea of  "orthopraxis" is one of the essential factors in Christian Ki- 

pneurnatology. This indicates a liberating dimension of the Ultimate Ki. The Bible itself 

sometimes needs to be read with henneneutical suspicion, and therefore cntically, when 

certain texts do not f inaion in the service of "life." The Bible constantiy insists on 

practical obedience to the God of justice and compassion. True and authentic life in 

relation to the divine n~ah/pneurnu implies wmmitment to justice, love, fieedom, 

responsibility for the poor, the marginalized, and the earth. The tradition also, at its best, 

insists that "faith without works is d e a d  (Jas 2:21). Thus any adequate pneumatology 

wil l be assessed according to its relevance and faithhlness t o  "orthopraxis." 

The reason that 1 attempt to present this particular type of Korean pneumatology 

is to explore a common context of both East and West, characterized by the serious and 

urgent problems of the world, rather than merely to that there is a similar 

metaphysical concept o r  religious experience. The common context calls for common 

agenda to promote reflection and organized action for global well-being in the midst of  

human and ecological suffering. For example, in the past few years, Third World 

theologians have pointed to the many faces of  suffering due to poverty, exploitation, 

victimization, violence, war, and so on: two-thirds of the world's population cannot meet 

their most basic human needs. In this century, while some nations have benefited greatly 

corn international trade, the vast majonty of  the human family has grown poorer. 

According to statistics, some 1 -5 billion people-more than one out of four human beings 

alive today-are living in "absolute poverty."33 

33 P. Kennedy, Preparilg for the Twenw-First Century (New York: Random House, 
1993), p. 49. 



Moreover, besides those suffenng physicall y, R. S. Sugirtharajah points out 

another form of human suffenng, that is, mental or spiritual colonialism. He redefines 

colonialism as "a systematic cultural penetration and domina t i~n . "~  He argues that what 

is most damaging is not historical, political domination, but psychological, intellectual, 

and cultural colonization. In this respect, any universal daim for the superiority of one 

particular religion or culture produces religious colonialism. Thus, the "hermeneutical 

privilege" of the poor, oppressed, and the colonized needs to be taken into account in any 

attempt to contextualize theology. Pieris' thesis that two urgent issues, "poverty and 

religious divenity," have to be dealt with together in an Asian context," still remains a 

fiindamental issue. 

This criterion of orthopraxis prevents a contextual pneurnatology fiom falling into 

a kind of "cultural romanticism" in which a cultural identity is in turn absolutized. A 

Christian orthopraxis has always been prophetic, carrying iconoclastic voices for the 

rniujtmg, the poor and the oppressed. An understanding of the Spirit which would lead to 

actions that are not liberating or life-giving could never be considered truly biblical or 

Christian. Any theology of  the Spirit that supports and justifies an oppressive status quo 

is not a pneumatology of liberation or the Spirit of Life. Nor is it biblical. Jesus says, 

"you will know them by their fiuits (Mt 7: 16)"-the fiuits of the Spirit should be "love, 

joy, peace, patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control (Ga1 

5:22)." The Uttirnate Ki as the cosmic Energy and Spirit, which is operative in the 

34 R. Sugirtharajah, "Afterward-Cultures, Texts and Margins: A Herrneneutical 
Od yssey," in Voices from the Margin: htepreting the Bible in the Third World (London, 
England: SPCK, 1995), pp. 457-475. 

35 Pieris, Ar1 Asian Theohgy o/Liberation (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis), p. xi. 



movement of Tonghak, du, has liberating dimensions for both human and ecological 

wmmunities. This aspect is acîualized in relation to the issue of human nghts, women's 

1 i berat ion, and challenges oppressive aspects of Korean culture and society. 

Second&, it must be asked whether this pneumatology displays a "cohesiveness 

with the Bible and Christian tradit i~n."~~ The proposeci Ki-pneumatology must be 

defensible as faithfùl to the Scripture and must be shown to be in some degree in 

continuity with Christian tradition. This criterion emphasizes that a new contextual 

formation of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit needs to be recognizably Christian. The 

biblical message regarding the Holy Spirit has a basic content: The Holy Spirit is the life- 

giving Spirit, the Spirit of life. Accordingly, any understanding of "Spirit" or "spirits" 

that would mn in a contrary direction could not possibly be an appropriate Christian 

theological expression. The life-giving aspect of the Ultimate Ki is in accordance with 

many biblical texts, as already indicated in previous chapters; according to the Old 

Testament, ruah is the life-giving Spirit fiom which al1 existence cornes. If God 

withdraws the breath of life, everything disintegrates into dust (Ps 104:29). Also, Job 

says, if God should take back her Spirit to herself, and gather to herself her breath, al1 

flesh would perish together and human beings would return to dust (Job 34:14). 

Moreover, the biblical Spirit is within the world. The breath of God's life "fills the world 

and holds together al1 things" (Wis 1:7 1 Isa 34:16)? The New Testament testifies that 

pttetrmu is the life-giving Spirit or the breath of life (Lk 1:35 1 1 Cor 15:45 / Jn 3: 8; 4: 

3 6 Schreiter, Cot~s~mcting Local liheologies (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis), p. 1 1 8. 

3 7 Molt mann, me Source of Lge: fie Holy Spirit opxi the Theology of Life (Landon: 
Fortress Press, 1997), p. 24. 



24; 16:13 / A a s  2:2, etc.). This means that the life-giving Spirit reinforces the 

connection and cohesion of al1 existence in the world. Al1 things are mutuaily 

interdependent and live with one an~ther . '~  Further, we recall from an earlier chapter, 

that the Spirit is the basis for the Messianic hope of the Old Testament prophets. The 

ncah will rest upon the expected Messianic king to bnng justice and peace to humanity 

and the whole creation u s  1 1 : 1 1 42: 1 1 6 1 : 1). This Ultimate Ki, which carries life-giving 

characteristics and participates in al1 the affairs of the universe, is deeply congruent with 

both the Bi blical tradition and Korean Tonghak tradition. 

niirdly, a true expression of Christian pneumatology should reflect the Spirit of 

Jesus Christ. What is the nature of the Spirit of Christ? Particular attention should be 

given to the testimony of  the Scripture that al1 things are called into k i n g  out of  God's 

living breath. What has corne into being in Jesus is life, and the life is the Iight of al1 

people (Jn 1:4). Jesus says to  us, "1 am the life" (In 14:6). "Life" is the key word in a 

christological pneumatology. As sorne Korean minjwg and cultural theologians daim, 

the christological implications of Ki-pneumatology are closely related to the 

understanding of  the life of  esu us.'^ What is the life that Jesus brings to the world? What 

is the life that Jesus shows us through his Iife, death, and resurrection? 

38 Michael Welker, Gad the Spirlt (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994), translated by 
John Hoffmeyer, pp, 16-27. 

39 The Study Group of  Korean Christian Social Problems, "Minjung Theology for the 
Li fe of the Mi~iju»g [Y % ol 3 S W o_i % fl qk]," in m e  B w k  of Christian Sociaf 
Problerns [T/AIe F3X1] 2 (Sewl, Korea: JICP, 199û), pp. 447-448; Lee Won-jae, 
" To~îghk and Christ [ S OI 7 U A 51," in Korean Religio-CuIture ard Christ 
[ g i 3 s J  Pafl IZ/U_Af] (Seou1 Korea: Handûl, 1996), pp. 262-265. 



According to minjung theological perspective, the life of Jesus is the cosmic life, 

which moves and works dynamically among the life of rnhjutig towards the hllness of 

God's Reign. As the Scripture testifles, the Spirit of Christ is profoundly soferiologica/, 

liberative, carrying a stmng advocacy for social change and the liberation of life for the 

minjung. According to the Gospel of Luke, Jesus, fitled with the power of the Spirit, 

began his work with a powehl proclamation in the synagogue of Nazareth: 

The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to bring 
good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to the 
captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free, 
to proclaim the year of the Lord's favor " (Lk 4: 1 7- 19). 

This passage shows that the Spirit of Christ is prophetic, containing a radical protest 

against compt political systems and life-destroying rule. This is the Spirit of soteria for 

the minjkcng. who discems the presence of the Holy Spirit in lesus. In this sense, Jesus 

Christ must be an important nom for a Christian Ki-pneumatology. This statement needs 

to be further discussed in relation to the christological, soteriological, eschatological 

dimensions of the Spirit of life in minjung perspective. 1 shall explore in tum 

implications of a Christian Ki-pneumatology for these important regions of Christian 

doctrine. 

2-2. Christologieal Implications o f  Ki-Pncumatology 

Today, many contemporary theologians living in both East and West criticize the 

traditional models of Jesus Christ. They perceive the traditional models as 



"ethnocentric, patriarchal, misogynist, anti-Judaic, exclusivist, and tri~m~halist."" These 

models are not responsive to the political, social, ethical, cultural, and semai issues 

facing our present globalizzd world. The traditional images of Jesus have become 

meaningless, lifeless, and even oppressive to many thoughtfùl people. Accordingly, it is 

necessary to devise a christology which is more appropriate to today's context and 

today's pressing problems. 

First, we need to remember that Christian traditions on the subject of christology 

have aIways been a series of contextual and local theologies relating to particular places 

and periods of time. For example, Latin Amencan liberation theologians have proposed 

that the image of Jesus as "liberator" is the most suitable image of Iesus for those 

stmggling against the oppressive socio-political and religious system of the ruling elite. 

Some black theologians in the U.S. portray Jesus as a "biack for those who ail1 have 

painful memories of slavery and continue to experience systemic racial discrimination. 

Some Asian liberation theologians promote the image of Jesus as an Asian sage, wearing 

a traditional costume meditating in a Taoist or a Buddhist way, ieading Asian people to 

fight against unjust colonial imperialism. These diverse images of Jesus are profoundly 

biblical in Spirit, since they are closely associated with the core message of Jesus, which 

is life-giving, life-liberating, and life-sustaining. 

Ahn Byung-mu, a rnznjung New Testament scholar and theologian, points out that 

one of the most serious christological problems in Korea is the confinement of the saving 

significance to the "sacrifice-event."4' For him, it is highly problematic that Jesus' life 

40 Peter C. Hodgson, Win& of the Spirit: A Corrstn~ctive ChMian Theo(ogy, p. 234. 

4 1 Ahn Myung-mu, Spakirtg of Minjung neology f g/%&/qb% PbEiCI/ (Seoul, Korea: 
Hangilsa, 1993), p. 106. 



and death is predominantly interpreted as a ransom fiom original sin, a notion widespread 

in the Western Christian tradition. Ahn asserts that sacrifice-centred interpretations of  

Jesus, which portray God as bld-hungry,  are not helpfùl in the Asian context." Chung 

Hyun-kyung' a Korean feminist theologian, is also skeptical about the suitability o f  this 

Western traditional christology for Korea. She points out that one of  the destructive 

images of  Jesus inherited from the Western Christian tradition is "the bloody atonement 

of the sacrificial lamb." She sees the use of violent images as negative and unfkuitful, 

since the mirrjung are so threatened by multiple fonns of  violence t ~ d a ~ . ~ )  

Suh Nam-dong presents a fiesh minjung christology closely linked to 

pneumatology. His interpretation of  the parable of the good Samaritan (Lk 10) is very 

illuminating. In contrast to the traditional interpretation of the parable in which the good 

Samaritan is identified with lesus, Suh claims that the pilgrim who was robbed on the 

road is Jesus. He says, "if anyone ... listens to the groaning of  the rninjrmg and 

participates in the stmggle of the minjung, h e h e  already enters into the process of  

salvation. The reason Jesus cornes to the world is to  play a role of mouming with the 

rnrrvtmg among the rnirrjung." Suh argues, the suffering minjung is Jesus (Messiah) and 

the rninjzing is the subject of  the h i s t ~ r ~ , ~  in which the relationship between Jesus and the 

rninjzing is inseparable. Here, it is important to keep in mind that minjung theologians 

42 Ibid. 

43 Chung Hyun-kyung "Asian Christologies and People's Religions," in Voicesfrom the 
77zird Worfd. Vol. XIWl , January (1996), pp. 222-225. 

44 Im Tae-soo, "The Understanding of Jesus of  Suh Nam-dong: New Perspectives on the 
Understanding o fMin jung fMOSOI  M l 3 9  O lM:  O/%O/Wo/ AHh aSf=]," in 1s 
Mitijitg Messiuh? [ZgL O / / A / O / E V f l  (Seoul Korea: Hanûl, 1995), pp. 123-124. 



such as Ahn and Suh perceive that the Jesus-event is both historical and symbolic, and 

therefore becomes paradigrnatic45 in relation to other mirzjung movements. This does not 

mean, as Park Jae-smn suggests, that Suh totally abandons the traditional confession of 

Jesus as the rdeemer  fkom human sin and evil. Suh emphasizes, however, the 

importance of the "recurring Jesus" within the rni~vung movement through the power of  

the Spirit. Jesus no longer remains a religious object of  the past who is worshipped by 

the rninjmg, but becomes one of  the mirïjung, whose life and work is "recumng" in the 

midst of the minjung movement.' The idea of the recurring Jesus is the essence of 

Christian resurrection fkom a rninjung theological point of view. The focus of Jesus' 

resurrection is not on the revival o r  resuscitation of the dead corpse, but on  the life-giving 

and transformative Spirit o f  the risen Christ. Jesus' Spirit is not exercised in some 

remote, other worldly realm but here and now in the midst o f  rninjtmg movements. 

Suh daims that the historical Jesus-event, which is a "life-liberating event," 

constantly needs to  be seen from a pneumatological perspective, in which the Jesus-event 

is not a "once-and-for-all" event, but continues to "recur" in the context of the mir@rlg 

today. Jesus is not merely a signifiant tigure of the historical past but a "life-liberating 

event" which happened not just there and then but also happens here and now in the 

midst of the rninjmg struggle and movement. 

45 Lee Jung-young, "Minjung Theology: A Critical Introductios" in An Emerging 
Theology in Wodd Perpctive: Cornmentury on Korean Mirijtcng Theoiogy (Mystic, CT: 
Twent y-Third Publications, 1 988), p. 1 2. 

46 Park Jae-mon, "A Critical Reflection on Christology and Sinology [3 1 f 4 t 011 
CH 9 tl l F! 4 3 a]," in Mir>iung îheolow ut the 7'unting Point (d Ef %Cl 4C/, 
pp. 197-202. 



How then does the Jesus-event as life-liberating event continue to appear in the 

history of the rnitzjuriig" As Ahn argues, it is the power of the life-giving which is 

present and active in the life of the minjung in al1 places and at al1 times. As Kim Chi-ha 

explains, the Ultimate KI, as the cosrnic life of God (Harnînirn), which is both 

transcendent and immanent, fieely dwells in the life of the minjung4' Suh offen a 

genealology of the minjung-event" observed f?om a synchronie pneumatological 

perspective. Although he traces the origin of the minjung movement back to the 

Chronicle of the Three ~ i n ~ d o r n s , ~  (since there have been a number of rninjttng 

movements in Korean history) here a few representative events are highlighted. Suh 

presents the Tor~ghk  Peasant Revolution (1 892- 1 894 j a n  early stage of Ch 'ôrtdogy- 

as a peak of the Korean minjung movement. As 1 explained earlier, the Tongtmk 

movement occurred against socio-political oppression and Western colonization and 

i rnperialism, teaching that the rninjung is "heaven" and the subject of history. Suh argues 

that the Spirit continued to be at work in the Independence Movement of 1919, led by the 

rninjîmg, which was the great nationwide demonstration against Japanese colonial  le.^' 

The Spirit was also at work in the 19th of April, 1960 Student Revolution against the 

47 Ahn, "Ki and the Holy Spirit," presented at the 7th Assembly of W.C.C., organized by 
the Korean National Council of Churches. Quoted by Chung, "Corne Holy Spirit, Renew 
the Whole Creation," note 12. 

48 Kim, me Stmy of Tonghak. p. 14. 

49 Suh, "Historical Reference for n Theology of Minjur~g," in Mirvung 7heolog-y: People 
as the Subjects o ~ H ~ s I o ~ ~ ,  p. 1 69. 

50 Kim Bu-sik ed., Chrotide of the Three Kingdoms (Kopryô, Si/Iu, Pyaege), quoted by 
Suh, Ibid., note 36. 



military dictatorship, which was inspired by the ideology of  democracy. Al1 these 

m i r ~ t t r ~ g  movements in Korea have ocnirred through the solidarity with the spirit of the 

dead and the will of  the living. Suh emphasizes the liberating work of  the Spirit in these 

events. The "here and now" of  the Jesus-event as life-liberating event is at the heart of 

what Christians have always believed about lesus, who Iived, worked, and struggled with 

the poor, the oppressed, and the marg ina l id .  Christians have always seen the Jesus- 

event not simply as a thing of the past, but as a present living reality, and have 

understood Jesus' presence in the power o f  the life-giving Spirit. In this pneumatological 

christology of  Suh, the presence of  Jesus continues; he is alive and at work in the life- 

destroying context o f  Korea today. The past historical figure can continue to live and 

have meaning and significance in the present. Thus the possibilities of history are not 

shattered but fûlfilled in the power o f  the life-giving Spirit. This Spirit o f  Jesus is not 

among us only to "save our souls fiom sin," but to inspire and empower social 

transformation. In this sense, the radical christological statement of m i r m g  

theologians-"Jesus is minjung, and the rnirymg is Jesus"-has important christological 

implications in Korea, especially if we look at the Jesus-event from a synchronie 

pneumatological perspective. This pneumatological christology suggests a way of  

understanding Jesus as a non-personal "minjurtg-event ." Whenever a l iberative mitrjurg- 

event occurs in the work of the life-giving Spirit against the multiple f o m s  of  oppression, 

we encounter the lesus-event there. Wherever we face minjung-events impting against 

al1 the "ism oppressions," including the suffering of  nature, we are witnessing recurring 

Jesus-events, resurrection of  Jesus, in the power of  Spirit, the Spirit o f  life today. 

5 1 Suh, Ibid., note 34. 



This new mode of Korean christology can be described as a ptteumatofogical, 

Jems-~~~-mi17jung-~etitred christoiom, leading to a holistic soteriology. This differs fiom 

a "Jesus-centred" christology in which the mhjung is saved by another. As demonstrated 

above through the study of the Ultimate Ki, Shi Ch w u ,  and Ymrg Ch '6ngju as 

expressive forms of the Ultimate Ki, the characteriration of the Ultimate Ki as the Spirit 

of life is a most important and relevant thought for contextualizing a Korean Spirit 

chri stology. 

The mirtjtrttg pneumatological christology assisted by Suh and supported here is 

quite different fiom traditional Western christology. It means that "salvation" comes 

from within and not only from someone outside ourselves. For Korean panentheistic 

pneumatology, the divine Spirit is not the presence of the transcendent God above, as 

emphasized in traditional Christianity, but also the Spirit in whom we al1 participate. 

This ctuistology does not emphasize that Jesus has unique ontological status. Rather, the 

histoncal Jesus is one of the Spirit-filled minjutg who fùlly practices Shi Ch'ônju and 

Ya~tg Ch 'ônju. The rninju~~g who fully bars  the Spirit of life for the liberation of the 

rninjmg is also perceived as "Jesus" in the fiamework of the Ultimate Ki. Thus 

christology in Korea needs to be interpreted in this pneumatological framework. For 

pneumatology is more inclusive and broader than chnstology. Jesus as imported from the 

West needs to be baptized in the Jordan of Korean spirituality, and bom again in Korean 

rnirqmg traditions. 



2-3. Soteriological Implications of Ki-Pneumatology 

1 have already suggested, in the previous section on chriaology, that certain 

traditional soteriological concepts are inadequate for Korean theology. Here Our 

expectation of "orthopraxsis" cornes into play. We have said that a biblical and Christian 

pneumatology must be "life-giving," i.e. it must bear f h i t  in justice, love, fieedom, and 

the total well-being of both humanity and nature. Based on this Ki-pneumatology, what 

kind of  positive soteriological implications can be drawn? In what sense can this 

pneumatology be swing or  liberating for both human and ecological communities? In 

order to respond to this question, it is necessary to look at how Ki-pneurnatology is 

consistent with the actual life o f  the minjung characterized by the experience of  suffering, 

poverty, political disenfianchisement, economic exploitation, racism, sexism, and other 

social diseases. What is the "soteriological link" to  be emphasized between the Ki- 

pneumatology and the experience of the suffering people? In order t o  respond to this 

question, it is important to recapitulate the w r e  idea of the Ultimate Ki. The Ultimate Ki, 

which is closely associated with the ideas of "life-giving Spirit," o f  "transcendent- 

immanent Spirit," of "cosmic harmony" entails G d ' s  own involvement with the world 

and hrther reinforces the intimate relationship of God and the world. The transcendent- 

immanent nature of the Ultimate Ki (like the GodSpirit of  the Bible) is h l l y  present in 

al1 existences. The holistic aspect of the Ki-pneumatology has direct relevance for the 

mirfirtg. In other words, Hmninim as the Ultimate Ki, (like the Spirit of Western 

Christian panentheism) is not to be perceived merely as an abstract remote deity 

insensitive to the suffering of  the rnirtjwtg, but as an immanent deity keenly responsive to 

the deepest feelings which grow out o f  the experience of  pain, death, and human agony. 



Hmninim in the fonn of the Ultimate Ki is affected directly by al1 o f  the happenings in the 

world. Such an intimacy of the Ultimate Ki with the world emphasizes God's 

immanence and, therefore, the relation between the world's suffering and God's 

suffering. This is a significant soteriological implication of the Ki-pneumatology, which 

points to God's role as a divine energy affecting social change in the world. The multiple 

forms of systemic suffering and social malfùnctioning, which continue to oppress the 

miryumg, cannot be ascribed to God as their perpetrator. In this immanence of the 

Ultimate Ki, God and al1 forms o f  Iife become CO-partners in the process of life- 

liberation. Systemic injustice, ecological destitution, social diseases, such as "ism 

oppressions," which are caused by human greed and self-centeredness, need to be healed 

by the CO-creative activity of  God and the world." 

The liberating dimension of the Ki-pneumatology is fùrther actualized in relation 

to the idea of human equality and women's liberation, derived fiom the doctrine o f  Shi 

Ch'ônju, (like much of the Christian mystical tradition) based on  the life-liberating 

principle.53 In other words, as mentioned earlier, Shi Ch 'ônju advocates the importance 

of human equality by presenting the idea that anyone who Shi (waits on o r  realizes) the 

Ultimate Ki becomes a divine being who shares spiritual afinity with God. The Torlghak 

notion of an essential divinity existing within al1 human beings was a revolutionary and 

liberating message for the minjut~g, including women and children, in the Korean society 

of the nineteenth century. This understanding rejected the traditional classism-which 

- ppppp 

52 Kim Young-choon, "Ch 'ôndogyo Thought and its Signi ficance in Korean Tradition," 
in Korean and Asian Tradition, (Toronto: Korem and Related Studies Press, 1979). 
edited by Yu Chai-shin, pp. 242-243; Lee Won-jae, "Tonghok and Christ, pp. 269-270. 

53 Song Jun-sok, "Study of Equal Education in the Thought of Tonghuk [SPol 
sgae Atg 371 ï,"ShinIrtGm [dg21 135, pp. 27-43. 



discriminated among the so-calleci ymgban (the arïstocrat) and sar~gnom (the vu lgar), 

between male and female, and between a legitimate and an illegitimate child. 

The ethical idea of equality challenged the value-system of Korean society, 

including the lowly aatus of women under stria Confùcian i d e ~ l o ~ ~ , ~ ~  which was 

practiced in an extremely oppressiver manner. In the social context of Korea, the 

doctrine of Shi Ch 'ônjù, which emphasizes human equality, became good news for the 

rninjwg in their search for liberation from al1 forms of oppression. This doctrine, that al1 

human beings are considered to embody the Ultimate Ki, regardless of their gender and 

class, becomes the primary salvific (or liberating) message for the minjtcrg and suffering 

women. This helps them to search for a solution for their han in Korea by criticizing the 

oppressive social structure and degrading social caste system. First and foremost, Suun 

insisted on abolishing the caste system and the social order of the predominance of man 

over woman. He asserted that al1 humans were qua1 and should al1 be allowed equally 

to practice the way of the Tao. Suun actually set his two maids f i e ;  one became his 

54 1 am aware of the fact that, despite the cultural importance of Confucianism as a major 
East Asian tradition, it has ofien been rejected and denounced by Asian feminists. The 
reason for this is that they have various experiences of suffering and stories inherited 
£Yom their foremothers and mothers, about male-oriented Confùcian religious practices. 
They contend that most of the oppressive customs imposed on women, such as foot- 
binding, and the conjugal relation of the Five Relationships and so on, corne fiom 
Confucianism. Thus, "the most oppressive and patriarchal ideology" is the common view 
of Confucianism taken by Asian feminist theologians. Because of this negative attitude, 
only the dark side of Confùcian practice has been introduced, as if the Confùcian 
tradition is the sole cause or origin of the patriarchal tradition. In my view, Asian 
feminists need to be wary of this kind of unbalanced (or unfair) criticism. Presenting 
Confucianism in a distorted way will not only be disturbing to any construction of a 
hoIistic Asian feminism, but will allow room for cultural imperialism. In this respect, it 
is necessary to re-examine the positive and liberating aspects of Confucianism, along 
with a healthy cnticism of the oppressive Confucian practices from a feminist point of 
view. 



adopted daughter and the other his daughter-in-law." The idea of Iiberation for Iife is 

one of the essential dimensions of a Christian Ki-pneumatology in the life-destroying 

context of Asia. The Spirit of human Iiberation is profoundly relevant to today's world, 

dominated as it is by white supremacy, capitalist greed, and patriarchy. The negation of 

discrimination on the bais of gender, class and age, and the overcoming of rigid social 

divisions, is an important soteriological fhit of the Ki-pneumatology. 

Miniune Women and the Ses Trade 

It is important that Our discussion does not remain at an abstract level. Our 

theological concepts need to be informecl by real experiences of real people, especiail y in 

this case, the suffering minjung of Korea and Asia generally. One of commonly found 

examples of the life-destroying reality in Asia is human slavery througb the sex industry. 

This kind of maldevelopmer.t of Asian women is a very complex problem, in which 

capitalist patriarchalism,56 economic neocolonialism, and militarism are al1 implicated. 

55 Kim, Hyun-ok, "The Feminist Movement in Totighok,," in ïhe Thesis of the 
Centennial Cele brafiot~ of Tottghak Revolufion (5 4 3 47 L+ Il kq& S] Vol. U 
(Seoul, Korea: Ch'ôndogyo Chungang Ch'ongbu, 1991), edited by the Cornmittee of the 
Centennial Celebration of Tottghak Revolution, pp. 486-52 1. 

56 Capitalist patriarchalism is one of the major factors underlying the sex industry and it 
leads to the idea of the reduaion of human beings, particularly women, to property. 
Zillah Eisenstein explains the relation between patriarchalism and capitalism as follows: 
"male supremacy, as a system of sexual hierarchy, supplies capitalism ... with the 
necessary system of order and control ...[ which] is necessary to the smooth functioning of 
the society and the economic system ... Capitalism uses patriarchy, and patriarchy is 
defined by the needs of capital. At the same time one system uses the other it organizes 
itself around the needs of the other in order to protect the other. For further discussion, 
see Zi llah Eisenstein, ed., Capitalst Patriarchy and the Case for Socialist Feminirm 
(New York: Monthly Review Press, 1979), pp. 27-28. Quoted by Brock and 
Thistlethwaite, Casting Sto~es, pp. 110. 



As both Engels and Marx u n d e r s t a  the appropriation of the labor of others is 

the key to understanding the accumulation of capital, which makes the economic system 

o f  capitalisrn possible. In the case of the sex industry, the rninimally paid or unpaid labor 

of women and children are the sources of an immense amount of capital. Many 

prostituted women and children are trapped in modem forms of slavery, in the context of 

capitalist patriarchalism. According to Thanh-Dam, during the last two decades, an 

alarming number of young women and children have entered into the sex entertainment 

business," and sex tourkm has become a transnational business in Asia involving a great 

amount of foreign currency. Male government officials in the ASEAN (Associations of 

Southeast Asian Nations) see prostitution as a "good incentive to induce foreign 

currency." The connection between sex tourism and economic deveiopment is even 

clearer in the words of the mayor of a weil-known city among foreign tourists on the 

Eastern Seaboard of Thailand. He said: "we accept prostitution as a part of the 

development process."58 However, the abuse of  Asian women's sema1 labor is not 

merely due to the patnarchal leadership of Asian governments. Asian sex tourism would 

not be possible without international aid. In €am, the sex industry in Asia was "first 

57 For example, in the Philippines, about 100,000 women are employed in the sex related 
business in Manila; more than 27,000 young girls (between the ages of 5 and 14) register 
as prostitutes to serve Arnerican airrnen at the American Clark Air Bases around 
Olongapo city; in Thailand, fiom 1974- 1980, the number of prostitutes increased almost 
twofold. For fùrther analysis, see Committee on  Long-Term Women Development 
Planning, "General Condition of  Women in Sexual Business," Reporr 011 îhe Study for 
Lorg-ferm W m e n  Devefoprnenf Planning ( 1 982-2006); A Lin Neumann, "Hospi ta1 it y 
Girls in the Philippines," ISIS Interna~zmal Buiietitt 13 (1979), p. 13, quoted by 
Nantawan B. Lewis, "Uneven Development, Capitalism, and Patriarchy," in 7he Power 
of Namitg (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis), edited by Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza, p. 89. 

58 Matichon, 18 October (1980) (in Thai) quoted by Lewis, "Uneven Development, 
Capitalism, and Patriarchy," p. 90. 



planned and supported by the World Bank, the iMF (International Monetary Fund) and 

U.S. A D  (Aid for International Development)." Maria Mies, an Indian sociologist, 

describes this comection as the "International Association of  ~ i r n ~ s . " ' ~  For example, in 

Thailand, the International Finance Corporation of Thailand offered a tùnd (about $4 

million, between 1960-72) to build the hotels, bars, and night clubs needed to  facilitate al1 

kinds o f  systems for the sex business. This is a consortium of  international investors, 

including the Bank of America Corporation, the Chase Manhattan Corporation, the 

International Finance Corporation and the Deutsche Bank. Robert Mcnamara, a head o f  

the World Bank, visited Thailand in 1971 and comrnitted the bank t o  helping with the 

continuous development of the tourism business. Cooperation between Thailand and the 

United States has reinforced the tourism industry, including prostitution, and had an 

enormous impact on the Thai economy. 

In particular, the wages of these women are outrageous. The women usually 

receive about $5 each for an overnight service. One of the prostitutes in the Philippines 

who is a single mother with three children says, "If 1 could get a regular job and make 

enough rnoney to w e  for my children, 1 would quit this work t ~ d a ~ . " ~ '  Although most 

prostitutes lose ninety percent of the money they earn, they still make more money than 

factory workers, and feel they have no choice but to continue the work of prostitution as a 

means o f  survival. However, in the case o f  younger girls, many are victims of  the 

increasingly widespread practice o f  t r a fkk ing  in persons. This is viewed as one of  the 

5 9 Maria Mies, Parriarchy ami AccumuIafiot~ on a World Scale (At lant ic Highlands, N. 
J.: Zed Books, l986), p. 137. Quoted by Brock and Thistlehwaite, Casring Stones, p. 
114. 

60 Yayori Matsui, Women 's Asïa (London ; New Jersey : Zed Books, 1 989).p. 70. 



most effective methods of maintaining the balance of supply and demand in the sex 

industry. This kind of human slavery is not a thing of the past but continues in a new 

form today. 

This is one of many exarnples of the life-destroying reality of the rninjung who are 

powerless, voiceless, and nameless behind the spectacular success of the Asian ecmomy, 

with the cooperation of capitalist patriarchalism, economic neocolonialism and 

mi 1 itarism. Those women are the real people of han and the minjzcng among the minjung. 

In this particular Asian context, where a hart-riddet~ rnirijung exist, the life-giving Spirit is 

a liberating, healing wind and breath for the suffenng people. The Spirit of life can help 

them to resolve their han and to resist and stmggle against gross injustice. In this respect, 

Ki-pneu matology is cuncretely related to the underprivileged and the marginalized . The 

Ultimate Ki as the Spirit of life is grounded in the spiritual movement of hmt-p-ri,6' the 

releasing and healing of han. 

The idea of han cm be corrective to traditional concepts of sin, which have not 

adequately accounted for the suffering of the victim. From the perspective of the 

traditional concepts, prostitutes should be condemned as sinners in need of repentance 

and the forgiveness of God. However, fiom the perspective of hart, they are not sinners 

but victims in need of Iiberation. The traditional doctrine of sin is one-dimensional, 

perceiving the reality from the perspective of sinners. For sinners, God's grace is the 

primary need, but for victims God's justice is more urgent and appropriate than the idea 

of forgiving grace. The focus on forgiveness of sins in this suffering and life-destroying 

61 Han-pu-ri literally rneans "resolving han," which is the spiritual and prophetic aspect 
of the "shaman ethos," as oppose. to the ritual which is the "formal and religious" aspect. 



world can be rather deceptive' giving rise to "cheap grace." Cheap Pace, according to 

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, means "gnce as a doctrine, a pîinciple, a system" and "the 

justification of sin without the justification of the ~inner."~' As he points out, cheap 

grace has been the deadly enemy of the Christian church. Grace or forgiveness without 

justice is an empty idea, which has often been misused politically by the dominant group 

of the world. Harold Wells al- emphasizes that in the biblical vision, reconciliation is 

"the result of justice," and, hence, "recunciliation does not replace justice."63 In this 

respect, the activity of han-pu-riy "resolving h," needs to be the presupposition for the 

doctrine of grace, taking account of the victims of sin and injustice. The authentic steps 

of han-pu-ri always involve rectification, healing, and forgiveness. The Spirit of han-pu- 

ri is the foundation for the human soteriological praxis of life-giving Spirit, the praxis of 

eliminating unjust sufferings from the world. 

The Spirit of hm-pt-ri, for that reason, does not simply eliminate the dimension 

of God's grace. Although God's grace cannot be fiilly grasped epistemologically, the 

theological idea of grace remains necessary in dealing with the sin and guilt. The Spirit 

of han-pu-ri is also open to the acknowledgrnent of one's personal guilt, without merely 

highlighting moral exhortation. Although the primary focus of the Spirit of han-pu-ri is 

on the eradication of structural injustice, God's grace as an "empowerment that comes to 

us from beyond ourselves, a power of unmerited love and acceptance - not a cheap, but a 

62 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, 7he Cost of Discipleship (London: SCM Press LTD, I988), p. 
3 5. 

63 Wei 1 s, "T heology for Reconcil iat ion," in The ReconciIia~ion of Peoples: ChaIienge to 
the Chrches, edited by Gregory Baum and Harold Wells (MaryknoII, NY: Orbis. 1997), 
p. 4. 



costly  ove,"^ is necessary for the holistic salvation of human beings. Thus, this Ki- 

pneumatology is also a mi~ylmg-centred theology. The suffenng of the mirljlrrtg is a 

central concern in the Christian Ki-pneumatology, as it is in the life, death, and 

resurrection of Jesus the minjung. 

The Healinn of the Han OC Naturq 

The soferia of the Spirit of Life is not limited merely to human liberation, but 

extends to other realms of existence. As the Bible afflrms, the original cosmic world 

created by God's Spirit is good (Gen 1:2-3). God's purpose in the creation is for the 

h m o n i o u s  CO-existence of  al1 God's creatures (Ps 104: 10-23). According to the sabbath 

laws, as Moltmann points out, God's righteousness and justice are not confined to human 

community but embrace the community shared by humanity and the earth. In Leviticus, 

we find an emphasis on ecological justice: "so that the land may keep its great sabbath to 

the Lord" (Lev 25:l-7). The sabbath year, the Jubilee, is not just a festival for human 

beings but the celebration of the whole creation. A h ,  in the message of Joel, we can see 

God's vision of restoration and renewal of the ecological destruction (Joel 2: 13; 18-27; 

3: 16- 1 8).6s Moreover, the Spirit of God is actively involved not only in the initial act of 

creation but also in the reproduction of life, in the continual sustaining and renewal of the 

earth (Ps 1 O4:3O). God's providential care and the presence of God's Spirit extends to 

the most insignifiant of animals, and the beauty of flowers springing up in the fields of 

GaIilee is greater than that of Solomon in al1 his glory (Mt 56 1 10:29 1 Lk 12:24 / 14:6). 

64 Wells, Ibid., pp. 13-14. 

65 Jose Pepz M. Cunanan, "The Prophet of Environment and Development," in 
Ecoiheofogy (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1994), edited by David G. Hallman, p. 22. 



As explained eariier, both Moltmann and McFague also aSrm that the 

soterioIogica1 dimension of the life-giving Spirit is extended to the entire creation. 

Moltmann's Gestalt for indicating the Spirit of God is "the configuration or total pattern 

of the lived ~ i f e , " ~ ~  permeating all existences. The Spirit of God links the physical natural 

world with the future hifioncal horizon and interacts between human beings and their 

environment. He says, "body, soul, and their Gestalt can only exist in exchange with 

other living things in nature and in human ~ o c i e t ~ . " ~ '  McFague emphatically advocates 

the extension of a Christian soteriological praxis to nature in a "subject-subject 

relation.'"* Her ecological mode1 suggests that we human beings should treat the natural 

world in the same way we treat God and other people as "subjects" rather than "objects." 

The environmental degradation and ecological crisis are part of the whole matrix of Iife, 

which indude socio-economic and religio-cultural dimensions. Since the ecological 

disaster affects the lives and relationship of persons, communities, and nations, the 

emphasis on the holistic soteria becomes a universal criterion in this life-destroying 

world. The divine justice of holistic salvation will certainly bring forth "eco-human well- 

beix~g"~' Isaiah proclaims that "when the Spirit is poured out upon us from on high, the 

wilderness will become a fiuitfil field and the fiuitfùl field will be deemed a forest. 

66 Molt mann, G d  in Creafion: A New Theology of Creufio~ und the Spirit of G d  (San 
Francisco: Harper & Row, l985), p. 259. 

67 Moltmann, Ibid., p. 263. 

68 McFague, Super, Naturai Chris~iizns: How We Shu/d Love Nature (Minneapolis, 
Fortress Press, 1997), p. 164. 

69 Paul F. Knitter, One Emth Muny Re&io~~s (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1995), p. 1 18. 



Then justice will dwell in the wilderness, and righteousness abide in the fiuitful field. 

And the k i t  of justice will be peace.. ." osa 32: 15-18). 

Having stressed the importance of ecological justice today, the panentheistic Ki- 

pneumatology l a d s  not only to  the divinization of humanity but also includes the hope 

for harmony in al1 realms of existence in the world. The holistic liberation denved fiom 

Shi Ch'ôtgzt and Yang Ch'ôtyil is extended to the entirety of  nature and embraces the 

whole universe." 

This interpretation is possible in view of  the organic aspect of the Ultimate Ki, 

whic h i s well-demonstrated in Haewof 's thought, in particular, the Samgyô~tg thought, 

which suggests the integration and interconnection of heaven, earth, and human beings. 

This suggests becoming one body with nature through embodying the Ultimate Ki. 

Becoming one body with the universe rneans that, since al1 modalities o f  existence are 

made of  the cosmic Spirit of  life, human beings are part o f  the divine wsmic  process. Al1 

beings and things cosmologically share wnsanguinity with human beings. Therefore, 

human beings are organically connected with rocks, trees, animals, and so forth, which 

are no longer conceived of  as static objects but as dynamic processes with their own 

particular configurations of spirit-matter.7' This is related to degrees of spirituality in the 

entire chain of being: rocks, trees, animals, humans, and gods represent different levels of 

spirituality based on the varying composition o f  the Ultimate Ki. Despite the principle o f  

-- - -- -- 

70 Lee Jong-bae, Ecofogy a n d  ïhedogy [16Y4CY L (Seoul, Korea: 
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differentiation, al1 modalities of k i n g  are organically inter-comected, and they are 

integral parts of a continuous process of transformation." A holistic view of  liberation 

constantly emphasizes the importance of relations between body and spirit, and the 

interconnectedness of the human community and nature. As such, the Ultirnate Ki as the 

Spirit of  Iife, which penetrates al1 reality regardless of  any divisions, can be understood as 

the essential energy o f  the universe. This is the non-anthropocentric nature of the Ki- 

pneumatology, which becomes again an essential source for contextualizing holistic 

Christian pneumatology in a Korean way. 

2-4. Eschatological Implications of Ki-Pneumatology 

If this pneumatology is to be recognizably Christian, the dimension of  hope, 

promise, and eschatology cannot be omitted. However, the concept of  "eschatology" 

needs to be defined anew for this Ki-pneumatology. Eschatology, like other theological 

themes, is condit ioned by particular philosophical and cultural reflectiow on the nature of 

tirne, conceptions of  history, and histonc interpretations of the biblical expeaation? 

The huge task of a Korean contextual eschatology is of  course beyond the scope of this 

thesis and here we can touch upon it only as  it relates to pneumatology. 

An eschatological Ki-pneumatology would be enriched by bringing together some 

aspects of Western Cluïstianity and Korean Tottghak. This would be based on  the 

confluence of  the linear and circular concepts of time, which suggests a spiral view of 

72 Ibid. 

73 Gerhard Sauter, Escha~olo~caI Rafiotdity: Theological Issues NI Focirs (Grand 
Rapids, Michigan: Baker Books, 1996), p. 144. 



history in which the idea of eternity is experienced in the present moment. and within the 

forward movement of time. Kosuke Koyarna, a Japanese theologian, proposes that the 

spiral view would be the most suitable way to express an Asian way of perceiving divine 

presence. He argues that the circular concept of tirne, which has influenced people's life 

in Asian culture, needs to be integrated with a biblical view of history, which is closer to 

linear thinking. For him, a spiral mode would bring the eschatological hope in God 

closer to the people of ~ s i a . ' ~  

The spiral view of eschatology can be interpreted as a modification of the cyclical 

view, ernphasizing its purposefùl aspect. The circular concept of time is oflen understood 

as static one in which nothing new can happen or be added. In fact, something like this 

exists in biblical Wisdom Iiterature especially in Ecclesiastes, ". . . there is nothing new 

under the Sun.. ." (Eccl 1 : 9-10). This tradition asserts a balance, within the biblical faith, 

to the concept of time and history as moving forward to the filfilIrnent of God's promise. 

However, the cyclical concept of time needs to be distinguished fiom the idea of merely 

repeating the same time over and over again. The cyclical concept is closer to the idea of 

an endless circular recurrence of life, in a process of regeneration. Creation is constantly 

restored and healed in a new kind of time, in a movernent of constant renewal. The spiral 

view includes the circular nature of the Ultimate Ki, which finds its proper place within 

the ongoing forward moving process of the Ultimate Ki. The concept of time associated 

with Ki-pneumatology is conceived not as a straight single line forward, but as a spiral 

which includes cyclical transformation. The cosmic reguiarity of the Ultimate Ki needs 

to be placed wirhin the purpose of God for a new and better fùture. A spiral eschatology 

74 Kosuke Koyama, Water Buffa/o 17reology (Maryknoit, NY: Orbis, 1999), pp. 20-3 1. 



maintains a balance between past, present and fùture. if traditional Christian eschatology 

focuses mainly on the future aspect of God's corning, corresponding to the future 

redemption of the world, the eschatology of Ki-pneumatology emphasizes God's coming 

to be present today, together with hope for what diil lies ahead. An unmodified linear 

view, which understands time as a çontinuous movement fiom the past through the 

present to the future, is no longer tolerable in a Korean context, where the Western idea 

of "progress" forward, a distonion of the biblical hope in God, has been culturally and 

ecologically destructive. Moreover, the linear view has been critically assessed in 

Western Christianity also. For example, Moitmam evaluates the linear concept of time 

and historical progressivism as an historical catastrophe that contributes to life-destroying 

culture and human-ecological disaster, ignoring the organic and immanent historical 

process.75 

Suun's idea of Huch'ôn K a e w g  (Opening of a New Heaved 

@ 3C M/V E! JH -! ) has much to ofFer to a pneumatological eschatology of the Ult imate 

Ki. His concept of"New Heaven" is not only fbturistic but also present. The focus of 

this idea is, however, on the present as a moment of eternity. The present is not merely a 

transition from past to future but a moment of etemity.76 Moltmann's idea of "the present 

as simultaneity"" is suitable in descnbing the nature of Hwh ori Kaepyôg. The New 

Heaven, according to Suun, starts in the present, which represents the experience of the 

75 Moltmann, me Coming of G d :  Christian fichafology (London: SCM Press, 1996), 
translated by M. Kohl, pp. 290-295. 

76 Kim K yong-j ae, Christia~iity and the Emorrrlrer of As~un Religions (Zoetermer : 
Boekencentmm, 1994), pp. 101-102. 

77 Moltmann, The Coming of G d ,  pp. 290-292. 



simultaneity of past and fbture. The idea of eternity is always connected with a process; 

its being is always in a process of coming to be, passing away, and regenerating. The 

idea of  simultaneity is one of the important attributes of etemity." 

The signifiant aspect of eschatology for Ki-pneumatology is that the New 

Kingdom of God begins with the present life in this world, liberating the minjung by 

following the moral and spiritual principles of  the universe. The participation of people 

is an essential part of creating the New Heaven. A Korean eschatûlogy is brought into 

c o ~ e c t i o n  with the becoming-present of the Uttimate Ki that breaks through it even here 

and now. It is also important to note that the idea of the presence of  the Kingdom is also 

found in the New Testament. The Reign of  God has already broken into history with the 

coming of Jesus, so that the Reign of God is "already but not yet." Jesus says, "in the 

Spirit of  God.. . the Basiieia has corne upon you" (Mt 12:28). The Reign of  God is 

growing here and now (see the parables of  the mustard seed and the yeast, Lk 13: 18-2 1 ). 

In John, those who believe in Jesus already have eternal li fe. . . (Jn 6: 54). Hope, therefore, 

in the New Testament is for the present, because of the here and now presence o f  the 

Spirit, as well as future in God's ultimate consurnmation of the Baileia. 

78 Moltmann, The Cornïr~g of G d ,  p. 287. Interestingly, Moltmann, in this book, 
interprets the idea of eternality with the conception of  cyclical time, which symbolizes 
the time of eternal livingness. He says, "According to ancient ideas aeonic time is 
conceived of  as cyclical, not as a time-pointer or hand. Irreversible historical time is 
replaced by reversible time, as a reflection of God's eteniity. In the aeonic cycles of  
time, creaturely life unremittingly regenerates itself from the omnipresent source of  Iife, 
from God. An analogy is provided by the regenerating cycles of nature, and the rhythms 
of the body, which already sustain life here. The purposefiil time of history is fulfilled in 
the cyclical movements of life's etemal joy in the unceasing praise o f  the omnipresent 
God. The preferred images for etemal Iife are therefore dance and music, as ways of  
describing what is as yet hardly imaginable in this impaired life." Ibid., p. 289 



In the order of New Heaven, for Suun, there are no p r ,  pagans, outcasts, and 

strangers. This is also the ultimate vision of Jesus in his message of God's reign- The idea 

of hope associated with this understanding could be quite different from that of 

traditional concepts of linear time. Hope is a present concept for Ki-pneumatology. 

Kwok Pui-lan says, the eschatological hope for the oppressed is grounded in "their 

continual struggle and resistance, creating new resources for sur~iva l . "~~ The presence of 

the Spirit, the Spirit's dwelling in history, in particular, minjung history, is one of the 

major themes of Ki-penumatology. This is the prophetic aspect of Ki-pneumatology, 

which is concemed with eliminating here and now the multiple forms of systemic 

oppressions. The prophetic vision of justice and peace is happening in the here and now 

of human history. The concept of hop in the present is particularly important if we are 

to avoid the idea of "reward" in the "next world," as a consolation for the poor and the 

oppressed. The danger of a merely futuristic eschatology is that it might discourage the 

oppressed fiom stniggling for their rights and liberation. The eschatological vision of Ki- 

pneumatology calls for cornmitment to justice and protection for the minjung, and to the 

restoration of the original order of creation in nature and cosmos. Nor is the Spirit of life 

present only in the midst of the mirljung, for God is also present in the cosmos-that is, in 

everything that is the result of the creative action of the life-giving Spirit. But for this 

panentheistic vision, the reign of God cornes both from within and from without. The 

"next world" is not some other world totally apart fiorn this world, but the transformation 

of this particular world into a "new heaven and new earth" (Rev 2 1 : 1). The eschatology 

79 Kwok Pui-la% "Mending of Creating: Women, Nature, and Eschatological Hope," in 
Liberatitg Eschafology: Essays in Homr of h t t y  M. Russell (Louisville, Kentucky: 
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of Ki-pneumatology is related to the "last thing" and the " f h t  thing" including the end 

of the systems of this world and the beginning of the new heaven and new earth." 

However, the eschatology of Ki-pneumatology does not completely eliminate the 

futuristic aspect of God's kingdom, but emphasizes the idea that the "futu~stic" or 

"coming of God's reign" must happen in this present history. In the words of Moltmann, 

God gives God's "future" kingdom "in ad~ance."~'  There is a continuity and 

interrelation between the present and future aspects of God's Kingdom. This is what 

Jesus means about the presence of God's reign: "The Kingdom of God is among you" 

(Lk lT2 1). G d ' s  Reign is already happening in this world in the midst of the Iife- 

liberating rnirtjur~g movements, and will be fiilly consumrnated beyond time and history, 

when al1 creatures and al1 the han-ridden spirits will be taken up eschatologically. 

8 0 Mol t mann, Creati~îg a Just Future: 7he Poiitics of Peace and the Ethics of Creatiun in 
a nireatened World, translated by John Bowden (London: SCM Press, 1989), referred to 
Moltmann, "Liberating and Anticipating the Future," in Liberating Eschatohgy, p. 189. 

8 1 Moltmann, Ibid., p. 198. 



CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCLUSION 

We have discussed the unique aspects of a Korean Christian panentheistic Kr- 

pneurnatology in which the Ultimate Ki is presented as the fùnctional and cosmo- 

ontological nature of  the Spirit of God. Christian Ki-pneumatology is the fiuit of the 

dialogue between these Christian and Korean religious traditions. The peculiar feature of 

this pneurnatology is that it is centred on the idea of the "life-giving Spirit." The 

i mportant similarity between the two traditions-christianity and Tonghak, in particular- 

is the comprehensive life principle that animates al1 forrns of life and integrates both 

physical and spiritual dimensions. This common theme of vitality and creativity found in 

both Western and Korean panentheistic traditions is an essential component in 

constructing a Korean Christian panentheistic Ki-pneumatology. Both the Holy Spirit and 

the Ultimate Ki are associated with naniral and vital forces, as in the blowing of the wind 

and in the respiration of breath. They are, thus, understood both in relation to the Iife of 

human beings as well as to the rest of the world. Al1 life, including human life, is an 

expression of  the Spirit of God. A fùnctional equivalence exists, then, between the 

idea of the Holy Spirit and the Ultimate Ki. Ki-pneumatology is also endowed with 

important life-liberating characteristics for human beings and nature. Hence, in the 

context of the religious climate of  Korea, the Ultimate Ki, which is identical with the 

cosmic life, can be understood as the Holy Spirit. 1 have argued that this is a Korean 

Christian panentheistic Ki-pneumatology, both biblically faithful and culturally relevant. 

The life-giving Spirit as God's gift to the world lies at the heatt o f  Korean 

Christian panentheistic Ki-penumatology. The resurrected Spirit of Jesus, who was once 



crucitied and risen, has continueci to "recui' in various life-liberating minjung events in 

human history. The resurrection experience in this Ki-pneumatology is deeply associated 

with the idea that the histoncai Jesus comes alive in the midst of the minjung movements, 

striving for a new way of being human in this world, when love replaces greed and hatred. 

The being of Christ is evoked in minjung movements, through which Jesus is no longer 

simply remembered but is paradigmatically identified with al1 the life-Iiberating and life- 

giving events. The primary emphasis of  the resurretcted Jesus in this Ki-pneumatology is 

not, again, upon his body per se, but upon his praxis embodied in his life, ministry, and 

death. It needs to be stressed time and again that the Iife-giving Spirit of  Ki-pneumatology 

does not simply indicate any spirit, but specifically means the Spirit of God and of Christ 

fiifly embodied in the cosrnic life in concrete rninjung events towards eco-human 

emancipation and holistic harmony. In this way, Christians may anticipate the 

eschatological moment through the stniggies of the minjung, based upon that epochai 

event of Jesus which has already happened in human history. However, this anticipation 

does not become fùlly consummated in Our history. Rather, it explores the radically new 

possibilities of the promised fûture of God's Kingdom. In the completion of the Kingdom 

of God, al1 the hart-ridden spirits of the dead can be brought back to the fùllness of cosmic 

life. This interpretation of the life-giving Spirit of Ki-pneumatology has been discussed in 

this thesis in relation to its christological, soteriological, and eschatological implications. 

The proposed Korean Christian panentheistic Ki-pneumatology, the syncretistic 

h i t  of the "confluence" of the Christian scriptures and the Korean Tonghuk tradition, has 

some fundamental characteristics of its own. The Ultimate K .  as the Spirit of life is 

deeply associated with the ideas of spontaneity, harmony, and monistic-multiplicity, 



working in a spiral way. These characteristics are non-dualistic, which are more relevant 

to the religious context of Korea. This aspect of  the Ultimate Ki is radically different from 

the pattern of opposing spirit and matter of the Greco-Roman worldview in which 

traditional Westem Chnstianity is rooted. Western panentheists (e.g., Moitmam and 

McFague) have also departed decisively fiom such a classical theism. Both Western and 

Korean panentheistic pneumatologies a f i rm that the classical understanding of  the Spirit, 

which is mainly signified as the third of three persons or  hypostases linking the Father and 

the Son of a transcendent, monotheistic deity, is no longer tenable. 

A new mode of  Korean Christian panentheistic Ki-pneumatology can be called a 

"Life-centred Ultimate Ki-pneumatology." This carries meaning coherent with the 

biblical words mah and pneuma, combineci with wntemporary sentiments for the 

liberative in theology. This Christian Ki-pneumatology, combining the transcendent and 

persona1 Harnirrim (God) and the immanent natural ki, also provides a usefùl conceptual 

fiamework to understand the Spirit of God in a Korean way. Hanûnim as  the Ultimate Ki 

is a way of talking about God in active relation to humanity, especially the rni~tjug. 

Needless to Say, the issue of liberation in theology needs to be contextually constmed. 

Compared to other religious traditions in Korea, Christianity, which has been in 

Korea for only two hundred years, remains a young and foreign religion in the Korean 

culture. This relatively young religion has not only failed to be h l ly  interculturated into 

Korean cultural soils, but has also led to enormous, negative religio-cultural conflict 

among Korean religions. Christianity in Korea has been a monologue al1 along. The 

exclusive claim that Christianity is the only way of salvation has been transplanted into 

many other countries by Westem evangelical missionaries, along with political expansion. 



The term "Three M's (Mission, Merchants, and ~ i l i t a r ~ ) " '  is used to describe the activity 

of Westem expansion in Korea. Accordingly, up to  the present time, Western missionary 

activities have been severely criticized as a major cause of cultural oppression. The 

impex-ialistic style o f  the Christian mission in Korea, as well as in other Asian countries, 

repudiated al1 possibility of opening a mutual dialogue with indigenous religious 

traditions. As a result, Korean Christianity has remained almost exclusively Western in 

theology, and schizophrenic in spirituality. The soius Christus-theology has claimed that 

the Spirit of  Christianity is the only "Holy" Spirit and the Spirit of  salvation, demonizing 

the indigenous spiritual worlds o f  Korea. The obvious legacy of this missionary attitude is 

faithfùlly continued today in a great number of Korean evangelical churches which send 

their own missionaries abroad. These zealous missionaries devote their lives to convert 

people of other faiths t o  the same exclusive Christianity. Korean Christianity today is 

caught up in this universalizing syndrome. Such an oppression and the dualistic 

theological fiamework are clearly operative in the adoption o f  the term Sô~tgryông 

(3 S/E a), which, as a literal translation of "Holy Spirit," is a culturally alienating idea. 

It demonstrates that the initial stage of Korean Christianity did not go through the proper 

process of cultural contextualization. Prior to the introduction of Christianity in Korea, 

there was no comparable term to  that of "Holy Spirit," with its inherent dualistic 

assumption of separation fiom al1 of  other spirits. 

The relationality o f  Ki-pneumatology empowers the unity of  spirit and body, the 

divine and the secular, individual and society, creator and creature. The cosmic Spirit of 

1 For îürther discussion of the relation between coIonialism and Western mission, see 
Stephen Kim, "Seeking Home in North America: Colonialism in Asia; Confrontation in 
Nonh America," in People on the Wq (Valley Forge, PA: Judson Press, 1996), eâited by 
David Ng, pp. 1-24. 



life re-connects al1 dichotomizing ideas, separating realities into various hierarchical 

levels. This understanding of the Spirit promotes the idea that mie perfection consists not 

in excluding others but including them. God (Hmnhim) includes the wodd and the world 

includes God. God perfects the world and the world perfkcts God. God as the Spifit 

embodies the principle of intemal relation in which God's life is intimately interwnnected 

with other beings. The t t l l  immanence of God is her/his correlative response to the joys 

and sufferings of the world. This interrelation of God and the world is strengthened in the 

holistic interpretation of the Spirit of life. Moreover, this view entails a "symmetrical 

relation" of God and the world, rejecting the idea of theological detenninism, which sets a 

higher value on God's immutablity and self-subsistence. This embodiment of Christian 

Ki-pneumatology enhances the integrity both of God and of the world, and shifts the 

paradigm of pneumatology fiom anthropocentrism to cosmic-life-centrism. 

In this context of thought, the Korean term Holy Spirit, SQngryÔng, can be 

interpreted as Smggi, the life-giving Spirit. The very nature of life-giving Spirit is 

purposehl and always generated anew, while struggling against any fonn of oppression 

and striving for the balance and harmony of the whole. Therefore, understanding the 

Ultimate Ki, the life-giving Spirit, as the Holy Spirit in Korea is not only culturally 

appropriate, but also ecumenicall y relevant, considering the global concern for ecological 

justice in theology. The life-giving Spirit permeates and activates al1 the processes of 

creaturely life and lads them beyond themselves in a process of progressive 

spiritualization. This life-centred Ultimate Ki-pneumatology provides the climate for 

understanding God as the presence of the Spirit without alienating the diverse indigenous 

spiritual world of Korea. This pneumatology promotes a self-creating and self-referential 



Spirit, relating herhimself to its own future, a future of its own transformation toward the 

coming of God's Kingdom. 

These holist ic and li fe-centred characteri stics of a Korean Ki-pneumatology are 

particularly important and relevant to today's life-destroying world, marked by the 

massive poverty of  the Third World, eco-cide, and other "ism oppressions." Also, this 

organic view of the life-giving Spirit becomes a corrective to the dualistic worldview and 

further suggests an integra!ion of both the spiritual and physical dimensions of reality. 

This provides the contea for the Spirit of liberation, the transformation of  every 

dimension of life in its socio-political, cultural, and environmental aspects. 
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